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with him do not emphasize the right
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I was pleased to see in a recent
In 1855 and In 1861 changed Its name to
Your correspondent, Esten
or wrong of the question. Their ap issue of your paper a letter by Mr
the Tribune These papers consolidated Porter says:
peal is to the cupidity of our people,
March 17. 1897.
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NO WORD OF LINDBERGH BABY
World Is Shocked By Kidnapping Of Famous Infant100,000 Detectives In Nation’s Greatest Man Hunt

A breathless nation is awaiting An unauthenticated phone call was
news of Charles Augustus Lindbergh received by a metropolitan newspaper
stating simply that the baby was in
Jr., 20 months old son of the great
the care of a trained nurse.
bootleggers, racketeers, corrupt offi enues will save the deficit.” “Look at not wholly in accord with my sentiKeenest interest in all Knox Coun- I titled to just as good a chance as flyer, who was kidnapped from his
It is estimated that 100.000 peace
cers and politicians, who in a direct the cost of enforcement.” “See the ments regarding the passage of the ty and the coast section of Maine is' the Canadian fishermen nad—that home in Hopewell, N. J., Tuesday
officers and detectives are engaged in
•••
Kindness is the golden chain — way are the beneficiaries of the law.” loss of our income tax.” “See what
Bill in Congress. A {elt in the battle being put up for the
1 evening. No word of the baby’s where this greatest man hunt ever conduct
by which society ls bound toThe “racketeers, corrupt officers we will gain by repeal.” Their as White-Nelson
, . .
,,
_ ..__ ..
I,
__ „ „ ,
. I to bring into the United States and
lob|Urs that Americans couldn't abouts had been received up to 10.30 ed in this country. Every city is begether.—Ooethe.
and politicians,” are not the product sault is upon the ideals of our people. subject so vitally affecting the wel- ,I famous white-Nelson Bill in Wash- J
••• of the prohibition law; they existed
As to enforcement being a failure. fare of Maine lobstermen is deserv- - ington by the Maine delegation re- ' seu jn their own market,
! this morning though Col. and Mrs., jng searched and all transportation
(I
.e.
,e.
even to a greater degree, especially I have lived in the village of Bir ing of much discussion but it would inforced by Commissioner Crie and a j Senator Copeland, a Democrat, Lindbergh announced themselves j lines, roads and Borders closely
in New York City, before the prohi mingham, 18 miles from Detroit, appear that Mr. Davis is too closely group of embattled fishermen. It is welcomed Thomas immediately as a
ICE HELD THE CORNISH
bition law than they do today. There with 12,000 inhabitants for more
brother and all during the rest of the willing to pay the ransom demanded i guarded. Congress has been stirred
no Boss Tweed, with his “public be than two years and I have never seen associated with those responsible for j a matter of keenest moment for it day Thomas and Copeland were argu for the infant who was suffering from to action and President Hoover is
Eastern Steamship Freighter Did isdamned,"
and “what are you going a drunken man on our streets. For the bill to see all sides of the concerns the very life blood of the ing the merits of the bill, which a heavy cold at the time of the ab- taking a personal interest. Europe is
Not Complete Tuesday Trip Into to do about
| industry.
it?" no Tammany boss the past 15 years I have spent my question.
Copeland opposes, at present, be duction.
Bangor
almost as profoundly stirred by the
living in a castle in Ireland, with summers in Rockland. I remember
Apparently everyone supporting, Developments came thick and fast cause his constituents in New York
The
child
was
taken
from
his
crib
outrage as is this country and hunSteamer Cornish of the Eastern his millions, as Croker did. The seeing only one drunken man there this measure assumes that there are at Tuesday's hearing with charges want small, cheap lobsters for the
in the ground floor nursery of the dreds of cablegrams have been pourduring that time and he was in the no lobsters produced in Canada over
public
would
not
stand
for
the
open
hotel
trade.
Lines, which has been on the freight
and counter charges made by both
graft and corruption of the days railroad station about to take a train
“Is the American Congress going new Lindbergh home at Hopewelland ing in, especially from England,
and one-half inches long. Un- 1
run between Boston and Penobscot gone past, as the Seabury investi headed for New York. That is good ten
ffirtunLtefy Zuch ^0^7^ Md sidesopposition is organized 1 on record as showing more consid- a note of a threatening nature left | Mexico has joined the United States
bay and river points during the win gation and its results have already enough enforcement for me. New
Canadian fishermen are able, by gov
pinned to the window sill. No di- ' in an intensive patrol of the border
York can have as good conditions if ernment owned smacks, to land lob
ter months, was unable to reach shown.
I rect clues have been received except ' country for the Lindberghs have atshe
desires
it,
the
law
gives
her
the
The
bootlegger
is
usually
a
moral
Bangor on Tuesday as the officials of
sters of Maine legal length in our
opportunity, but if she prefers to wal
a post card mailed in Trenton say- j tained a great popularity in the
the line had planned, owing to the pervert, he has no conscience, no low in her own filth, that is her mis. New England markets cheaper than
scruples: his whole idea is to satisfy
ing that the child was comfortable, southern republic.
we
are
able
to
produce
them
and
I
ice blockade at Rooster Rock. This his avarice. He is in the.business fortune; but we don’t propose that
have seen, personally, Canadian lob
she
shall
spatter
it
over
the
rest
of
jam was caused by the breaking for gain, for profit, regardless of the
sters from Shediac in New England
away of the big sheet of ice, from six results of his business. His methods us.
In the last paragraph Mr. Porter cities advertised for 24 cents per
to eight inches in thickness, from are contemptible, his business is con
pound. And they were not chicken
Bartlett's Cove, in Orrington, where temptible, and the stuff he handles is assumes that “a large majority of the lobsters either.
it was supposed to be securely moored contemptible, and I have nothing citizens of the United States are con
The U. S. Bureau of Fisheries tells
Much of the tenseness of the situa- > been consolidating their gains in the
and had not been disturbed by the but contempt for him or for any one vinced that the well being of the us that in 1909 there were approxi
coast guard cutter Kickapoo during else who by law or otherwise seeks country lies in repeal." That is a mately 150,000 lobster pots set In
tion in the Far East has passed with 4t4 mile zone nearest the city,
her ice breaking operations on the to make a profit out of the con mere assumption or assertion, as yet Maine waters which took during that
both sides in the controversy maniThe League of Nation parleys have
he has no facts to Justify the state
Penobscot.
temptible alcoholic business.
year 9,010,000 pounds of lobsters. In
testing an increasing desire to affect brought about the order from the
ment.
But
a
more
serious
declara

The Cornish arrived at her Win
a truce of some sort. There has been Japanese naval and army commandtion follows. “They will not long 1929 It took 231.000 pots to catch
terport terminal at 1.50 Tuesday aft
Mr. Porter says: “If prohibition submit to the dictation of a minority, 6,620,000 pounds, or 60 per cent more
a diminution in the severity of fight- ' ers to cease further hostilities in the,
ernoon, more than an hour and a were repealed and the excise tax re
gear
to
catch
25
per
cent
less
fish.
If
half behind her usual time, being de stored the treasury problem would even though such minority declares we increase the demand without in
ing noticeable with the ordered re- ! Shanghai area. The extraordinary
layed by the heavy northeast storm be solved." Here we find him revert confidently its ability and purpose to creasing the supply we have more
treat of the Chinese forces to their session of the League, called at the
prevailing Monday night along the ing to the ethics of the bootlegger, block repeal through the control of fishermen catching fewer pounds
prepared positions some 10 miles back behest of China, will consider the
but 13 States out of the 48 in the
New England coast.
per man. Our problem seems rather
personal gain out of a disreputable Unton.”
of Shanghai. The Japanese have I situation.
business, not only for himself but he
I would like to have Mr. Porter ex- to be that of conservation and
wants to force others who disagree pie in what he means by that. He propagation than increasing demandwith him into sharing with him in assumes to speak for the whole Maine cannot supply all the lobstef#
PUBLIC SUPPER
needs.
SATURDAY, MARCH 5—5 to 7 o’clock the profits of the business, for bear United States. Possibly he may be theTocountry
one really interested in
in mind that no law Mr. Porter and able to speak more accurately for
Undercroft, St. Peter’s Church
branches of the fishing industry and
Baked Beans. Cold Ham, Hot Rolls his kind can pass can make the New York. We would like to know one
Commissioner II. D. Crie Who Is Knox County Men’s Chorus Will Present Concert
who is able to see the activities
booze business respectable. We hear what that attitude is. especially as
Potato and Cabbage Salads
Leading the Fight
Senator Wallace H. White, Jr.
no complaint from him against the the State has two potenial candidates of such organizations in other state#
Doughnuts, Cake and Coffee
our Sea and Shore Fisheries Depart
stuff itself that the bootlegger sells for the presidency.
Sunday Afternoon At Universalist Church
35 Cents
except that the bootlegger and stuff
I would like to know what he means ment' must appear pitifully inade and appeared not at all hesitant to eration to a foreign country than to
American fishermen?” asked Thomas.
quate. Perhaps we are not to as
pays no tax. I have more respect for by “real temperance people."
sume that this is a reflection on the express its views. Washington des He described the hardships of lob
the bootlegger than I have for the
Henry E. Edwards
Thc Knox County Men's Chorus chairman. The singing of this group
ster fishing in Maine, “where the
personnel of our department but it patches had this to say:
man who seeks to hide himself be
Feb. 29.
which is one of the outstanding of men has won favorable attention
“As long as Maine lobster fisher sweat freezes before it comes out.”
does show that our Legislature has
hind the protection of the law while
they
have
appeared,
Representative Gifford of Massa- local musical organizations, is to be wherever
no confidence in it. If anyone men could break even they didn't
he safely pockets his share of the
marked by clean attack, splendid
profits from an immoral and filthy
IMr. Edwards, for the benefit of questions this statement let him look come here to ask the Government for chusetts supported the bill saying he presented in concert Sunday after tonal quality and coloring, and clear
business. The bootlegger at least has those to whom the name may Ao* be up the law regulating the clam busi
„
,
„—
(represented a district vitally interest- noon at 4 o’clock in the Universalist diction and phrasing. S. T. Constan
conservation of lobsters,
the courage to take chances to get familiar, is a prominent retired busi ness passed a year ago. Perhaps our help; now they have to come, Hora- ed jn
vestry under the auspices of Group tine, director, has prepared this fine
his profits, and makes no pretence ness man. His wife is a former department could be more fittingly tio D. Crie, Maine State Commis- ; Ernest J. Dean, president of the Lob- 6 of the church, Mrs. W. E. Morgan, program:
to respectability.
Rockland lady and the family is one called a Lobster Department as its sioner of Sea and Shore Fisheries, ster Fishermen's Association of MasWe make no apologies for the pro of the most highly esteemed in Knox activities favor that branch. At the told a subcommittee of the Senate sachusetts, favored the bill though he Chorus—When We Stand Before the King .................... ........................ Oeorge Nevin
„
.
,
. ' said Massachusetts did not care about Word of Welcome
hibition law. Its enforcement com County's summer colony.—Ed.]
present time, however, other fish are _
Rev. George H Welch
pares favorably with that of other
bringing more money into Maine Committee on Commerce in a hearing : the section whlch wou)d prohibit the Chorus—How Long Wilt Thou Forget Me ...................................... Pflueger-Hartz
on the White-Nelson Bill to prevent entry of lobster meat, except when Scripture Text on MubIc
laws
against
social
evils.
No
one
ex

than
are
lobsters.
TOM
REED'S
PLATFORM
Such Good
Mr. Welch
pects a perfect enforcement, no
I regret that Mr. Davis questions short lobsters coming in from Can- hermetically sealed in cans. Massa—One Sweetly Solemn Thought .............................. . ............................ Ambrose
i criminal law is perfectly enforced. Famous Missouri Senator Demands my status as a fisherman. I would ada The bill would also make lob- chusetts does not permit the entry of Chorus
Prayer
“America First" For Democrats like to say that if this bill fails of £ters in interstate
. . , . commerce
___ _ „„„„
meat anyway,
said. WordI People still steal, still gamble, peddle
Mr. Welch
amen-lobster
' he
1 was
ing of this section
changed on Chorus—In Heavenly Love Abiding .................................................. Brown - Bustln
] narcotics, et cetera. Laws are not
passage in Congress and Maine fish
Chorus
—
Lord
of
Our
Life
...................................
............... ....................... George Nevin
AU Home Cooking ; repealed because they are not obeyed,
able
to
the
laws
of
the
states
they
motion
of
Representative
Nelson
so
Tom Reed of Missouri wants an ermen are forced out of business, as
Offertory—Under the Leaves ................................................................................
Thome
Specials Served Daily
that it would read that entry of short
but because they are found to be un "America First” platform for the Mr. Crie says they will be, I will be leave and enter.
Mrs S. T. Constantine
Chorus
—
While
The
Years
Are
Rolling
By
................................
Herndon
just or unrighteous. James Russell Democratic party this year, and a in the market for all lobster fishing
The subcommittee consists of Sens lobsters “or anv part thereof in ary Choruses—At Midnight .............................................. ................................. Dudley Buck
Try our 25, 35, 50c Dinners
Lowell said “Not failure, but low aim
gear I can find money enough to pay tor Howell of Nebraska, chairman; f°rm whatsoever" would be prohibitGoln' Home (by request) ............... ........................................... Dvorak - Fisher
presidential
candidate
representing
|
p
0I
7
ed.
is crime." We believe that the out
Chorus-Unfold. Ye Portals ...................................................
Gounod
C. F. Eastman.
Copeland. Democrat, New York; and
Cornell opposed the prohibition of Benediction
lawing of the liquor business is “old fashioned, sound Democratic
Port Clyde, March 2.
Senator White of Maine, joint author import of lobster meat from short
righteous and that the law is just, principles."
Opposite Perry’s Market
The personnel of the chorus is: E. F. Berry, Henry Pendleton. John
and that it should stand and be en- | The veteran of many political bat- ’
ROCKLAND.
-___ MAINE_
of the bill with Representative Nel lobsters and asked how you could tell First tenors, Harold W. Greene, Robinson, Charles Wilson and
ON
FORGERY
CHARGE
what meat was from short lobsters
forced.
son of Maine.
Service: 5 A. M. to 7 P. M.
Runnorters of
Ra>rmoncl
c- Perry.
Wyllie.. liam Manning; second bass, Rosea
and what wasn't. Supporters
of the
the I prank
Tibbetts
and Chester
g T Constan
Mr. Porter, and those who advise ties in and out of the Senate, where
As a member of the committee. bill admitted that this was an adMcKinney, Dr. Samuel Tibbetts, Adin
he served from 1911 to 1929, is a Thomaston Young Man Held
ministrative problem that might be J pIle'
Mtenors'
£ar!iet?? L. Hopkins, Joseph A. Brewster and
Senator
White
could
not
be
a
wit

candidate, backed by the solid dele
In Connection With Local ness. He told the 23 Maine lobster difficult It was brought out by Rep°^ald Margerson Fred H. Robert B. Magune.
gation of his state. But he will not j
rerentative Nelson that the bill, if I Hainlng' Charles Merriam. Dr. L. W.
The concert will begin at 4 o'clock
Case
men
who
came
for
the
hearing
that
campaign outside Missouri and is not i
passed, could be administered by the Hart and Carl Cassens; first bass, sharp. There will be no admission,
he would “have to be very judicial,” personnel of the Department of Com Raymond K. Greene, Fred Sherman, but a silver collection will be taken.
naming names, even his own.
Another chapter in the history of
Briefly, the position he expounded the recent forgery cases was written but he forgot that several times at the merce which now administers the
vent the taking of lobsters under nine
to the newspaper corps while sitting yesterday when Edward Benner, 22. hearing, particularly when Cornell, black bass bill.
SHOWED FINE SPIRIT
It was brought out that the im inches and over 11 inches. Testimony
in the Senate Judiciary room where of Thomaston, was arraigned before president of the Middle Atlantic
To the owners of property in the City of Rockland:
portation from Canada is increasing was that lobsters do not reproduce
once he was a power, is this:
Judge Butler on a forgery charge in Fisheries Association and representa rapidly and that 40 per cent of the under nine inches and reproduce in Former Rockland Womar
Because of numerous complaints of the prevalence of brown“It is time for the United States to connection with a check in the
tail moths, especially In certain sections of the city, I am obliged to
quit acting the role of Brother amount of $27.50 on the North Na tive of the Fulton Market Fish importation was short lobsters. Cope greatly increased proportion the
Appreciates Work of Un
call your attention to Chapter 43, Section 9, of the Public Laws of
Bountiful for all the rest of the world. tional Bank made out to Ernest Lane Mongers Association of New York land kept calling the bill an “em larger they are.
bargo
”
and
a
"tariff
measure."
while
Commissioner
O'Malley
said
that
We should insist on the inviolability and signed with the name of W. B. said:
the State of Maine, of the year 1930, which reads as follows:
employment Committee
proponents of the bill called it a con he did not think the interstate com
of the obligation of the European Fish.
“Your whole argument here has servation measure. The fact Ls that merce powers of Congress would per
“Whenever a city, town, or plantation is notified by the
nations to pay their debts even
The Rockland Unemployment Re
Benner waived examination and
commissioner of agriculture of the presence of brown-toil moth
though we may not insist upon im entered a plea of not guilty. Probable been based on the needs of the 4500 New Eneland fishermen would like to mit the passage of such a law.
lief Committee is doing an excellenl
get
a
tariff
to
help
them
against
Copeland
insisted
all
day
that
the
or San Jose scale, the mayor of each city, the selectmen of each
lobster
fishermen
of
Maine.
I
think
mediate payments. We must recognize cause was found and the young man
town, and the assessors of each plantation, shall notify each
the fact that those nations are able to held for the grand jury in the sum ol the consumers of New York should competition with Canada, which has thing for Maine to do was to reduce job in handling the local situatior
lower production costs, 200.000 square its minimum to nine inches and Sen though its funds are by no mean:
owner of real estate located therein, requiring him to destroy
maintain vast armies and navies and $1000.
be considered too.”
miles of water filled with lobsters, ator White kept saying that this
the above named insects in his orchard and shade trees within
that in one or two countries the peo
“I'm not particularly interested in much of it virgin territory; and help would be a violation of the best scien adequate. At present 53 men are em
a specified time. If the owner falls to destroy the above named
ple are more prosperous than our
BUSINESS WAS GOOD the consuming public of New York from their government. But since it tific opinion as to conservation meas ployed and the effort will continue
insects before the specified time, the city, town, or plantation,
own."
as long as possible. Additional funds
subject to the approval of the commissioner of agriculture,
City that pays $2.50 in a hotel for the is impossible to get a tariff, the lob ures.
Then he added several cracks at the
stermen
are
supporting
the
WhiteGeorge
E
Willey,
president
of
the
will be welcome and may be sent tc
shaJl destroy them, and shall assess upon such aforesaid real
Administration’s Legislative aids to February Showed Remark lobster that the Maine lobster fisher Nelson bill which gives a measure
Associated Lobstermen of Massachu-. Treasurer Donald C. Leach or to the
. estate the actual cost of doing so, to an amount, however, not
business, concluding:
man
gets
15
cents
for,"
said
White.
of nrotection bv eliminating competi setts, also opposed the bill and pre-' Chamber of Commerce office.
able Gain In Receipts At
exceeding one per cent of the assessed valuation of the above
“I regard all such measures as un
tion with short lobsters. It was sented letters from hotel men oppos
named property. The amount so assessed shall be collected in
sound.
The government cannot
An example of fine spirit is found ir
Carlton Bridge
brought out that Canada sends lob ing the bill. He said if the supply
the form of a tax.”
create wealth. It seldom can cure
Appearing for the bill were Senator sters of less than nine inches into from Canada were cut off and the the communication below which ha<
economic ills except in one way. It
I shall be obliged to see that the above law Is strictly enforced.
Bridge traffic showed a remarkable Hale of Maine: Representative Nel western states which have no mini price went uo. the public demand for been received by Treasurer Le
can cease placing Unnecessary bur gain
in February over the same son; Crie; James H. Weeks of Ston mum length and sends in canned and lobster would decrease and the Maine Miss Helen E. Davies is a Rocklanc'
dens
on
industry
and
the
community.
C. M. RICHARDSON,
month in 1931, the cash receipts for ington, Conn., and Capt. Howard F. chilled meat from lobsters down to producers would be harmed.
woman, daughter of the late Enoci
And
it
can
cease
drawing
from
the
Mayor.
“This Ls purely a selfish measure,
the full month of 29 days having Burdick of Avondale, R. I., repre i four inches.
veins of the people by incessant and been $1,006.35 in excess of January senting the Southern New England
calculated to assist the lobster fish Davies, who has been employed in th<
unjust taxation."
25-27
Cornell, in an expert and rather eries of Maine," declared John H. office of the Immigration Commis
On Monday, the 29th, the last dav of Fisherman's Association; Orville I.
the month, the receipts were $158 80. Guptill of the Maine Seacoast Mis bitter dissection of the testimony, said Matthews, executive secretary of the sioner, Montreal, for a number
Deducting this amount from the full sion; Howard Maxwell, Cape Eliza it was simolv “camouflage" to call it Middle Atlantic Fishers’ Association, years.
also representing the Eastern Long
month's receipts to make an even beth; Charles Thomas, Bailey Island; a conservation measure.
Please find enclosed express monej
“If it were honestly presented for Tsland Fisheries' Association and the
comparison with February 1931 when E. S. Loud, Vinalhaven; O. B. Wal
order
in U. S. funds representing con
lace,
Cutler:
A.
C.
McLoon,
Rockland
what
it
is,
”
he
began,
whereupon
Sena

Fulton
Fish
Market
Association.
there were only 28 days, shows the
Crie and several of the Maine fish tribution from the following namec
month to be $847.55 ahead of last and Boston. Other Maine lobster tor White thanked him for “reflect
year. There were 4009 more motor men were present, but limitation of ing” on himself and Nelson for intro ermen will remain in Washington employee in this office who althougt
over Wednesday to confer with mem residing outside the United States L
vehicles and 5858 more persons time prevented their speaking. The ducing a “dishonest" bill .
Cornell said he didn't mean to re bers of the Maine Congressional dele desirous of contributing to the un
crossed the bridge than in the same committee sat from 10 o'clock in the
gation on further action in support of employment relief in your city.
month of 1931. The comparison is morning till 6 at night, with an hour fleet, on them
Helen E. Davies,
$6.00
out for lunch, most unusual amount
White said heatedly that when Cor the hill. The Nelson bill, which is
shown in the following table:
This contribution covers one day':
of time to be devoted to a single nell said the bill was dishonest he was identical with the White bill, has been
Cash Receipts
measure of limited interest. *
referred to the House Committee on pay of the employee named who ha:
certainlv reflecting on them
February, 1932 .....................$4,431.50
Henry O'Malley, United States
Interstate and Foreign Commerce, of volunteered to contribute one day’:
Cornell
said
he
didn
’
t
mean
to
say
February, 1931 ........ «............ 3,425.15 commissioner of fisheries, and Lewis
which Mr Nelson is a member No pay each month for three month:
it was dishonest tn intent.
which is the practice being followec
Then if we are not dishonest we hearing has been set on that bill.
Increase ...............................$1,006.35 Radcliffe, deputy commissioner, also
Representatives Beedy, Snow and by Government employees in th<
supported the bill, saying it would are stupid?” questioned RepresentaFeb. 29, for day...................... 158 80 promote
Partridge of Maine were present at United States.
conservation.
tive Nelson.
Very truly yours,
The bill would prevent the importa
Cornell said the whole argument the hearing but did not speak.
Net increase for 28 days.... $ 847.55 tion of lobsters less than 3 >4 inches had
(Signed) I. F. Wixon.
been for protection and that
Motor Vehicles
Commissioner, Montreal District
“I thought your secretary was
from the rear of the eye socket to the there was nothing in the bill which
February, 1932 ........................ 13.341 end of the body shell, which corre- would increase lobster production. blonde?”
February, 1931 ........................ 9,332 ponds to 10’4 inches common meas Copeland said “Every witness has
“She was, but she's gone off the YOUR FAVORITE POEP
urement. This is the length permit testified to the commercial purpose Gold Standard.”—Passing Show.
Gain ................. -................... 4,000 ted bv the Maine law. Other states in of the bill except mv friend, the
If I had to live my life again I wouli
We present a new collection of straw hats for
New England have a minimum legal Democrat.” meaning Thomas.
Persons
have made a rule to read some poeti
Chairman Howell quelled the rising
February, 1932 ........................ 24,858 length of nine inches. Western states
and listen to some music at least
a week The loss of these tastes ls a lo
Spring which we invite you to inspect. The new
February, 1931 ........ :.................. 19,000 have no minimum length. It was tempers by calling them to order and
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
brought out at the hearing that Can- Cornell went on to sav that the effort
5,858 ada has a 35 per cent ad valorem duty I was being made, under the guise of
colorings are Nassau Blue, Castillian Red, French
DOWN BY THE SALLEY GARDENS
on lobsters, while lobsters are on the) conservation, to force other states to
Prevents Large Pores
Down by the salley gardens my love i
free list in the American tariff law; I conform to Maine’s 10'4 inch law
Stays
on
Longer
Chocolate, Beige and ever popular Black. The
I did meet:
that the Canadian government indi- | so far as imports were concerned,
She passed the sallev gardens with llttl
rectly subsidizes its lobster fishermen '• thp irrepressible Nelson here Inter- No dry or drawn, or pasty, flaky look
snow-white feet.
with _new. wonderful
straws are both rough and smooth. We offer a wide
Follow the Vick
bv building breakwaters, pounds and vened to ask:
._
_
. MELLO-GLO
_ ___ .. ... She bid me take love easy, as the leavr
grow on the tree;
wharves for them and bringing their
■■you represent the dealers of New FaSe Fowder- Spreads more
being young and foolish, with h(
“Celds-Control” Plan
catch to market at cost in govern-, York who don’t care anything about a"d
t But I.would
variety also in shapes and styles from the turban to
not agree.
Prevents large pores. Produces a
ment boats.
the lobster fishermen?”
lor fewer and 1cm ae*
youthful
bloom
by
hiding
tiny
lines,
In
a
fleld
by
the river my love and I dl
Mr. Thomas of Bailey Island
Copeland said Maine’s conservation
the brim hat. Prices range from $1.98 to $9.00 and
stand.
▼ere eolds this win*
Beautiful
brought down the house when he argument was broken down by the wrinkles and pores.
And
on
my
leaning
shoulder she laid
snow-white hand.
ter. Get the new Vicks
said he was not a protectionist and fact that Maine’s sunply was not in women love new French Process
this is the season when better values are given.
MELLO-GLO.
Its
natural
tone
suits
She
bid
me
take
life
easy, as the
not a prohibitionist and wasn't creasing, although Maine had a 1014
grows on the weirs:
Nose Drops and nee
every complexion. Try MELLO-GLO.
ashamed to sav he was a Democrat inch law.
But I was young and foolish and no
with Vicks VapoRub.
Cornell said he and his associates Corner Drug Store and ah other
am full of tears
from Maine, butthat he thought the
—William Butler Yeats.
lobstermen of this country were en-1 would support a law which would pre- good stores.

W,

BILL

WAR CLOUDS LESS THREATENING

ROCKLAND’S SINGING MEN

at PENOBSCOT GRILL

PENOBSCOT BRILL

Notice

What’s What In
New York Millinery

Makes You Look
So Fresh, Young

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
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The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland, Me.. March 3, 1932.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
Who on oath declares that he Is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
March 1, 1932 there was printed a total
W H. BUTLER.
Notary Public.

of 6183 copies.

Therefore to him that knoweth to
do good, and dbeth it not, to him it is
sin.—James 4:7.
Maine is apparently going into the
red ink more rapidly than the aver
age state of the nation, it would seem
from a survey ot governmental ex
penditures and revenues for 1930 just
completed by the Bureau of the
Census. In 1930, the Maine govern
ment spent $22,567,698. It took in a
total of only $21,562,775 in internal
revenue. In other words, its total ex
penditures were five per cent larger
than its complete revenue collections.
The average state government in
the nation, on the other hand, spent
only two per cent more than it col
lected, according to the survey. Of
the New England states, three collect
ed more than they spent in 1930—
Rhode Island, Connecticut and Mas
sachusetts. The remaining three
spent more than they took in—Maine,
New Hampshire and Vermont.

banish depression

r. h. s. teams won

Adjutant and Mrs. Arthur L. | Local Boys and Girls Triumph at Lincoln Academy
Fox Lead Salvation Army
—Camden Games Friday
In V igorous Campaign
In harmony with a nationwide program to banish depression the Salvation Army has adopted the slogan
“Fight It Through.” In every corps
in this country between Feb. 28 and
March 13 a campaign is in progress
to banish spiritual depression. The
local unit has entered enthusiastically
into the spirit of the campaign

The world has been shocked Into
.tunned surprise by the unbelievably
iudacious kidnapping of the Lindjergh baby. Words of dismay and
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Fox
imazement at what Congress calls a
‘dastardly and. cowardly act" have
xjured in on the distracted parents Monday night the young people, led
rom all corners of the globe. It is by Mrs. Eva Shaw, young people's seri terrible indictment of our civiliza- geant major had a profitable meeting.
Tuesday a knee drill for Christians
ion that the world’s most famous ‘ was
held, this being the Salvation
>aby could be stolen from the sacred Army term for prayer meeting. Wedirecincts of his own home. This par- i nesday night Capt. and Mrs. Colman
icular form of terrorism has spread Miller of the Bath Corps were in
iver the country with alarming ra . charge.
Tonight a special song service has
pidity the past few years, climaxing been arranged. Tomorrow night the
in the abduction of this sick and Corps Cadet brigade will be to the
helpless infant, carried to nobody front. As a climax to the first week
mows what fate by debased and of the campaign. Adjutant and Mrs.
Keller, Divisional Y. P. Secretaries of
ricious criminals. No expense or Portland Headquarters, will conduct
abor must be spared to curb the the weekend services.
ictivities of the kidnapping gangs.

STRAND THEATRE

A pleasant repudiation of the BibliYou can fool some people all of the
tl philosophy that “a prophet is not
ithout honour save in his own I time, all of the people some—bu’ you
juntry" is found in the instance of cap’t fool a woman who’s in love with
imes J. O’Hara now presiding at I you into thinking you’re somebody
te console of the great organ at ; else.
Such at least is the experience of
TEI during the absence of the staff Fredric March as the hero of
■ganist, Lloyd Del Castillo. Enthu- “Strangers In Love," the Paramount
astic praise of Mr. O’Hara's pro- picture which comes to the Strand
Friday and Saturday. As
rams is heard in every corner of j Theatre
Buddy Drake, a rash young man who
lis his home town and it might re- pretends, for sound financial reasons,
>und to his advantage if these words to be his own brother. Mr. March tries
appreciation were put on paper hard to deceive two women. One,
I Muriel (Juliette Compton) is in love
id mailed to WEEI, Boston.
with him—or rather, with the brother
Buddy is pretending to be. The other,
Community Park has closed its I (Kay Francis) is at first a sworn
ond season as a skating field and ■ enemv. That is because she too is
s won new laurels of public ap- i fooled, at first, bv Buddy's masquerjval. Not only does this centrally , ade, and she has every reason for
enmity towards the man she thinks
ated and carefully maintained ice {he is.
rface bring healthful exercise to
In the end. influenced perceptibly
jng and old who would otherwise I by Miss Francis' brunette beauty, the
imposter decides to confess: but as
iss the zest, but it has the less ap- 1' you
may have guessed, the two girls
rent but none the less vital effect . have not remained in a state of comkeeping the youngsters off dan- i plete ignorance. Thev know all about
rous ponds and quarry holes which it: indeed, they have been doing
ve cost many young lives in the things about it—and in a thoroughly
satisfactory denouement Diana proves
| a better guesser than Muriel.—adv.

rhat responsible official. City MaWednesday night the Barbers lost
in Helen Corbett, has resumed a hard fought game to Gulf Refin,,tive Jduty
. after an onfnrnad
ins.
to Barbers
1367. Dudley
was Gree
high.
enforced varavac
total 1373
foj. the
with 308
n through accident. Ever leading ]py Ied the Gul( crew with 303
jusy life through the multitudinous Forty Club outfit rolls against Texaco
tails and problems of her depart- tonight.
ent, the troublous months of the
■ —
----esent economic depression have ■
en especially heavy. She returns'
her labors with the high courage,
irless heart and indefatigable zeal
lich is characteristic.

Jongress and the nation at large
tch with interest the battle of the
line lobstermen to free the industry
un competition by Canadian chicklobsters. It is worthy of note that
8 Congressmen, State authorities
d fishermen themselves present a
ited front in behalf of the White
Ison bill.
i wave of sympathy goes out from j
s community to the tortured par- j
s for North Haven has played a
iminent part in the lives of this
rid famous couple beginning with
ir mystery honeymoon voyage on
i Mouette.

RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND

(Know th.e Joy
I of living/* J

OUR GRANGE CORNER
Knox Pomona Grange will meet
rch 5 with South Hope Grange,
ith Hope. Dinner will be served (
noon and this program given in
afternoon: Address of Welcome,
a Taylor; response, James Dori; recitation. Gertrude Wellman;
sical selection, Myrven Merrill;
aker. Clarence C. Stetson, chairn of Maine Development Commisi; singing, Grange; roll call
ees of interest I have visited, with
ponses by flve members of South
pe
Grange;
reading,
Emily
>haw; Washington playlet, Girls'
[ Club; question—How can we as
ers in our towns wisely reduce ex- ,
ises in 1932?—discussed by Charles
vlor and Raymond Ludwig; reciion, Clarion Clark.

John O. Stevens had his eyes open
at the recent Furniture Show, the
proof being a brand new wrinkle in
the display line now to be seen at
Pu mp's. It is in substance an in
stantaneous room, readily moved
from place to place and very attrac
tive. Its frame is grooved and slot
ted and the walls give a panel effect
through use of silk drapes of pastel
shades. Light above and below is
provided much as stage settings are
lighted. The present display shows
a modem bed room. Others are in
process of construction.

Own a car and pay as you ride.
Our Budget Flan gives you imme
diate possession of a car you'll be
proud of—FOR LITTLE CASH!
1930 Oldsmobile Sedan
1928 Ford Coupe
1930 Essex Sedan
1929 Chevrolet Coach
1928 Buick Coupe
1931 Ford Coach
1928 Erskine Sedan
1928 Whippet Cabriolet
1929 Viking Sedan
1929 Ford Sedan
1930 Chevrolet Sedan

RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND

Every-Other-Day

i Failing to make a field goal in- ;
( side of the Rockland defence, the Lin- j
j coin Academy basketball quintet i
proved to be a small obstacle in the
local’s road to the Knox and Lincoln
League championship, at Damariscot- '
J ta Wednesday evening when the
Orange and Black put on a spurt in
| the last half that left the Lincoln!
crew far in the rear and gave Rock
land a 38 to 15 victory. The Rockland
girls’ team ran up against plenty of j
trouble but they also staged a last I
period drive to remove all doubt as
to the outcome of the fracas and won ;
by the score" of 51 to 33.
The Lime City quintet failed to
take advantage of its scoring chances
in the first half and as a result the
Lincoln aggregation was out in front
by a 4 to 3 margin at the end of the
first period and at helf time the
game was all even with nine points
each. In the last half, however,
Rockland found the basket for 29
points. Francis McAlary, star Rock
land guard, dropped a long shot
through the hoop for the first time
in three years, since he has been a
plaver on Rockland teams.
The Rockland High sextette got off
to a flying start but the Lincoln lassies
were never in the mood to surrender
and they conducted a rally of their
own in the second and third periods
to overcome a six point lead and forge
ahead by five points. Captain Edna
Howard of Rockland, however, put on
a shooting exhibition and along with
her mate. Miss Robinson, scored at
will in the final canty to give their
team a decisive and well earned vic
tory.
The local teams will play in Cam
j den Friday evening which will give
the girls' outfit a chance to tie with
' Camden, while if the Boys' club wins
it will give them undisputed posses
sion of the pennant in the masculine
division. As the Camden and Rock
land teams are evenly matched the
best games of the season are expected.
The summary:
Field goals. Knowlton 2, Frohock.
LaCrosse 2. Flanaean 8. Freeman 3.
McAlary, Nelson, Elliot 4. Fuller. Goals
from fouls. Flanagan 4. Nelson. Elliot.
Reed. Score. Rockland boys 38. Lin
coln Academy 15. Referee Wotton.

LIONS LIKED HIM

Rev. L. A. Campbell Dis
cussed Situation In the Far
East From Both Sides
The speaker at the Lions Club yes
terday was the Rev. L. A. Campbell,
pastor of the Baptist Church at Cam
den. He discussed the situation in
the Far East and traced the history of
China and Japan for the years pre
ceding the conflict in 1885; indicat
ing that problems then unsettled by
reason of the intervention of the
Great Powers were the underlying
causes of the present situation in
Shanghai.
Mr.
Campbell
was
thoroughly at home with his subject
and the club members consider his
address among the best of the many
which have featured its dinner pro
grams.
Increased attendance was noted as
several were taken from the sick roll.
"Lucky " Frank A. Winslow of The
Courier-Gazette staff was added to
that number, however, being confined
to his home on Claremont street. The
next meeting of the club will take
place at Knox Hotel, Thomaston,
March 9. at 680 at which time the
Rockland men will be hosts to the
clubs from Waldoboro and Camden.

BIG LEGION SHOW
The Richard R. Wells Post
Will Give Americanization
Hour and Initiation
Members of Winslow’ - Holbrook ;
Post are looking forward with pleas- :
ure to March 11 when a delegation
will attend an entertainment in Lin
coln Theatre, Damariscotta, under j
the auspices of Richard R. Wells
Post.
The intention is to set forth the
Americanism of the Legion and to j
impress upon every American his
duty as a citizen.
Wells Post has the only degree '
team in the state and this team in
full regalia wiil initiate an actual
candidate, or class of candidates, in
the regular ritual. The degree team
consists of Lester F. Hall, comman
der; James I. Conboy, first vice com
mander; Harold W. Castner, second
vice commander; Harold Chapman,
adjutant; James Gray, chaplain;
Walter Ifill and James G. Barnes,
sergeants-at-arms; John E. Matthew,
finance officer.
Governor William Tudor Gardiner
will attend the meeting. The staff of
the United States Veterans’ Bureau
in Portland, Department Commander
L. Smith Dunnack of Augusta,
James L. Boyle Department Adjutant
of Waterville, Lewis R. Cates of
Rockland, and William Gray of
Portland, Department Vice Com
manders, and two drum corps, one
from Rockland and one from Bath,
will be guests from outside.
The local Rotary Club, the
Woman’s Clubt Lincoln Academy
' teachers, with a delegation from the
academy, business and professional
i men, and the selectmen of neighbor
ing towns, all will hqve special invi
tations. Three hundred and fifty
special guests have been invited.

CAMDEN
■ Mrs. Ellen Keene suffered a serious
j ill turn Tuesday at her home on
Free street.
News of the death in Washington,
D. C., of Hon. David Jayne Hill, was
received w'ith sadness in Camden
where Mr. Hill spent several sum
mers.
Mrs. B. W. Russell is critically ill
at the home of Mrs. M. Blanche
Rich, High street.
J The regular monthly dinner of the
ladies’ aid was held at the Methodist
I vestry Wednesday afternoon. Mrs.
I Tena Fuller, Mrs. Tena Saulsbury
and Mrs. Addie HarvilJe were in
' charge.
Special meeting of Arey-Heal Post,
A.L., this Thursday evening at 7.30
I o'clock.

TO-DAY! AT LEADING GROCERS
LISTED BELOW
t
.
The New Widely Discussed "Foods Men Like" Set of "Kitchen-tested"
Recipes Given FREE in Every Sack of Famous Gold Medal
"Kitchen-tested" Flour
*
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1

'

—

Development ofNeiv Series Follows Survey Made

E

9 Ihese Remarkabl.

in 166 Principal Restaurants of New York and
Chicago Among 250,000 Men Which Reveals

In

4 out of 5 Men Prefer Same Kind of Bakings

Htppines$

rirrxN

OW—if you want to make the

formity of results, before it goes to you.

bakings men folk like the most—

Every batch tested for home baking of

go to any one of the grocers listed

cakes, pies, pastries, breads, by a num

N

Adven*«re

H

below and get a sack of Gold Medal

ber of experts directed by the noted

"Kitchen-tested*’ Flour.

cooking authority, Betty Crocker.

7 Not Now?
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'9 ^tutho,

■

Vested"
If

Inside you will find a remarkable set of

"Kitchen-tested" scientifically, the same

vealed by a recent survey among some

way. Thus, the flour acts the same way,

250,000 men in 166 leading restaurants

in New York and Chicago. Try them.
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"Kitchen-tested" recipes are likewise

15 recipes for Foods Men Like as re

the recipe the

p

Kec'Pes

epar4'‘°n

lyou Wi/H.nd

o°° 'JPensiv'e

same nay, every time

you hake. No guesswork, no uncer

And—you’ll find home bakin g far

tainty. Results are unvarying. Baking

easier than ever before this new

simplified amazingly.

"Kitchen-tested" way.

Il hat "Kitchen-tested" Means
Gold Medal

"Kitchen-tested”’ Flour

means flour that has been tested in a
home oven, just like yours, for

uni

For the Great Kitchen Thrill, try this
way today. Get Gold Medal

"Kitchen-

G0l0 MEDAL FLOUR

The New " Kitchen-tested" Recipes for
"Enods Men I.ike" as Determined by a
Recent Survey and Greatly Simplified Ihder
the Direction nf Betty Crocker, Noted
Cooking lixpert.

tested" Flour at any grocery store. The
latest

kitchen-tested

"Kitchen-tested" recipes are in

side the sack.
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fENCRAl MILLS.INC.

WASHBURN CROSBY COMPANY of GENERAL MILLS, INC.

NOW GIVEN FREE

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

BUY

GOLD

MEDAL

ROCKLAND
W. F. Britto Market,
4 Camden St.
Cloverdale Stores
O. S. Duncan, 156 So. Main St.
First National Stores
Flint’s Market,
262 Main St.
Great A. & P. Tea Co. Stores
Glendenning’s Market,
248 Main St.
Gilley & Duncan, 778 Main St.
J. A. Jameson & Co.,
743 Main St.
Knight Bros.,
65 Park St.
Perry’s Market,
428 Main St.
V. L. Packard, 253 Maverick St.
V. L. Packard, 56 Old Co. Road
Park Street Market
E. B. Spear Cash Grocery,
586 Main St.
Webber Market Co.,
139 South Main St.
Willow Street Market,
574 Main St.

ROCKPORT
The town books were closed Mon
day in preparation for the annual
meeting which will be held March 21.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wilson spent
Monday at their home at Tenant's
Harbor.
Rehearsals are in progress on a
play to be presented in the near
future under the auspices of the Ep
worth League of the M. E. Church.
Miss Mabel Wall has returned to
Attleboro, Mpns., after spending the
school vacation with her parents
Capt. and Mrs. Simon Wall.
Miss Eva Waldron was guest last
week of her aunt Mayme Rackliff in
Rockland.
Mrs. Asenath Erickson who has
employment in Old Orchard arrived
in town Monday called by the serious
illness of her father-in-law, John
Erickson.
Mrs. Minnie Weed is in Roxbury
where she will remain for two
months with her daughter Mrs.
Marshall E. Reed.
Mrs. Leslie Deane is seriously ill
from pneumonia at her home on
West street. Ruth Simonds, R.N., is
caring for her.
What promises to be a big game
will be played this evening at Town
hail between the Rockport Ace Club
and a team from the Bath Iron
Works.
Mrs. Christine Currier will be host
ess to the Twentieth Century Club
Friday afternoon at her home. Each

"K 1 T G H E N-T E S T E D”

DAMARISCOTTA, ME.
Cloverdale Stores,
Great A. & P. Tea Co. Stores
G. E. Gay,
Vanna’s Cash Market,
Yellowfront Grocery

4 AMERICAN j5
MEDICAL

Inside Every Sack of

VINALHAVEN, ME.
Great A. & P. Tea Co. Stores,
E. C. McIntosh Market,
Vinalhaven Grocery Co.,
NORTH HAVEN, ME.
I. B. Beverage,
W. S. Hopkins,
C. E. Waterman & Co.
SWAN’S ISLAND, ME.
N. T. Morse
DEER ISLE
H. M. Beck

ISLE au HAUT
J. K. Barter

CRIEHAVEN
H. J. McClure .
STONINGTON, ME.
Marden Cash Store
Sturdee & Co.

ATLANTIC, MAINE
A. C. Smith

FLOUR

AT

ANY

OF

THESE

Gold Medal Flour.

GROCERS:

CAMDEN, ME.
H. F. Bock
Carleton, French & Co.,
Cloverdale Stores,
First National Stores,
Great A. & P. Tea Co.,
B. J. Knight,
Bay View Si.

ROCKPORT, ME.
First National Stores,
Enos E. Ingraham Co.,
Rockport Ice Co.

WEST ROCKPORT, ME.
E. R. Andrews

THOMASTON, ME.
First National Stores,
Great A. & P. Tea Co. Stores
E. P. Starrett,
Mill River
A. J. Lineken

SO. WARREN
W. K. Jordan

WARREN, ME.
Cloverdale Stores,
P. D. Starrett

UNION, ME.
J. C. Creighton Co.,
Gorden & Lovejoy Co.
EAST UNION, ME.
Payson & Robbins
SO. THOMASTON, ME.
T. J. Baum,
David Pollock

SO. HOPE, ME.
R. E. Robbins

SO. UNION, ME.
H. N. Chandler
SPRUCE HEAD, ME.
Eugenie Godfrey

> ROCKVILLE, ME.
L. H. Ewell
WALDOBORO, ME.
Cloverdale Stores,
First National Stores,
Great A. & P. Tea Co. Stores,
J. T. Gay,
E. C. Teague

NEWCASTLE, ME.
Thomas E. Gay & Son

member is requested to contribute a three sons, Charles A. Russ of j WITH THE BOWLERS I dividual total of 288, his 114 going for
Passaic, N. J., Oeorge H. Russ, Jr.,'
current event toward the program.
| high single string though Abbott was
Mrs. L. E. Mann ls able to be out of Gloucester, Mass., Ira A. Russ of , Perry's Marketeers hammered the close aboard with 112.
again after an attack of the prevail-. Staten Island, N. Y., and three ■ Boilermakers for a victory Monday I.-----------------ing epidemic.
grandchildren.” Mr. Russ had many I night 1357 to 1310. The Perry outfit! Beginning Monday, Feb. 29 hair
Carlton Porter assisted in the can friends in Rockport who will be scored high team total of 484 and cuts 35 cents, shave 15 cents. George
tata, “The Village Blacksmith" grieved to learn of his death.
! Black romped away with high in-’ M. Derry, Barber, 380 Main street.
which was presented at the Thomas
ton Baptist Church Sunday evening.
Regular meeting of Harbor Light
Chapter Tuesday evening, followed
by a rehearsal of the work. At the
next session, March 15, there will be
a picnic supper at 6.30 and the new
officers will confer the degrees on
candidates.
Orange Pekoe and Pekoe
Word has been received of the
death in Boston Feb. 24 of Oeorge H.
Russ, brother of the late Alonzo J.
Russ of this town, the following
notice of which appeared in a Westwood paper: "Oeorge H. Russ, for
many years a resident of Westwood,
passed away at the Carney Hospital
Feb. 24, following a prolonged illness.
Mr. Russ was born in Belfast, Me.,
came to Boston in his early youth
and attended the Boston schools. He
became interested in law, studied at
the B. U. Law School and received
his degree in 1886. In his practiee
he built up a large circle of friends
and earned the reputation of having
a complete and practical knowledge
of law, in the execution of which he
was both just and generous. During
the 40 or more years of his law prac
tice he gained the confidence and
“Fresh from the Gardens”
friendship of many of Boston's most i
prominent judges. He is survived by ,
358

Salada Brown Label
35‘h.ii it.

TEA
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TALK OF THE TOWN

♦

—AT—

*

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

♦

Blake’s Wall Paper Store

♦

BUNDLE SALE IN ROOM LOTS, $1.00

♦
+

♦
i
♦
*

GREAT CLEARANCE SALE OF OUR 1931
WALLPAPERS
Prices 5c, 10c, and 15c per roll

4*

Formerly 1214c to $1.25
BANDS AND BORDERS TO MATCH ALL

♦

SALE CONTINUES UNTIL GOODS ALL SOLD

A

OUR 1932 GOODS ARE IN WITH LOW PRICES ON ALL
27Th-tf
Out of Tampa, Fla., comes greet
ings to Irving Elwell and other
Rockland friends from F. A. Web
There will be a dance tonight at
ster, former Rockland man. who is
Odd Fellows hall.
rusticating in the Southland. “The
Clarence Munsey is recovering weather here is ideal,” writes Frank
from a very serious tussle with pneu adding that the hunting and fishing
are good in that part of the country.
monia.

TALK OF THE TOWN

The new order of 35 cent hair cuts
Fifty-three men are at work for
prevails in a majority of local barber
the Unemployment Committee on
shops.
two projects. One crew is razing the
The office of Burpee Furniture Co. old kilns near the public landing and
has been enlarged among other store this stone is transported to Chil
dren's Playground where the second
improvements.
and larger crew is engaged in widen
Work proceeds apace in tearing ing and straightening the brook.
down the large car bam of the old The stone from the kilns is used for
R. T. & C. St. Ry., at Glencove, the new brook walls and the rails
though it brings a feeling of sadness used for the top are already in place
to the hearts of the old timers who part of the distance.
heard the hammers of the builders
with such cheer three decades past.
At the annual meeting of the
A very important gathering will be Rockland Community and School
held at 7.30 tonight at the Chamber Improvement Association these offi
of Commerce rooms when the direc cers were elected: President, Willis
tors of Community Chest will dis I. Ayer; vice president, A. W. Greg
cuss with the directors of the sev ory; secretary, Donald C. Leach1,
eral participating organizations the treasurer, William H. Rhodes; direc
matter of quotas in the coming Chest tors, Thomas Chisholm, Edward R.
Veazie, R. V. Stevenson, James F.
drive.
Carver, A. W. Gregory, Walter C.
Albert C. Jones, District Deputy j Ladd, Arthur F. Lamb, D. C. Leach,
Maine-West, P. L. McPhee, William John M. Richardson, Joseph Blais
Glendenning, Jr., and Thomas Keat dell, Frank A. Tirrell, Jr., W. H.
ing were visitors at the Augusta Elks Butler, E. L. Toner, A. T. Thurston,
Home Sunday afternoon when the F. A. Winslow, W. I. Ayer, Henry C.
Lewiston Lodge won the second leg Chatto, Fred C. Black and Charles
in the Maine Elks Association trophy C. Wotton.
contest in ritualistic work from the
Waterville Elks.
The dean's list at University of
Over in Massachusetts they are Maine contains these names of local
seeking State aid to control starfish interest, LutheraBurton, Thomaston;
which are declared to be a menace Marion L. Davis, Port Clyde; Ivan
to scallops. The committee was told C. Sherman, Union; Beulah M. Starthat in one town the authorities j rett, Warren; Wesley W. Wasgatt,
offered 25 cents a bushel for starfish, Rockland; Norman W. Turner, Isle
just, to get rid of them. Within two I au Haut; Paul W. Morgan, Thomasdays of the announcement 4000 I ton; Alteverde L. Norton, Camden;
bushels of the critters were turned i Emily P. Pickering, Deer Isle; Edith
in. Now perhaps that is the trouble H. Stevens, Cushing; Leroy A. Bur
with the Monroe Isle beds, but those ton, Thomaston, George B. Finley,
who recall how there used to be 100 Washington. From which it will be
smacks on those grounds at one time seen that Knox County students and
will suspect that man instead of fish those from contiguous territory are
is more responsible for the present making good up at the Orono insti
tution.
dearth.

19c Lb.

19c Lb.

DELICIOUS
CHOCOLATE

NEEDHAMS

Specially Priced, 19c Lb.

CHISHOLM BROS.
CONFECTIONERS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

19c Lb.

19c Lb.

March 3—Warren—"Clover Time" pre
sented by Woman’s Club at Glover hall.
March 4 (3 to 9.30)—Educational Club
meeting at Copper Kettle Porch.
March 5—Knox Pomona meets with
South Hope Grange.
March 6—Concert by Knox County
Men's Chorus at Universalist Church.
March 7—City Government meeting.
March 8—Public auction party at
Thorndike grill, benefit Washington trip.
March 14-15—Camden—Rummage sale,
auspices C. C. H. Club at A. H. Parsons
store, benefit of Community Hospital.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day.
March 27—Easter Sunday.
March 29-30—Democratic State Con
vention In Portland.
March 31—Republican State Conven
tion In Portland.

James M. Diamond is about again
after a stiff tussle with the grippe.

BEANS

Ralph Nutt, severely injured sev
eral weeks ago in an ice boat crash j
is now steadily on the mend at Knox
Hospital.

Admirers of Connie Mack’s Ath
letics are pleased to learn that Lefty
Grove has put his signature to a 1932
contract.

Cal. Pea,

Specials for Friday
and Saturday
25 POUNDS SUGAR........................................... $118
10 POUNDS SUGAR................................................. 47
3 POUNDS SALTED GREENS..............................35
3 LBS. SUNSHINE SODA BREAD...................... 39
2 ONE-LB. JARS PEANUT BUTTER................. 35
2 CANS FANCY PEACHES..................................... 35
2 CANS SLICED or CRUSHED PINEAPPLE .35
3 LBS. NICE 40 TO 50 PRUNES.............................. 25
LARGE CAN DAVIS BAKING POWDER.......... 19
We have another lot of that nice COFFEE,
you can buy two pounds for.................................. 37
Our CANNED BISCUIT arrived this week, can .10

MEATS
FANCY NATIVE FOWL ......................................... 28
NICE LARGE HAMS, whole or half...................... 15
POCKET HONEYCOMB TRIPE, 3 lbs................ 25
CORNED BEEF, pound ....'........
.06, .10, .12
NICE SKINNED FRANKFORTS, lb..................... 10
We also carry in stock at all times all cuts of
__________ HEAVY WESTERN BEEF__________

Yellow Split Peas

Quality Guaranteed

Fish and Potatoes
THREE POUNDS FISH BITS
ONE PECK POTATOES

ALL FLAVORS

Three Packages 21c
THREE MOULDS FREE

B. & G. Oven Baked Beans,
Native Potatoes,
Slack Salted Pollock, *
Wax Beans,
Bantam Corn,
Extracts, all kinds,

MRS. SABIN’S BEANS, BROWN BREAD AND
ROLLS from 3.30 to 6.00 SATURDAY
LETTUCE,
RIPE TOMATOES,
SPINACH
SWEET PEPPERS,
BEET GREENS
NEW BUNCH BEETS
Cream, Rouefort, Pimento and American Cheese

All These Items Obtainable At Both Stores
FREE DELIVERY_______________
WILLOW STREET MARKET, TEL. 1230
NORTHEND STORE, TEL. 266

GILLEY & DUNCAN

Miss Jean Clukey won the hotly
contested roller skating race Tuesday
night in Bangor in a quarter mile run
leading by a substantial margin. Miss
Clukey is 10 years old, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Clukey. Her com
petitor, Mary Rice, Bangor champion,
was 13 years old. Fred Mealy of
Rockland and Wallace Miller of Ban
gor skated a sensational two mile
race which ended in a tie after the
advantage had alternated be.tween
the men. Five hundred excited fans
witnessed the races and loudly de
manded repeat matches.

LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Net Unpaid Losses . . . $4,512,917.84
Unearned Premiums
. 35,440,876.72
All other Liabilities . . . 18,034.684.13
Cash Capital......................... 12,000,000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities . 21,029,000.98
Total Liabilities and Surplus
$01,017,479.67
27-Th-33

•

10 pounds 47c
4 cans 23c

•

pound
pound
pound
pound
pound
2 pounds

BAKER’S
CHOCOLATE

Three Crow Cream Tartar,
pound 37c
Prunes, 40-50 size,
3 pounds 23c
Bulk Dates,
3 pounds 25c
Slack Salted Fish Bits,
2 lbs 25c
Kelloggs Corn Flakes,
4 pkgs 25c

pound
pound
pound
pound
pound
pound
2 pounds
3 pounds
2 lbs
2 pounds
2 pounds
2 pounds

Package

11c
24c
34c
24c
30c
25c

NATIVE VEAL
pound 35c
Steak, ready to fry,
Chops, neatly sliced,
pound 25c
Boneless Roast,
pound 24c
Rump Roast,
pqund 15c
Boneless Stewing,
pound 20c

Leg of Lamb,
Lamb Chops,
Pot Roast of Beef,
Prime Rib Oven Roast,
Rump Roast of Beef,
Ham to Fry or Bake,
Mincemeat,
Pig Liver,
Pure Pork Sausage Patties,
Sliced Bacon,
Lean Stewing Beef,
Lamb Liver,

31c
47c
49c
25c
25c
47c
19c
35c
39c
89c
55c
35c
25c
21c

SWANSDOWN CAKE FLOUR

23c
25c
15c
25c
19c
25c
15c
25c
25c
25c
25c
25c

CORNED BEEF
FANCY BRISKET,
THICK RIB,
’ LB.
MIDDLE RIB,
Pound 08c

Hartford, Conn.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931 •
Real Estate......................... $3,802,788.10
Mortgage Loans ....
1,753,352.00
Collateral Loans ....
0
Stocks and Bonds .... 74.788.308.13
Casli in Office and Bank
4,475.054.08
Agents’ Balances ....
6,059,900.64
Bills Receivable.................... . 289.704.93
Interest and Rents
. . . . 546.685.52
All other Assets....................
0
Gross Assets .
. $91,715,793.40
Deduct items not admitted
. 698,313.73
Admitted
.................... $91,017,479.67

Bread and Butter Pickles,
2 bots
Peaches, good quality,
3 cans
Pineapple, sliced or crushed, 3 cans
Fancy Stringless Beans,
3 cans
Oven Baked Beans,
2 cans
Superba Tomatoes,
3 cans
Superba Carrots,
can 7c; 3 cans
Superba Grapefruit,
3 cans
Superba Shrimp,
3 cans
Superba Crabmeat,
3 cans
Superba Tuna Fish,
3 cans
Superba Shell Beans,
3 cans
B. & M. Lima Beans, can 9c; 3 cans
B. & M. Codfish Cakes,
2 cans

Cake, 19c

2 Large Packages, 39c

Smoked Shoulders,
Top Round Steak,
Rump Steak,
Cube Steak,
Boneless Sirloin,
Lean Hamburg,

Yesterday’s diaphone call was for
| a chimney fire at 18 Rankin street
and this morning engine 2 hustled up
to 22 Cedar street to handle a similar
situation. An amusing incident in
connection with the Rankin street
fire was the surprise of Ned Walker,
one of the oldest volunteer firemen,
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our many relatives,
who refused point blank to believe friends
and neighbors for thelr kind
that his home could be involved in a expression of sympathy and beautiful
floral offerings extended to us in our re
fire.

Prices Always Fair

READ THESE ITEMS CAREFULLY

MEAT SALE

BENNER—At Worcester, Mass.. March 1.
William Benner, formerly of Thomas
ton. Funeral Friday at 2 o’clock from
the home of John Hewett, Main street.
Thomaston.
STINSON—At Rockport. March 1. George
W. Stinson, aged 72 years, 6 months.
4 days. Funeral Sunday at 2 o’clock. .
HAMMOND—At Searsmont. March 1.
Warren A. Hammond, aged 84 years, 7 I
months, 16 days. Funeral Thursday J
at 1 o’clock.
THOMAS—At Searsmont. Feb. 28. Sewall
Thomas, aged 94 years. Interment at
Lincolnville.
MATHEWS — At Searsmont Feb. 26.
Rachel, widow of Levi Mathews, aged
87 years.
STEVENS—At Rockland. March 2. Sarah
J., widow of Ellery G. Stevens, aged 88
years, 10 months, 16 days. Funeral at
2 o’clock Saturday from the Burpee
parlors.

Hartford Fire Insurance
Company

25c
39c
07c
10c
25c
29c

w Rugs and carpets

Sugar,
Evaporated Milk,

DIED

The trial of Gentro Akiyama, Jap
anese butler, for the murder of J.
William Schatz, wealthy manufac
turer in Poughkeepsie, N. Y., holds
special interest for Rockland folk be
cause the chief counsel for the de
fense Is Jesse L. Rosenberg, a native
of this city and son of the late Simon
Rosenberg.
The young attorney ■
maintains offices at 15 Park Row,
New York City, and has been marked
ly successful.

2 cans
bushel
pound
can
3 cans
bottle

OR LUX

bv Rev. H. F. Huse. Gilbert C. Lalte
A crowd of over 1000 persons saw
of Bangor and Dorothy Stone of North
Morse High of Bath dose at basketball
Haven.
to Cony High of Augusta Monday AMES-RIPLEY -At Hillsdale. N. Y.. Feb
26. Edgar Ames of Thomaston and Miss !
night by a score of 17 to 18 in an
Inez M. Ripley of Union.
overtime game. A lively argument
WALL-POST
—At Rockland. Feb 20. by i
over the conduct of the timing
Rev. H. R. Winchenbaugh. Alton Fran- (
officials followed the game which
cis Wall of South Thomaston and
Marjorie Rackliff Post of St. George.
marked the end of a great Bath win
ning streak.

One Dozen Eggs
Half Pound Bacon
AH for 29c

U>X,n

RiNSO
2 SIZES
most women
buy the large
package

"combination-

THIS WEEK WE OFFER MANY FINE ARTICLES
OF FOOD AT PRICES LOWER THAN YOU
WILL FIND ELSEWHERE. THIS IS A GOOD
TIME TO STOCK UP.

Pound 8c

King Solomon's Temple Chapter,
The revolt in Finland which is
R.A.M., will hold a stated meeting gaining considerable headway under
tonight.
Fascist engineering brings small com
fort to holders of securities of The
Paul Thurston of Bethel, candidate Republic of Finland.
for Democratic gubernatorial nomi
Engine 2 paid a call Tuesday to the
nation, was in the city yesterday
looking up friends.
home of Edward Farmer. South Main
street, where a lively blaze was in
Mrs Sally S. Miller, representing progress between the floors near a
McCall's Patterns will be at Senter chimney. It was extinguished with
Crane’s store Thursday, Friday and small damage.
Saturday.
All this hullabaloo about leap year
seemed to have had little effect on
George E. Gilchrest, former Rock Dan Cupid in Rockland if the mar
land city marshal, is a candidate for riage records are any indication for
sheriff on the Democratic ticket and City Clerk Keene recorded only seven
his nomination papers are being cir for February 1932 in spite of its sig
culated.
nificant extra day with its far flung
publicity. Modest February. 1931 had
Frank H. Smith, president of the eight marriages to its credit.
Lawrence Portland Cement Co., has
been elected president of the PlainThere’ll be great doings in Ameri
field *N. J.) National Bank. Mr. Smith can Legion circles at Damariscotta
has recently retired as State Commis March 11. and it goes without saying
sioner of Banking for New Jersey.
that Winslow-Holbrook Post of
Rockland will have a finger in the
In the death of Dr. David Jayne pie. Gov. Gardiner will be one of
Hill this section loses one of its dis the guests. Winslow-Holbrook Fife
tinguished summer residents. Dr. and Drum Corps will contribute its
Hill was ambassador to Germany dur share to the festivities.
ing the colorful Roosevelt administra
tion.
Rumors that Alderman Conant is
to be a candidate for County Com
Mrs. George W. Smith, Mrs. A. J. missioner nomination are vigorously
Bird and Miss Lucy Rhodes enter denied by the Gentleman from One,
tained members of the Cardinal though he leaves a suspicion in the
Club and gentlemen guests for sup minds of his friends that no great
per and bridge Tuesday evening at amount of pressure would be neces
sary to secure his entrance in the
Mrs. Smith’s home.
contest two years hence. Alderman
A correspondent writes; “Sunrise Conant strongly favors the nomina
Bill Sullivan of the Perry coal office tion in June of Foy W. Brown of
is recovering from a heavy cold. The North Haven.
appelation must not be construed to
George Burns and crew are abroad
mean he is up with the sun. Nay, nay.
with their long poled clippers in
It refers to his dependability.”
search of the elusive brown tailed
Beginning with the
Public supper is to be served Sat moth nest.
urday from 5 to 7 in the Undercroft South end they are inspecting all
of St. Peter’s Episcopal Church, with trees and notifying the owners if they
this committee in charge: Mrs. Ann contain nests of the moth pests.
Alden. Mrs. John Thomas, Mrs. Jose Failure of the owners to have the
phine Lothrop and Mrs. Maud Smith. nests removed in a reasonable time
results in a return call by Bums &
L. A. Walker is in Cambridge. Co. who clip off the nests and sub
mit a bill payable in cash or as an
Mass., wher? he wil1 participate in addition to the property tax bill.
Masonic ceremonies tonight in which
the M. M. degree will be conferred on
Bertram E. Packard. State Com
his son, Dr. Burnham S. Walker. missioner of Education and former
Mr. Walker expects to return Satur superintendent of the Thomastonday.
Camden school district, has been
elected to the board of directors of
A Warren girl, Miss Beulah M. Star the Eastern Music Camp, Inc. It was
rett, student of U. of M. majoring in voted to hold meetings in several of
zoology, brought distinction to Knox the towns and cities throughout the
County the past semester by getting State, calling representative groups i
perfect marks in all subjects and of music lovers and educators to hear ,
earning a front seat in the dean's programs of music given by boys and
list.
girls and at which motion pictures of
the camp would be shown. These
Such complaints as "Our govern- meetings will be called Eastern Music
nient, our churches, our societies, our Camp parties. One is already being
this, that and the other fail for lack arranged in New York City and sev
of leaders," are up for discussion to eral of the camp pupils are to appear
morrow afternoon at the Copper Ket as soloists.
.
tle at 4.30 by Educational Club mem
bers.
MARRIED

cent bereavement.
Mrs. George A. Miller and family.
Burkettville. Me.

AT

Red Kidney 2 qts 29c

The radio stories of the 700 per
sons left homeless as the result of a
WEATHER
conflagration in Pennsgrove, N. J.
Doubly welcome after a week of bring forcibly to mind Rockland's
sober weather was yesterday's sun freedom from disastrous fires the past
shine, and nearly all the snow melt decade.
ed away under its genial influence.
Gov. Murray, the picturesque Okla
Thermometer registered 48 at 1
o'clock and was well above 40 in late homa candidate for the presidency is
afternoon. Northwest winds also aid using a characteristic method of rais
ed in drying the ground. This morn in his campaign fund through the pin
ing is fair but colder. It was 20 at 7 money sale of Murray souvenirs.
o’clock, ground frozen, wind north
The United Baptist's Missionary
west and continued fair weather in
Conference is in session this week in
dicated.
Farmington with several out-of-state
Miss Stella Comery is in New York speakers including Miss Louise Hundt
of New York, head worker in the fa
for the week on business.
mous Judson House.

The extensive improvements and
alterations at Sea View Garage are
nearing completion. A new building
for the oil department. The Superior
Gas & Oil Co., has been erected at
the rear. Access to this, the tanks
and the pier where the company's big
distributing boat lays is gained by
the new roadway built straight from
Main street and eliminating the
tortuous curves of the old hill.

2 qts 21c

Mich. Pea, 2 qts 19c

Local baseball fans are much inter
ested in the press reports of the pos
sibly fatal stabbing of Big Ed Morris,
Red Sox pitching ace, during an al
tercation at a party in Alabama.

COOKED MEATS
Frankforts
Minced Ham
Bologna
2 pounds 25c

Food Sale
Perry’s

Yellow Eye,2qts21c

LAITE-STONE- At North Haven. Feb. 28

WILLOW STREET MARKET
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BAKER’S

COCOA
Can

WE HAVE EVERYTHING TO EAT

29c

Useful Glass Plate Free

COFFEE Sale
Your Choice
OF THESE KINDS

WHITE HOUSE

Many Other Kinds of
Coffee At Attractive
Prices

LA TOURAINE

Chase & Sanborn

We Have In Stock

BEECHNUT

GLUTEN FLOUR

DOWN EAST SODA CRACKERS
2 Pound Box, 25c
These Are Made In Our Own State of Maine
Fort Orange 1000 Sheets

3 Large Packages
Orange

23c

•SS?'

Packed in Sanitary Box

FRUIT COUNTER

FISH COUNTER

Frozen Raspberries lb 15c
Sweet Potatoes, 5 lb 25c
Gem Spread, 2 jars 27c
Beet Greens,
peck 23c
Fresh Cukes, 2 for 29c
Blood Oranges, doz 29c

Halibut,
lb 35c
Cod Tongues, 2 lbs 29c
Swordfish,
lb 25c
Fish Sticks,
lb 18c
Native Scallops, lb 25c
Flounders,
lb 15c
Fresh Eels,
lb 19c
Corned Hake,
lb 10c
Oysters in Shell, doz 25c
Finnan Haddie,
lb 19c
Bloaters,
2 for 25c
Alewives,
3 for 25c
Salt Mackerel,
lb 18c
Salt Fish Strips, lb 15c
Halibut Fins,
lb 29c
Iceland Herring, lb 18c

Texas Seedless Grape
fruit,
6 for 17c
Delicious Eating Apples,
doz. 49c

Mild Cheese,
lb
Sage Cheese,
lb
Lettuce,
3 heads
Green Peppers, 2 lbs
Bananas,
4 lbs
Tangerines,
doz
Fla. Oranges,
doz
Sunkist Oranges doz

19c
29c
25c
25c
29c
23c
29c
39c

NOW IN SEASON
Spanish Onions
Honey Dew Melons
Ripe Tomatoes
Artichokes
Mushrooms

Slack Salted Fish
of All Kinds
Fresh Baked Fig Bars
2 pounds 23c
Armour’s Toilet Soap
3 cakes, 10c

'The House
of the'Three
-Ganders -

W.NU
lERVICt

by Irving Bacheller

SYNOPSIS

CHAPTER I.—Exhausted, rag
ged. and starving, a boy of about
sixteen Is found in the woods, and
[befriended, by a camrlng party. He
haa lied from hie brutal father. Rat
.Morryson. Bat comes after him, but
his new friends conceal him. Fed,
and in clean clothes, the boy, who
gives his name as Shad (Sheridan)
sent on his way to Canton, with
letter to Colonel Blake.

1

aIs

CHAPTER IL — Shad cleverly
eludes his father, Colonel Blake, his
wife, and their young daughter Rtlth,
are impressed by the boy's manner.
The colonel secures him a situation
ln the village of Amity Dam. He
becomes friendly with a youth of
his age, "Bony,” and Bumpy Brown,
tinker, a village character, consid
ered by the straitlaced people of
Amity Dam as a drunkard because
of his periodic lapses from strict
sobriety. With Bony, Shad Is a fre
quent visitor to the picturesque
shack which Brown calls home,
known in the vicinity as the "Fun
Shop.” Bat Morryson comes to Am
ity Dam, with determination to take
his son back to his own dissolute
life.
CHAPTER III.—Morryson, known
Jawbreaker, is overawed by Colonel
Blake, who is the district attorney,
and his father passes out of Shad's
life. With Bony, he pays a visit to
Bumpy Brown. A girl, young and
pretty, comes to Brown's shack, in
quiring for him. Shad applies him
self diligently to his neglected edu
cation. Two years pass.
CHAPTER IV.—In new clothes,
and with much of his uncouthness
worn off, Shad visits the Blakes, and
love for Ruth takes a strong hold
on his heart. The community is con
vulsed by an attack made on the
Perry family, ln which Oscar Perry,
tbe father, his daughter, Mrs. Doo
little, wife of Cyrus Doolittle, promi
nent citizen, are shot and seriously
wounded. Circumstantial evidence
points to Bumpy Brown as the as
sailant, and he is arrested. Shad is
convinced of his friend's innocence,
and with boyish confidence deter
mines to prove it,
CHAPTER V.—Statements by Cy
rus Doolittle and his stepson, Rob
ert Royce, strengthen the case
against Brown. Shad loses his job.
and goes to live with Bony, at Mis
Spenlow's. The two boys seek and
find disguises the murderer hail
■worn. Colonel Blake takes an ac
tive interest in the case.

CHAPTER VI.—The colonel is almost convinced Bumpy Brown is not
the murderer, and encourages Shad
to continue his investigations. The
friendship between the youth and
Ruth Blake kindles into love. Colonel Blake arranges for Shad to take
up the study of law, under his guidance. New evidence points to Robert
Royce as the murderer of Perry, or
at least of serious implication in
the affair.

}

1
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CHAPTER VII.—Bumpy Brown Is
released on bail. A stranger in ihe
nearby town of Aslifleid attracts the
attention of Doctor Gorse, friend of
Shad and Bony, There is proof he
could
have
"planted"
evidence
against Brown, and his description
fits a proclamation calling for the
arrest of "Donald Algyre," bandit
and bank robber. The stranger has
associated with Robert Royce in
Ashfield.
CHAPTER VIII—Colonal Blake Is
convinced Algyre at least is acces
sory to the murder of Oscar Perry.
He deciphers incriminating tele
grams between Algyre and confed
erates, then sends a message, ap
parently from a friend, urging Al
gyre to meet him on the dock at
Morristown. Shad, cleverly disguised.
Is used as the decoy. Blake and the
sheriff are concealed nearby. Algyre
falls neatly into the trap. An acci
dent discloses the ambush. Algyre
attempts to escape by swimming.
Shad, following, overpowers him,
and the two are brought ashore.

CHAPTER IX.—'Algyre refuses to
make any statement, but Blake is
satisfied. Doctor Gorse recalls Shad's
attention to the girl who had visited
Bumpy Brown while Shad was there.
She, unwed, has given birth to a
child, refusing to name the father.
Evidence seems to prove that Royce
is the man. and points to a motive
for the Perry tragedy.
'

CHAPTER X.—Shad sends the new
evidence concerning the girl and
Robert Royce to Colonel Blake. On
his next visit to Bumpy Brown’s odd
abode he christens the shack, "The
House of the Three Ganders.”

CHAPTER VIII. CONTINUED
The colonel sat smoking ln a mo
ment of silence.
“I think that I understand you,”
be said. "I know of no reason why
we should be in a hurry.”
"Did you get any help from Al
gyre?” Shad asked.
“None as yet. The detectives have
taken him to Chicago. With my
help they captured John O'Brien,
Jr., his confederate, at Brockville.
They have evidence for a prompt
conviction and the charge will be
murder in the first degree. I think
that he will loose up soon. By the
way, the reward has come. Save for
a few expenses I am going to give
lt to you.”
Shad's face began to redden.
"To me?” he asked.
"To yon. It will give you a liberal
education and a start in the world
when that Is done."
Shad had grown very serious. His
eyes were a trifle moist when he
said: “I can’t see what I’ve done
to get all that money.”
“For a lioy you’ve done pretty
well. Three times your life has
been In danger. You’re a good boy
and I want to help you along.”
“I won't take it unless I can do
what I want to with it. I've thought
It all over."
"What do you wish to do with it?”
“Give it to Bumpy Brown.”

“My boy, tiie plan is a credit to
you." the lawyer answered. "I ex
pected that some like Idea would
come to your mind, knowing you as
I do. Let me make a suggestion.
At present Bumpy Brown would not
need so much. If it should be nec
essary later we, could help him.
Let’s put half of the sum out at in
terest and give him the Income
‘from It.

Every-Other-Day
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Use the remainder for

your education. If you wished to
help Bony to get a year or two of
schooling you could do it.”
Shad was quick to say: "I'd like
to do that."
“I suggest that yon put five hun
dred dollars in the St. Lawrence
County hank to Bony's credit to be
used for clothes and board and
also tuition in the Canton union
school. Later, if advisable, you
could do more for him.”
Shad's eyes brightened.
“We
could board together and both go
to school?" he asked.
“Yes—you could share a big com
fortable room between you and
have nothing to do but work out
your problems together and plod
along toward a useful manhood,"
Shad rose from his chair. “It's
grand.” he said as he went and
looked out of the window at the old
man who was splitting wood.
"Converse liasi•written me a letter.
He told me how when he woke you
up one day on tlie shore of the <>swegutchie you rubbed your eyes Hnd
asked: ‘Is God here?" You were
born into a uew world that day.’ Liu
not much of a preacher, hut I'd say
that God is here. A man who has
been pursuing criminals as long as
I have is sure to get that opinion."
“I gues you’re right,” the boy an
swered.
“ 'He lifteth up the poor from
the dust,’ ” the colonel quoted as
he came and stood by the boy. "It
is a great sentence from the great
est of all the law books.”
Bumpy had finished his work and
was getting read}’ to come in.
“Poor old man!” the boy ex
claimed. “I’ve got Just one more
thing to say about him,” the colonel
remarked, as he stood looking out
of the window. “Grimes told me
that Sergeant Brown would never
apply for a pension although clear
ly entitled to it He's growing in
to quite a considerable figure of a
man. I must be off."
The day was near Its end. He
put on his arctics and his overcoat
and added:
L"We’ll have a great Christmas
day.
At that moment there was a rap
at tlie front door. Tbe doctor's
stableman entered. He said to
Shad: "If you please, sir. Doctor
Gorse wishes to talk with you this
evening. I can take you up with
me and bring you back. Tlie horse
is hitched out on the road."
“I'll join you there in a few min
utes.”
Tlie doctor’s man left them.

The boy turned to Colonel Blake
and said: "Something has hap
pened. Maybe we'll get light on
our mystery.”
Colonel Blake made his acknowl
edgements to Bumpy, who had just
come in, and Shad announced that
he was goiug up to the Dam for an
hour or two. ln a moment the law
yer and the boy set out on the trail.
The boy parted with his friend
on the road where the latter's team
was waiting. Shad got in witli tlie
doctor’s driver. He had begun to
feel grown up. Was he not now a
person of some Importance? Tiie
colonel had seemed to have that
opinion. Shad had writen an essay
on the common law. It was full
of resounding words. Still It was
a creditable effort brightened with
characteristic humor.
“If he dares to read lt he’ll find
out that I’m no child," the boy Said
to himself. “Maybe I’ll get him
pawing over the dictionary."
At tlie Dam he found a letter
from Ruth Blake. It was a pretty
letter, in which she said:
“Sometimes I think that you do
not care whether I write to you or
not. Sometimes I think that you
hate girls. There are many pretty
girls here who would like to know
you. I think that you should learn
how to dunce and you ought to go
to tlie parties.”
The fetter filled him with a shin
ing happiness.
"I guess that I've been pretty
mean to her,” he said to himself.
Shad hurried to the doctor’s office.
The leamed physician sat read
ing.

“I love you, boy,” he sai(j» “Your
eyes are as bright as the evening
star. Your face is like a May morn
ing. Sit down. I have little to tell
you save this. The young lady is
now in bur village.”
"In our village!”
“Yes, I brought her down out of
the xvoods yesterday. It is a secret
that she is at Miss Spenlow’s with
her child. The child needs her and
she needs the child for a time. Tlie
Friendless fund is sufficient to pro
vide for them. I have had a long
talk with her. She is Bumpy
Brown's daughter.”
"I thought so,” Shad answered.
"The two were like oil and wa
ter,” tiie doctor went on. "Natu
rally she was ashamed of him. The
girl was proud, handsome and rath
er high-spirited. He was a seedy,
irresponsible old liar who was often
tipsy.”
Shad Interrupted the doctor. “We
have learned tliat his lies were not
genuine. They were all true. The
district attorney has met the sqI-

uuel of ids regiment. He says tli^t L
EAST WALDOBORO
i
brown was a great soldier and a
GOOD
NEWS
FOR
hero. He would never apply for a
Mrs. Arthur Hatch and two chil- !
pension.”
dren of the village visited at the home
THOSE WHO LIKE
The doctor settled back, sur
of her brother Ivan Scott last week.
prised, and said:
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Rines and i
COFFEE
“Good heavens! It’s curious how
daughter Madelyn called at C. Bow- j
ers' Sunday.
a mere surmise will grow into com
mon report. It needs only an evil |
Mrs.
Reginald Monahan
and
“I like a good
daughter Gloria of South Waldoboro Ease
flavor.”
cup of coffee with
are guests of Mrs. N. S. Reever.
Doctor Gorse lighted his pipe and
every meal but I
Mrs. D. M. Jones who has been
for a little time sat smoking
used to suffer
spending several weeks with her,
thoughtfully.
when I drank
daughter Mrs. Gardner Mank has re
it,” says Edward
“In what you tell me I catch a
turned to Hampden. Miss Arlene j Mothers • • • Watch
glimmer of new possibilities,” lie J. Owens, wellJones of Unity is now visiting her
known salesman
remarked. “It would be strange if
aunt. Mrs. Mank. Fred Jones and Children’s colds
of 86 Falmouth
the last should be first and tlie first
family of Unity were also guests on
Street, Boston,
OMMON head colds often “settle’’
should be last.”
Mass.
Sunday.
in throat and chest where they
The doctor paused and added: “I ,
“1 would have
Mr. and Mrs. Fred N. Mank mo- mav become dangerous. Don't take a
am convinced that tiie girl is tlie sick headaches;
tored to Rockland Thursday.
chance— at the first sniffle rub on
would belch,
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff of North Children’s Musterole once every hour
key to our mystery. Slig is still leaving a sour
Waldoboro visited at J. L. Flanders' for five hours.
obdurate. I suppose that she loves taste in my
Children’s Musterole is just good old
the man who inis wrpnged her. Siie mouth, gas on my stomach, and lecently.
Mrs. I, L. Mank called at the home Musterole, you have known so long, in
is between fires. I have brought terrible indigestion.
’?rm' ,, . - .. ,
“I tried many things before my of S. J. Burrows,’ South Waldoboro, i
her here to see what will happen.
Thursday
"IS *amous b*enu of Ol* °> mustard,
We suspect Royce and with good J druggisLpersuaded me to take some
‘
camphor, menthol and other ingredients
’s Diapepsin.
Mrs M. A. Bowers was guest of Mr brings relief naturally. Musterole gets
reason. Yet I hope that for a time , Pape
“I have a better appetite. Now,
the district attorney will let him I can drink coffee even late at night, and Mrs. Charles Bowers Sunday and actionbecauseit is a scientific''courtfeealone. The situation should suffer eat lobsters, pork or anything I want Miss Rena Wiley was at Mrs. Sara* I irritant"-not just a salve-it peneSidensparker's
trates and stimulates blood circulation,
no disturbance. It has not been and sleep Jike a baby.”
Mrs. Doris Wiley called on Mrs. N. : helps to draw out infection and pain.
Get a package of these candy-like Reever Tuesday.
carelessly planned."
j
Keep full strength Musterole on hand,
“Shall I bring Colonel Blake ; tablets from your druggist. They
Mrs. Harry McIntire entertained for adults and the milder—Children’s
stop
heartburn,
gas
on
stomach,
here?”
Feb. 17 at chicken
little tots. AU druggists.
belching, nausea, headaches or iiny ,..
_ dinner,
.
,, Mrs.
, Hilda i[ Musterole forCHILDREN'S
“No. I had better not see him j other svmptom of indigestion sooa Miller, Mrs. Georgia Mank. Mrs.
and it would be just as well if lie as the trouble starts
Hattie Rines and daughter Madelyn,
__i. —Mrs. Thelma Borneman. and son
kept out of this village so that cir
Urban. In the evening the ladies
cumstances may drift naturally and j
returned accompanied by their hus- I
undisturbed with wind and tide. I J
, bands, laden with two birthday cakes I
think that you had better keep '
and other goodies to help Mr. Mein- j
away from Miss Spenlow's and wait I
tire celebrate his birthday anniver- ,
•MILD
for further advice. Sit down at m.v
I sary, and that was a great surprise.I
NORTH HOPE
desk and write a line to your chief.
The evening was spent playing cards
If you don’t mind. I'll dictate the
and socially. He received several
The
Hilltop
Club
was
entertained
letter.”
gifts and cards.
Saturday
afternoon
and
evening
at
Miss Ellie Mank enjoyed a motor
Shad wrote down these words
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
ro 1 trip to Rockland Saturday with Miss
from the doctor’s lips:
Ludwig. Patchwork squares were
“My friend advises that you make made in the afternoon Supper was Bessie Reed.
Miss Priscilla Hanna, R. N., of
no move toward Royce or any other served at the usual hour and the
By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK
person io the matter of the mystery men were on hand to do full Justice Portland was a weekend guest of her
mother Mrs. Ethel Hanna.
of Amity Dam until you hear from to the many tempting viands set b“Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harvey and
me again. He liqpes that tbq pres fore them. The evening was spent two children of Rockland were Sun
THE PRISONER OF CHILLON
ent posture of affairs, if undis with cards and radio music, and day visitors of Miss Ellie Mank.
turbed, will lead to definite results." assorted candy and cigars were
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Henry Wilson are in ,
VER 300,000 Visitors per year,
Shad posted the letter and re passed. There were 20 present.
Union where he has employment.
so the guide will tell you. now
Irving McConchie of Ash Point
Miss Maxine Coffin of the village tread gayly the very dungeon in
turned to Brown’s cove.
In the morning he and Bumpy, was a weekend guest of Willard has been visiting her grandparents j which Lord Byron's "Prisoner of
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Coffin.
leaving a fire to keep Dick comfort Pease.
Chillon” once languished, gaze cas
Miss Olive Pease who has been
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Munro enterable, walked to Amity Dam. '
ually at its seven ancient pillars and
spending the vacation from her j tained guests from Thomaston Sun
“I guess I'd be more cornf table to duties as teacher at Liberty, with her dav.
pass on out into the sunny beauty
home but I might as well know, parents visited her brother James at j Mrs. Edwin Lermond of South of Lake Leman at Montreaux,
first as last, what the People think Rockland last week.
1 Warren was a visitor of her parents Switzerland, unaware, perhaps, that
o’ Brown," Bumpy said as they
Mrs. R. L. Coose of Searsmont is Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Coffin Thurs- the prisoner whose prison they have
started.
a guest of her parents at Willow dav.
just quit was as real as tlie dun
They found in the little village a Brook.
Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Mank called at geon itself.
Mrs. Harry Campbell and daugh- ( a. J. Wiley's Saturday evening,
chilly atmosphere in no way re
Francois de Konnivard, who lived
lated to the weather. They met ter Olive of Liberty were weekend' The Social Club met with Mrs. between 1406 and 1370, was a Swiss
Deacon Starks and Mr. Meriwether guests of her sister Mrs. Albert Peas,- Leavritt Mank. Feb. 11 with nine patriot. In 1510 he was made prior
Birthdays in the Willow-Brook members present. This program was of St. Victor near Geneva, and later
in the edge of the village. These
family have been much in evidence given: Current events. Mrs. Maud"
men stopped and gazed at Shad and the past month, including those of Coffin: readings. Mrs. Thelma Borne- aided tlie Genevese against the op
Bumpy but did not speak. The two grandchildren Feb. 13 and F"b man. Mrs. Georgia Mank, Mrs. Hilda pressions of the duke of Savoy.
children on their way to school fol 14. a nephew Feb. 22. and a (flitter Miller: telegTam writing contest bv For this he was captured and im
lowed them toward the store, whis Feb. 25 This sister came to call on members: readings. Mrs. Tina Scott, prisoned by tlie duke for two years.
pering and staring curiously at the her birth-date accompanied by her Mrs Nellie Reever. Mrs Edna Mcln- Some time after his release I’.onniold man. A little snow, now melt daughter-in-law and bringing her . tire' word writing cont°st, prizes won vard fell by chance Into tlie hands
ing, had fallen in tlie night. Two I birthday cake, a real surprise party; bv Mrs. Miller and Mrs. Scott. The of robbers, who sold him to the
small boys across the street began I they were Mrs. John Johnson and Club met Feb 25 with Mrs. Edna duke for gold. Tliis time he was
to jeer and pelt him with snowballs. ' Mrs. Elmer Johnson of Lincolnville. McIntire with 17 members, one visitor cast into the famous dungeon unShad and Bumpy mounted the steps Last but not least came the joint and six children present. The pro der-the waters of Lake Leman in
in front of Smithers' store and en- j birthdays of Mr. and Mrs. A. I. cram: Reading. Mrs. Thelma Borne- the Castle of Chillon. where he re
Perry Feb. 28.
man: questions. Mrs. Hilda Miller:
tered. Mr. Smithers stood behind
Callers at Willow Brook Sunday reading, Mrs. Hazel Bowers: guessing mained from 15,‘li) to 1536. when he
the desk at the end of the west were Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Coose, contest. Mrs. Ivan Scott, pr’zes won was liberated by the'Genevese.
The Swiss government lias today
counter. He shook hands with the Charles Saunders of Searsmont and bv Mrs. Beulah Studlev and Mrs.
boy. saying:
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Plummer of I Maude Coffin, questions by Mrs restored and houseclenned tlie Cas
"Shad, I'm glad to see you. but Appleton.
| Scott. Refreshments were served a, tle of Chillon. modernizing the fa
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Young and j t'le close of each meeting,
mous old fortress, much to the dis
I'd rather you wouldn’t bring this
tress of the sentimental who like
man here.”
family of Camden were guests of her I
"
~ _
their Byron; lint the dungeon It
PARK THEATRE
“Why not?" Shad asked. “He’s parents. Mr. and Mrs. Willard Hall;
-----self remains damp anil dark, and
been released. I think that the dis last week.
Lawrence, Robert and Vernon [ Newspaper stories have taken a the very “seven pillars of Gothic
trict attorney has concluded that
Pease of North Appleton visited their i prominent place in recent films and mold” to which Konnivard was
he isn’t guilty.”
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. U. G. the Friday and Saturday Park fea- cliafned still stand, carved with the
“That may be," said the mild Mr. Pcase last week while their mother i ture is one of the best.
name of Byron, and also of Victor
Smithers in a gentle tone. "I don't was ill with grippe.
Pat O'Brien and Mae Clarke, who lingo, Dumas, Dickens, Meredith
want to argue with you. We have
had Fourth Estate adventures to- and Shelley 1
our own opinions here. We who
[ gether in “The Front Page.” are again
NOR
TH
WALDOBORO
(©. 1932. Western N’ewspape* L’nlou.)
_____
' teamed in ‘‘The Final Edition."
live near the scene of the murder
,,
__ _
; O'Brien as citv editor Bradshaw, fires
ought to know something about it."
Maple Grange Notes
Anne Woodman. played by Mae
"We who have been working on
Mr.ple
Grange
is
hustling
right
ciarke,
and she accuses him of being
MOUNT PLEASANT
the case ought to know something
along. A new member was taken in mean pnough to do it because she has
about it,” Shad answered. "But I at the last meeting. Feb. 25 and a refused to marry him.
Mr. and Mrs Gordon Smith and
see that this is no place for Mr. birthday party was given all mem
Just to spite him and prove she is
Brown to be in. If you'll let him bers who have anniversaries in Feb a good reporter, she goes out and Mr. and Mrs .Maurice Carroll recent
sit down cellar a little while, till ruary. After the business meeting gets on the track of an exclusive angle ly visited Mrs. vii&rles Erickscn in
this crowd* of boys and girls have came an excellent program of spe- on a storv that is concerned with no t North Warr->n.
gone to school, I-’ll take him away.” cial music, songs, piano solos and less than the murder of the police ■ Mr and Mrs Arthur Clark of West
“All right, take Mr. Brown down s’ories. Then all were invited to the commissioner.
How she follows, Rock rt were dlnner
u at T
...
to the cellar.” said Smithers in a dming hall where refeshments were through on her hunch, trails the I
ladylike tone ps he wrung his served bv the committee — Lydia murderer, makes friends with him. J- Carroll s Friday evening.
D. M. Keller is cutting and haul
hands. There was a note of irony Morse. Mauri Mank and Beulah Mank. steals evidence against him, and then,
in the words. “Mr. Brown." He Birthday cakes were presented and it with victory within her grasp, finally ing lumber in to T. J. Carroll's mill.
was a verv pleasant evening.
betravs herself into his hands and
Miss Lizzie Young who has been
added: "When you go please take
Next Friday night Belle Sprague the power of his boss, ruler of the
him out by the hatchway."
will confer the first and second de metropolitan underworld, make “The working for Mrs. Mana Tolman has
There was a stern look In grees on fiv" candidates at Progres Final Fdition" one exciting situation returned to her home in Cushing.
Bumpy’s face when Shad led him sive
Grange
Winslow's
Mills. after another and one of the best of Mrs. Tolman is now able again to
down the dusty stairs to sit by the March 11 Maple. Meenahva and recent films—adv.
attend to her household duties.
kerosene tank in the gloomy cellar. Waldoboro Granges are invited to
“It’s purty bad. ain’t lt?” said join with Progressive Grange, when
the old man as he wiped his eyes the third and fourth degrees will be
and blew his nose with his red conferred on five candidates by
handkerchief. “Them children are Lydia Morse, county deputy.
St. Patrick's night will be observed
a kind of a weather-vane. G—d!
March 17 at Maple Grange, and with
I guess there's nobody that loves all members ready and willing to re
children as I do.”
ANOTHER COMMON ERROR
spond to the lecturer, Margaret
"It’s bad but don't worry. There's Calderwood, an excellent program is
a God in Heaven,” the boy an anticipated.
^^BSOLUTE Inconsistency in mat-♦ pronto. So in his rage, a rage that
swered. “Pll come for you soon."
ters of discipline is another had been mounting all day. he took
RED SOX START SOUTH
He returned to the store and
great fault of fathers for which the the young adventurer to tlie bath
bought his provisions and hurried
sons pay heavily. Under one set room and “whaled" him soundly
Thc Boston Red Sox have departed
up to Miss Spenlow's. She kissed
of circumstances when the father with a belt—so soundly that mother
for the new training camp at Savan
his cheek and congratulated him on
himself is emotionally calm and in intervened ami the neighbors called
nah. Ga. Manager John Collins
his appearance and prospects nnd headed the party, which included
a good humor because things have the police and instead of the young
on sundry good reports which had but two players, Justin McClaughlin
gone well for him that day, he is offender being wisely anil properly
come to her. They sat down togeth and Bob Barr, greater Boston pitch
tolerant and forgiving and quiet disciplined, he became an abused
er in the parlor. He told her of ing prospects.
able to see the funny side of a win hero and badly ami unjustly treat
Bumpy's release and of what had
This player list, however, will be
dow breaking episode. He recalls ed by an irate father who had al
happened on the street and in greatly augmented at New York
that once as a lad he inadvertently lowed his own emotional “bust"
where pitcher John “Lefty" Michaels
Smithers’ store.
smashed a big “light” himself and help create a many angled emo
“It's an outrage,” siie declared. and catchers Charles Berry. Eddie
was simply scared out of his wits tional problem for the boy, who
"You don't think he's guilty, do Connolly and Howard Storie meet
and afraid for weeks lest his dad was of course totally unable to dis
the train. The rest of the American
yon?”
should find it out, so why punish criminate between situations. Re
Leaguers will go direct from their
“I know he isn’t guilty.”
the kid—so every vital considera sentment toward a father was born
homes to tlie training camp.
"Poor man! Everybody here will
tion is white-washed. It offered whieh was to grow into open oppo
For the first time in years Presi
such a normal chance for a friend sition and utter disdain. True ef
hax;e it that he’s guilty except Doc dent Bob Quinn was not a member
ly chat about respect for property fective discipline—in fact tlie only
tor Gorse and me. We have oifr of the vanguard. He is suffering
and about owning up when in the real discipline Is always from
own ideas.
What will Bumpy from a heavy cold that probably will
wrong and setting things right Inso within—conscious self-control. This
Brown do? I have always been delay his departure until Thursday.
far as lt was possible; but In the lad had not been disciplined at all,
sorry for him In spite of his being
congenial mood this was not done but merely severely emotionally
had asked me to be ,chairman of
such a drunkard."
and the boy felt he had “put one harrowed, out of which was to
the infant committee?”
"He doesn't drink any more.”
over,” that it wasn’t so bad to get grow uncertainty and unhappiness
"Yes, 1 forgot to congratulate
"So Bony says, and I'm dreadful
into a jam if you could Just engi and worse!
yon.”
glad to hear you say it. He can’t
neer it properly, so he smiled to
"it's a wicked world,” said Miss
earn a living. There's such a feel
Every home should early deter
himself and certain attitudes took
Spenlow. "I never dreamed how
mine a plan of training whieh
ing around here. There's almost
shape in his boy’s mind, that were
will be consistent, for all parties
perfectly dreadful it was until I
nobody that would have him in the
concerned, and effective. Disci
to determine future action.
got into this work.”
house. Poor creature! Perhaps 1
pline in training should never un
Shan smiled, lie began tn sus
could get him into the Home for
The next week he became entan
der any circumstances merely re
pect that the great Miss Lydia Ben
the Friendless.”
gled with the police for having a
flect the emotional mood of par
hand
in
the
smashing
of
a
half
“It will not be necessary. He’ll
ents at the time, far better wait
son had had a somewhat humorous
dozen
boulevard
lights
and
for
turn

until the morrow to discuss the
be cared for. We shall know the
motive in making the appointment
ing in a false (jre alarm. Father
matter than to do so in the heat
truth before long and these fools
"I want you to go an' take that
of temper or under the pressure
came home tired, harassed, and
will all be ashamed of themselves.”
poor old man out of that horrid
of haste.
everything had gone wrong that
“I wish that I had time to tell
cellar and tiring him here," said
Many tine boys are seriously dam
day and now his “ornery little
you of the wonderful work that the
Miss Spenlow.
devil” had been “raising cane.” aged by utter inconsistt my in home
Home for the Friendless is doing.
Pi|j you hear that Lydia Benson
He’d just show him a thing or two management.
TO BE CONTINUED
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HORIZONTAL
1-Allure
5-Contest
9-Misdeed
10-Sewing implement

(Pk)
12—Little island in
inland waters
14-Large bird of prey
(pk)
16-Drinking cup
18- Prortbun
19- Ocean
21- Liquid juice of
plants
22- A firearm (pi.)
24-lncline
26-Proof
28- Before
29- An insect (pi.)
31- Born (Fr.)
32- The summit
33- Part of a bird
35- Native of Africa
36- City of Idaho
37-Greases
39- Go round
40- To fatigue
42-Soluble proteid
compound
44-Greek goddess of
mischief

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
46-ln a little while
15-Lieutenants (abbr.)
48-To indicate a course 17-Pet
19- Slide
'
of travel
20- ln a new way
49- Formerly (Poet.)
50- To drink sparingly 23- Pcrtaining to
Uranus
52- Treasurers (abbr.)
24- A thread winder
53- June bug
54- Great claw, as of a 25-A rostrum
crab
27-Chooses
57-Give
^9-Denude
59- Three (Italian)
,30-To sleep noisily
60- A cannon
32-Past
constructed against 34-Alcoholic beverage
38- Staln
61- And'bot
39- Small children
62- Keenly watchful
‘lO-To swoon
63- To sew loosely
41-Evangelical
43- Combining form,
VERTICAL
relating to Turkey
44- Notoriously bad
1- Prefix. Through
45- The upper air
2- A locomotive
3- Uni^e
47-Pinch
4- Affirhiative reply
49-An age
I 5-Gave food to
51-A fruit
6- Egyptian goddess
53-Lady (Sp.)
7- Occur
55- Man’s name
8- Bind
56- To steep, as flax
A grass-like herb
57- Sntitle
11-Fear
. 58-Part of foot
. 13-Common

airplanes

9-

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
SEARSMONT
E. Bliss Marriner of Portsmouth.
N II., motored here Saturday to at
tend the funeral of his grandmother
Mrs. Rachel Mathews.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Miller motored
to Skowhegan Saturday accompany
ing their daughter Ruth Miller who
is teaching school in that place. Mr.
Miller reported the roads very icy up
that way.
High School reopened Monday
after being closed two weeks on ac
count of so many pupils being out
with grippe colds.
Sewall Thomas. 94. died Feb. 28 at ;
the home of his brother L. C.
Thomas where he had made his home
for several years. Interment was at
Lincolnville.
There are a number of persons ill
in town at present. Among them arc
Edwin Wiley who is in Belfast Hos
pital receiving treatment; also JWill
Paul who is there as a meflfel
patient; and Harriet Knight ahd
Elizabeth Bean, both of whom Wre
affl'eted with the prevailing epi
demic.
Leonard Luce saw a robin in his
front yard Feb. 21.
Mrs. Rachel Mathews, 87, widow of
Levi Mathews of Lincolnville, died
here Feb. 26 at the home of her
daughter Mrs. Willis Marriner. 3hr
had been confined to her bed for
more than a year with a broken hip
caused horn a fail, but had borne
her suffering with great palitiite.
She will be mtsed by many friends,
runeral services and burial took
place at Camden Monday afternoon.
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ALWAYS DEAD TIRED?
Howsad! Sallow complexion, coated
tongue, jxior appetite, bad breath,
pimply skin and always tired. What's
wrong? Chances are you’re poisoned
by clogged bowels and inactive liver.
Take this famous prescription used
constantly in place of calomel by men
and women for 20 years—Dr. Ed
wards Olive Tablets. They are harm
less yet very effective. A compound of
vegetable ingredients. They act easily
upon the bowels, help free the system
of poison caused by faulty elimina
tion and tone up liver.
Rosy cheeks, clear eyes and youth
ful energy make a success of life. Take
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets, nightly.
Know them by their olive color. 15c,
30c and 60c. All druggists.

DEER ISLE
Miss Dorothy V. Sylvester, teacher SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
TEL. 1250
of Latin at the new John W. Weeks 689 MAIN STREET
Junior High School of Newton, Mass,
ROCKLAND
was requested by the Massachusetts
56-tf
Department of Education to speak in
the series of broadcasts, "Spotlight
ing Modern Education.” Miss Syl
r l/MUALSUWICt
vester’s subject was "Latin for Be
ginners.” and her broadcast wa.s
F EMBALMING 4
given Wednesday at 4 o'clock from
station WNAC.
Miss Lena Sprague is employed at
MOTOR AMBUIANd
the home of Guy Cleveland at Ston
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
ington.
served the families of Knox County
Frank
McVeigh
and Burton
LADY ATTENDANT
Brown were in Bluehill Sunday.
Miss Grace Eaton has gone to Sun
Day Telephone 460—781-1
shine where she will be employed in
the home of Lemuel Pickering.
BURPEE’S
Joseph Gray who has been receiv
ROUKLAND, ME.
ing surgical treatment at Bliss Me
morial Hospital returned home Sun
day.
There were no services in the Deer DR. PERLZY R. DAMON
Isle and Sunset churches Sunday on
DENTIST
account of the illness of the pastor.
Rev. Frank A. Junkins.
302 Main St. Tel. 915-M
Rockland
The Sunset school was suspended
last week bv the illness of the teacher
139*60
Miss Dorothy Murphy.
Miss Marian Cole is at home after
spending several weeks with Mrs.
DR. EDW. W. PEASLEE
Lawrence Pickering.
A Washington's Birthday party was
Dentist
held in the vestry at Sunset on Mon
Special Attention to Preventive
day. Gwendolyn Eaton was hostess.
At the annual gathering of the
Dentistry and Children’s Work
"Tribe of Benjamin” at Brighton, 375 MAIN STREET
TEL. 38
Mass., on Washington's Birthday.
16-2E
Mrs Annie E Schroeder entertailjVS
at dinner these guests: Mrs Ida t.
WILLIAM E. DORNAN
Birnie. Chester A Birnie. Mr. and
Mrs Arthur H. Sylvester, Mrs. Ethel
& SON, Inc.
P. Haskell, Master Eugene Haskell of ,
Quincy; Miss Dorothy V. Svlvester of
Cemetery Memorials
Newton; Mr. and Mrs C. H. Reed of
Marblehead: Miss Jean De Witt of
EAST UNION, MAINE
Boston; Miss Edna Rice of Paw
4-tf
tucket. R. I.; Mr. and Mrs. R. W. !
Carletti and son Ronald of Plymouth •
VINALHAVEN ROCKLAND
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Johnston and
STEAMBOAT CO.
daughter Barbara of Brighton. A
WINTER ARRANOEMENT
toast was given to the ones not pres
8teamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30
A M . Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25,
ent but remembered.
.
Vinalhaven
8.15. due to arrive at,Rock
------------------land about 9.30.

A

WHEN TN BOSTON—You cun bus
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
copies of The Courier-Gazette with the Vinalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3.30. Ston
home news at the Old South News ington at 4 40: due to arrive at Swan's
Agency. Washington 8t.. next Old South Island about 6 00 P M.
Church: also at
Andelman’s. 284 TreB. H. STINSON. Ueneral Agent.

tpoqt St.

M.
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One Grateful
Mother’s Tribute

Mr .and Mlrs. Fred Homans of
Groveland, Mass., have been in town
a few days.
Mrs. E. M. Studley of Medomak J
“ I feel that it was very possibly in has been the guest of Mrs. Emma T. j
strumental in saving the life of my Potter.
third oldest boy one night when
Miss Evelyn Waltz of Rockville,
he was one year old.” Mrs. A. G. Conn., has been visiting her parents
Weldon, Medford (Mass.).
Mr. and Mrs. Alden J. Waltz.
F. A. Hovey was a recent Portland I
visitor.
Mrs. Frederick A. Brummitt has
been the guest of friends in Thomas
Laxative Worm Expeller
ton. Mr. and Mrs. Brummitt, who
Signs of Worms are: Constipation, have been at their home here for
deranged stomach, swollen upper several months, have now returned I
lip, offensive breath, hard and full to Roxbury, Mass.
Miss Elsie Levensaler of Boston
stomach with pains, pale face, eyes
heavy, short dry cough, grinding has been the guest of her grand- !
mother Mrs. M. Etta Davis.
of the teeth, etc.
The Auction Club, which was to J
Dr. True’s Elixir is made from have
met with Mrs. W. C. Flint, was [
purest herbs, contains no harmful postponed on account of the storm
ingredients . . . cleanses as it until Friday of this week.
clears the intestinal tract ... It is
Dr. Warren Sanborn has been in
a mild medicine safe for children Boston
for a few days.
or adults.
Mr. and Mrs. Loring A. Crowell of
Four generations have proved it. Wolfeboro, N. H., are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. W. H. Crowell.
Miss Lois Hagerman is the guest of
friends in Gardiner.
Miss Gladys Bailey entertained at |
ORFF'S CORNER
bridge Monday evening. Four tables
Mrs. A. B. Hock, Floyd Hoch, Mrs. j were in play and those bidden were
Albert Elwell and daughter Rose Mr. and Mrs. Foster Jameson, Mr. 1
and Mrs. Earle Spear. Mr. and Mrs.
were in Rockland Wednesday.
Mrs. Harry Creamer spent Tues Hamlin Schofield, Mr. and Mrs.
Austin Winchenbach, Mrs. Madeline
day in Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Achorn of Rox Kane, Miss Dorothy Donnelly, Miss
bury, Mass., visited relatives here re Alma Glidden, Mr. and Mrs. Wendall
Blanchard, George Kuhn and Philip
cently.
Mrs. Fannie Weaver and Mrs. Ada Plourde. The first honors went to
Elwell spent Friday In Winslow’s Mrs. Blanchard and Mr. Plourde;
the consolation to Mrs. Kane and Mr.
Mills, guests of Mrs. Irene Sprague.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Jackson were Schofield.
in Rockland Tuesday.
Lorenzo
Achorn
entertained
friends from Rockland Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Weaver were
in Damariscotta Tuesday.
The wedding reception for Mr. and
Mrs. Willis Ralph (Gertrude Burns)
at Community house Tuesday eve
ning was well attended in spite of
the extreme cold. On behalf of the
community Vellis Weaver in a few
well chosen words presented the
young couple with a beautiful elec
tric lamp and silverware as tokens
of affection and best wishes for this
popular couple. Ice cream and cake
were served and a pleasant evening
enjoyed socially. All join in wishing
the newlyweds a happy future.

Four Smashing Specials!

Dr.TmesElixir

Featuring the first week-end of our

Early Spring Furniture Sale
Thousands of Record Breaking Bargains—Priced at Pre-war Levels with the Smart

Style and Splendid Quality of 1932—Are on Our Floors, But We Name But Four

BREAKFAST SUITES
The Latest Thing in Taste and Grace
Plus Convenience—Sliding Panels,
Porcelain Top and Panel; Four Chairs
any finish or color.

$1? .95

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley and
Mrs. C. L. Eugley were in Rockland
Tuesday.
Floyd Wotton and Albert Genth
ner of South Waldoboro were callers
in this place Saturday.
Ralph Eugley, Jr., is visiting his
aunt Mrs. Irvine Genthner at Broad
Cove.
Ozra Weeks of Waldoboro called
on Dewey Winchenbach Sunday.
Harry Creamer was in Rockland
Monday.
Mrs. William Gross and Miss Mar
jorie Gross spent Sunday with Mrs.
William Winchenbach at Dutch
Neck.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winchenbach
and children of West Waldoboro
were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey Winchenbach.
Miss Evelyn Waltz who has been
spending a week with her parents
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Waltz returned
to Rockville, Conn., Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edw. Jones and
daughter of Round Pond were at
Frankie Simmons’ Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Waltz were in
Rockland Thursday.
Misses Idamae and Eleanor Win
chenbach spent Saturday afternoon
with Miss Hazel Hilton at Broad
Cove.

OUR JUNIOR I'UZZLL

w IM
Beats

Everything
ELECTRICALLY !
Let a Sunbeam ELEC
TRIC Mixinaster end the
arm-aches of cooking.
Abundant power to make
The creamiest mashed po
tatoes. Whips cream in
record time. Finer-grain
ed, smoother cake hatter.
Mayonnaise like velvet.
There is no end to its use
fulness!
Nothing to put together
or take apart before or
after using. Each of the
mixing bowls turns itself
forcing all the ingredi
ents into and through the
heaters. Your hands are
always free to do other
things. Runs at any speed
you want. And the motor
tilts hack allowing heaters
to drain into howl. A

Jim says he is the captain of
the “Bob White.” Here is a pic
ture of Jim. He says he is commander-in-chief and Lord-HighAdmiral. If you want to see
what he sails, take a pencil and
join all the numbered dots to
gether, starting with dot number
one and ending with dot number
thirteen. -Jim, says he made it
himself.

313-319 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
the close of the ceremonies a cov
cfTI ITH THOMASTON
thoughtfully provided
large lollypops ____
under
the direction of Principal
TENANT'S HARBOR
vhnalhav
1 UVlVkAJ I VII
--- Th™
__________ a.MUUF'MO
ered dish supper will be served, to
made its first appearance
_____
I for the entire company.
There was Danforth
and sang two selections. This prom
A large company of children gath- alarge display °f P051"5
There will be a public bridge and 63 which members are asked to con
The first of the George Washing
ered Saturday evening at the home lets which had been prepared by the ises to be a fine feature in the Sun- party at American Legion hall the tribute same. The committee, Elsie ton programs to be carried out by the
Ames, Katie Greenleaf, Ida Libby,
daj
’
night
meetings.
Of
exceptional
of Parker Jackson and gave him a P“P‘>sb
evening of March 10.
schools this year was given by the
Margie Chilles, Rebecca Arey.
interest and good fortune was to
The Ladies of the G.A.R. will hold
mttv^ivTrs^T^e^youn? ceiwd tde most votes’ onl>' visitors have Gilbert C. Laite of Bangor
The T. F. Club meet Friday with combined grades in the grammar
Friday night, preceded by the their Sunday school teacher, Mrs. P. schoolroom Friday afternoon as fol
'X”^^fJhtimey°Uwi!h >>eing ailowed to vote. Sunday eve- present. Mr. Laite has a wonderfully meeting
.
J. Clifford. A covered dish supper lows: Song, “America the Beautiful,"
! old fashioned games, ice cream.
Program was repeated at fine baritone voice and with Miss , us..1 ,pp
Meredith
Trefrey
entertained will be served.
Stone
as
organ
accompanist
he
sang
' cookies, fancy cakes and birthday )lne cnurcn-____________
Mrs. Lawrence Ames entertained school; flag salute, school; The
two selections. There was an attend- friends at cards at his home Tuesday
cake
furnishing
entertainment.!
uax/cm
ance0 evenUiargeri‘than"one“we”ek''ago night in honor of Dick Mills of Cam- the Mother and Daughter Club at her American's Creed, school; recitation,
Parker received many birthday gifts.!
MJK 1 H MAV LIN
home Thursday. Honors went to “Washington,” Vivian Falla; twenty
not counting the younger scholars. ; de'aFriends of Mrs. J. M. Bartlett will
Gilbert C I.aite of Bangor was a To have the church thus filled makes ; The American
w. ho!dht Mrs. Abby Hutchinson and Muriel questions and answers about Wash
be glad to learn that she has so far J Gilbe.t C. Laite of Bangor was a R
&
d
at their hall Saturday night. Chilles.
ington. Douglas .Auld and Alvalene
recovered from the effects of the fall weekend guest at the home of Mr. community. Not onlv is the church ' Muslc by the Fakers.
The Fifield Company will hold an Pierson; recitation, "Washington,”
received in Rockland last summer j and Mrs. Parker Stone.
Mrs. Charles Chilles was hostess to
of patchwork and appli-' Florence Johnson; recitation, "The
Town meeting next Monday. needed in the community but there the Mother and Daughter Club Wed exhibition
that she is able to be about and at
qued quilts at their store, commenc Boy Washington,” Henry Mellis
need
of
the
community
in
the
Spring
is
due
in
less
than
three
tend to her household duties again.
nesday.
ing March 9. Owners o^uilts which quist; exercise, "I Would Tell,” five
Mrs. Cassie McLoud who has been weeks. March came in like a roaring church to enable everyone to realize J Two games of basketball will be they wish to exhibit are invited to boys of intermediate school; song,
the
finest
and
best
life.
Let
us
keep
helping her for some months has re lion and if the saying is true may
played at Town hall Friday night, a add them to the display.
“The Flag,” school; reading, "Life of
turned to her home in Spruce Head. be expected to pass out like a peace it up.
girls’ game between Rockport High
Mrs. Will Gregory and daughter Washington,” Jennie Coolbroth; reci
This community is glad to learn and Vinalhaven Local team, and a Lillian of North Haven were guests tation, “A Boy's Privilege," Carl
Mrs. Samuel Jackson and children ful lamb.
Will Hopkins has been a frequent of the steady improvement of Arthur boys' game. Rockland Celtics vs. Vi the past week of Mr. and Mrs. James 1 Jonnasson; recitation, "Like Wash
of Rockland were guests of her par
ents Mr. and Mrs. I. J. Putnam last visitor in Rockland of late for the Hopkins following the major opera nalhaven HighSchool team. There will Oregory.
ington," James Troupe; recitation,
purpose of bringing cheer and cour tion which he underwent ten days be a dance after the games with music
week.
Miss Stella Glidden returned home “Something Better,” Frances Mills;
age
to
his
brother
Arthur.
ago.
Friday is the date designated by
by the Fakers
Saturday after several days’ visit with exercise, "Washington,’’ five boys of
Miss Phyllis Duncan returned
the State to be observed as Temper
The Ladies' Guild held a fine allCanton Vinalhaven will give an in relatives in town.
intermediate school; song, "Colum
home
Saturday
from
Lowell
Normal
ance Day and programs featuring
day session Tuesday, with dinner vited dancing party at Odd Fellows
Mrs. J. Hollis Colemere (Carrie M. bia the Gem of the Ocean,” school;
that theme are being prepared, to be School, for a two weeks’ vacation. served at noon. There were 22 pres hall tonight
Crockett) of 1816 Gorman avenue, reading, “Do You Know That;” recipresented at the schools on the after Lowell is one of the finest schools in ent. Laughter is good for the diges
L. W. Sanborn entertained friends; Waco, Texas, writes Mr. and Mrs. I. | tation, "A High Resolve,” Bartlett
noon of March 4; at the church New England for musical training. tion and there was plenty to enjoy Monday night at his home on Pleas- W. Fifield: “My last letter from j Johnson; “What Was the Secret,”
March 6; and at the Grange March 9. Upon her return she will begin prac on this occasion. The guild renders ant street in honor of Manley Spearen Sgt. John McNaughton, formerly ofI Geraldine Sprague; recitation, "The
Many admiring comments are tice teaching.
a splendid service and its labors are of Bangor.
i Vinalhaven and whose address was . Name of Washington." Arlene Falla;
Foy Brown returned Saturday greatly appreciated by all having the
heard upon the beautiful silver cup
Mrs. O’.a Carver Ames was hostess Rock Island Arsenal, Ill., 33d Ord- “Sayings ofWashington," six pupils
won by the local baseball team last from a business trip to Boston,
welfare of the church at heart.
to the Needlecraft Club Wednesday I nance Co., was mailed Nov. 7. In this I of thegrammar school;song, “Stars
• * • •
year and now upon exhibition in the
I letter he said, 'I will tell you when I and Stripes,” school.
Miss Dorothy Ames who has ben night.
postofflee window. The cup is of
Mrs. O. V. Drew entertained the I leave here. I think we are going to
Sunday night proved another oc through the ordeals of operations
very graceful design and is inscribed casion of exceptional interest at the for abscess and appendicitis at the Bridge Eight Monday evening. A 6, be sent to China.' Since then my let
Strout Insurance Agency
"Big Five Baseball League Cham Baptist Church. The illustrated ad Eye and Eye Infirmary in Portland o’clock supper was served.
ters have not been answered or re
17
GREEN ST.
THOMASTON, ME.
pions, South Thomaston, 1931.”
W. Adelbert Smith left Monday for turned, so I think my friend has been
dress upon Japan was one of the best is now able to leave the hospital and
Much regret is expressed that work that has been given and with the expects to return home very soon. Boston to attend the Hardware Exhi ordered to the Far East. I am writing
Insurance in all its branches
upon the bridge had to be stopped present situation in the Far East was She sends an appreciative note of bition.
you this item as Sgt. MacNaughton
Probate
Bonds
Notary Publifl
at this stage. Due to the lack of sup particularly timely. The orchestra thanks to both the young people and
At the meeting of Marguerite has many friends in Vinalhaven who
port some of the large foundation rendered its part in the service with church for remembrances sent to Chapter, O.ES., Monday night, there will be Interested to know his where- 1 I. Walter Strout
Alfred M. Strout
stones on the northern side have usual excellence. An adult chorus her.
Stf
will be work on three candidates. At abouts and send best wishes.”
been taken out by the ice.
The regular church services Sun
day evening will be supplemented by
a temperance program furnished by
voa2R3
seae
o.ceaierseqd a\msoacAWgh/the school children. It is hoped that
a large company will be in attend
ance. Even if parents do not care
to attend church as a rule, their
presence will serve as an incentive
to their children and surely they
could be encouraged to work for no
better cause.
Thb Grange meeting of March 9
is to be a very important one as well
as an observance of Temperance Day,
and all interested Grangers should
attend.

POULTRYMEN,
ATTENTION!

Now is the time to cull your flocks.
With the low price of eggs vou can’t
afford to keep “boarders.”
For highest prices call or write r
COHEN BROTHERS

PHONE 2-3, WARREN
Trucks will be in Warren all
winter

9Th-tf

SPECIAL

$i 075
Qjy

Reduced
from $21

On sale at any of
our stores

CENT
POWt

AINE
OMPAMY

AXM1NSTERS, 27x54
SJ.98

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY

March

B,

$69-5°

“QUALITY and STYLE at a PRICE” — Cash or Easy Terms

powerful, easy - to - use
ELECTRIC food mixer
and juice extractor.

THE CAPTAIN

$7.95

Learn New Standards of Values — Come in and Look Around

□VUiri

<£> Vt I

ing in True, Healthful Comfort.

$4.95

This is the Greatest Value Giving Furniture Sale Ever Held in Rockland

to mash potatoes
mix batter
beat eggs
juiee oranges
make magoanaise
ete.9 etc.

■7

Learn the New Art of sleep

FELT BASE RUGS
Beautiful Patterns; all the New Fin
ishes ; Any Room in the House.

Beautifully Constructed; 1932 Styl
ing; Long Lived; Economical Every
Time; True Style and Distinction;
Mohair or Tapestry.

and upwards

New Easy
Way

GROSS NECK

A Coil Spring with a 25 Year Guar
antee.

FLOOR COVERINGS

LIVING ROOM SUITES

COIL SPRINGS

EN

Grammar School Celebrate
In spite of thc inclement weather
Friday afternoon a large group of
parents and friends attended the
Washington's Birthday party held
at the grammar school. The pro
gram included: Roll call of school,
each pupil giving as a response one
of Washington's rules of conduct;
Gov. Gardiner’s Proclamation, Ralph
Tyler; recitations, “The Boys’ Hero,"
Winship Reed; "Bells of Mt. Ver
non," Hugh Knowlton; “Washing
ton," Alberta Graves; “Mt. Vernon,”
Richard Knowlton; selection taken
from a general order issued to the
Continental Army in 1776 by Gen.
Washington. Edw. Wiggin; recita
tions, "A February Day,” Sylvia
Tyler; “Lincoln's Tribute to Wash
ington." Gordon Crowley; singing
bi-centennial song. “The Father of
the Land We Love,” school; recita
tion, "The First Scout Master,”
Charles Watts, Jr.; original poem.
“Father of Our Country,” Parker
Jackson; reading. "Franklin’s Toast,"
Meredith Mundie; recitation, “ 'Tis
Splendid To Live So Grandly," Celia
Crowley;
reading, “Bi-centennial
Poem,” Marjorie Sleeper; presenta
tion of picture in honor of the pres
ent eighth grade. Miriam Wiggin.
Refreshments of fancy cookies, fruit
punch and one of Mrs. Crowley's
famous birthday cakes were served.
Miss
Jeanie
McConchie
very

These richer, safer suds

I TRIED A NEW SOAP TODAY, DOB

— RINSO. IT SAVED ME HOURS OF
HARD WORK. AND YOU SHOULD SEE

last longer, too

HOW MARVELOUS YOUR SHIRTS LOOK

Y

OU can trust your finest cottons and linens — white or
colors—to Rinso’s gentle care. Millions do—saftl).

And Rinso is so economical. Cup for cup, it gives twice
as much suds as lightweight, puffed-up soaps. Creamy, longlasting suds that soak tut dirt and save the clothes from
being scrubbed threadbare.

Rinso is recommended by the makers of 40 famous wash
ers for safety and for whiter,
brighter clothes. Great for
dishes, too. Grease goes in a
jiffy. GettheBIG handy,house
hold package.
a raoDUCT or uvu aaoTBaaaco.

Millions use Rinso in tub, washer and dishpan

Every-Other-Day
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and Mrs. George Pote and son RichI ard, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Overlook
I
,
„ and daughter Jeannette, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Bowley, Mr. Harry Gordon, George Starrett and
i and Mrs. Earl Moore, and Mr. and daUghter Annie, Mrs. Lucy Peabody.
ASK FOR
WE GIVE
Mrs. M. S. Hahn attended the meet- Mr and Mrs Leland Peabody and FORMER TEACHER, book lover, would
S. & II. GREEN
GOLD BOND
ing of Miriam Rebekah Lodge Tues- 1 daughter Katheryn. Arthur Peabody. act as part time companion to sincere,
semi-invalid for room or board
STAMPS or
STAMPS or
I day evening at Rockland. The degree
Friends are pleased to know thBt congenial
or small pay. M., Rt. 2. Box 99A. War
GOLD
BOND
DEPARTMENT
STORE
S. & H. GREEN
was
conferred
upon
a
candidate,,
the
,
Mrs
prances
Oliver
is
gaining
in
ren.
27*lt
041
STAMPS
STAMPS
work being done by Aurora Lodge of strength although slowly. She was
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
Belfast.
tjjg recipient of exactly 119 birthday
Sunday morning at the Congrega cards, two birthday letters and four
«
tional Church Rev. H. I. Holt will boxes of fruit and candy on her re ♦
♦4
,
--------------------------speak on “The Voice From Above,” cent birthday anniversary.
-----------------R
communion service to be held direct
Bring in those clothes you need
LIVE BAIT for pickerel, salmon and
ly after the morning worship. A tailored, pressed, cleaned or mended.
fishing for sale. Open Saturday
union service will be held in the eve Town meeting day ls just the right trout
until 10.30. NYE'S GARAGE.
ning. Rev. Howard A. Welch the time. Orders taken for A. Nash's Suits. evening
made of heavy drilling; each—
Tel. 585. Orders promptly filled.
25*27
speaker.
Full Fashioned Humming Bird," guaranteed full
Johnson, the Tailor, End of the
Principal Charles Dwinal and Supt. | Bridge, Warren.—adv.
DRY FITTED hard wood under cover,
42 gauge, positively 7-Thread Pure Silk, service
$10; Junks. $10; long. $8; soft wood
Frank D. Rowe were present at the
♦ * ♦ •
mixed. $8. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21.
schoolmen's dinner at Green Gables
weight with durene picot top and foot—
26-tf
Hinckley
Corner
Primary
in Camden Tuesday evening.
These boys and girls have worked BABY'S auto hammock and sulky for
There will be a stated meeting of
26*28
selling jello this term. The fin sale. Good as new. TEL 987-R.
Ivy Chapter, O.EB.. Friday evening. hard
est cooperation of the townspeople has
SEVERAL HEAD of Jersey cows and
Mrs. Wilder Moore is recovering made the work a pleasure and the heifers for sale. Some have just fresh
New Line of
from an attack of tonsilitis.
trade for 1930 Ford or Chev
Humming Bird all-over Silk Chiffon with double pisame is appreciated by both teacher ened. 1»2Will
ton truck. EDGAR W. MOODY.
William Lawry was well remem and school. Dorothy Lane and Marie rolet
Tel.
9-4
Union.
27-29
cot edge, 4-thread, high twist, double silk, narrow
bered by friends and relatives on
Overlook sold over 30 packages; those special sale—two counter show
March
1,
his
88th,
birthday
anniver

French heel and all silk foot—
ranking next Sherman Simmons, Da- cases. 6 ft.x8 ft.; four store counters,
sarv.
12 ft.; two sets standard computing
Fred Moore is running a Tydol gas vid White. Ruth Starrett and Wayne scales; one safe (store size); one meat
Starrett. Dorothy Lane. John Lane scale standard commuting GORDEN <fe
station at Rockland.
Color foretells a
Mrs. Ruth Boynton of Milton, Mass, and Ann Norwood were not absent or LOVEJOY CO. Tel. 12-13 Union. 26-28
late during the term.
TWO NEW MILCH cows for sale. P. W.
is
guest of Mrs. Annie Watts.
spring story of fash
SKAY. Crawford Lake Farm. Union.
Our Special $1.69 value, Humming Bird, full fash
Hiram Moody of Waterville spent
26-28
ion-success in
Monday night with Mr. and Mrs. Sidioned, 8-thread silk service weight; pair—
THE LARGEST stock of reconditioned
nev Wyllie.
used cars in Knox County. It would pay
Advertisements ln this column not to you to see us before buying. We do our
Rev. Howard A. Welch will have exceed
three lines Inserted once for 25 own financing.
MILLER'S GARAGE.
for his subject Sunday morning. “It cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi Rankin St.
_________________ 26-28
Was For Me;’’ Sunday School and tional lines five cents each for one time.
DODGE ton truck for sale cheap,
FULL FASHIONED HOSIER.#
the Bible class at 12; Christian En 10 cents for three times. Six words orONE
will exchange for hens or new milch
New Line! Full Fashioned, All Silk Hosiery, $1.00
deavor at 6; union service at the Con make a line.
cow. Inquire E. F. RUSSELL. 12 Knox
just arrived, all new specials—
.91 .00
91 .95
St.. Rockland.
27-29
value (42 gauge), for—
gregational Church in the evening.
1
To
A surprise party was given Clifford
26 FOOT BOAT with marine model T
Al condition. Price $200. HAROLD
Overlock by several neighbors and
I Ford.
THOMPSON. Port Clyde. Me. Box 57.
friends
Monday
evening
at
his
home
26*28
_________________________________________
______Is at East Warren in honor of his birth ♦
-----------------♦
DRY hard fitted wood $10. Junks $10.
ldJSfHJHigfgJHgjarajgfZfBrafafgJHfaHrefgjafafarajsf£.rarafaf£faHfz,zjzfgf F. J. SIMONTON CO* 'jgrerarafararajafZJZJHrajzrarararajaniErarajBrarajzJBJzrafZJBrararafZJzre day anniversary which occurs but
4-foot
wood
$9.
delivered.
M
LOFMAN,
NURSE—Age 35. would like position
once in four years. Feb. 29. A verv caring for invalids, mild cases of ln- R F D. 1, Rockland, Me. Tel. 263-11.
27*32
Dleasant social evening was passed. sanitv or chronic cases. BOX 243. Cam
Awnings are cheaper. Let us. make
EMPIRE STATE INSURANCE COMPANY Those present besides the immediate den. Me.
_________ 26*28
Mrs. Henry Moran
SEVEN-ROOM house for sale, bath, fine
THOMASTON
ASSETS
DEC.
31.
1931
THREE gallon coffee urn in first class cellar, barn. 14 acre field, Oliver St.,
your awnings now—help create em
family were Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Funeral services for Mrs. Henry
mile from postofflee. Quick sale
shape, wanted. Write A. B. C.. caTe
ployment and save money at the
The Pythian Sister circle will meet Moran were held Wednesday after- Fasten office and Bank
151222 49 Spear, My. and Mrs. Irving Spear, Mr. this office.
26-lt $2500. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St.
W of disfiguring blotches and
Tel.
1080
18-tf
same time. This is a local concern Friday afternoon for work. Supper\ noon at the rooms of Stanley R Agents' Balances ................... 101,783 09
NAMES wanted—I want to hear from
_____
irritations. Use
FOUR ROOM bungalow. Just off Main
STATE OF MAINE
persons who are suffering from Piles as
all year round service.
Rockland will be served at G o'clock and those Cushing. Knox street. Rev. H. F. Interest and Rent8 .............. 24,857 66
I know I can cure many. Write me for St. ln Thomaston tor sale, ln perfect
County of Knox. ss.
Gross Assets ....
$2,941,086 75
Awning Co., 1G Willow street, H. E. not solicited are asked to take pastry. Leach officiated. The selected bearFebruary 23. 1932.
particulars. MRS. JENNIE^ A. GILES. condition, large lot of land. Many other
Regular meeting in the evening.
ers were three sons. William Arm- Deduct Items notadmitted . .. 161.467 75
Taken
this
twenty-third
day
of
FebruSpruce Head.________________
27*29 desirable properties. DR. ALLYNE W.
Simmons or J. M. Richardson.
The senior class have chosen the ' strong, Henry Moran and Nelson Admitted ................................ $2,779,619 00 pr” 1932. on execution dated the tenth
BOYS
AND
GIRLS
wanted
to
sell
flav PEABODY. Tel. 52-11 Thomaston. 25-27
21-23
day of February. 1932 issued on a judg
selective parts for the graduation in Moran, and Joseph Langlois, a sonextracts after school; send for free
ment rendered by the Superior Court, oring
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
COMPUTING scales, electric meat
June: Donald Beckett history, Al- in-law. Mrs. Moran was twice mar«,
,, for the County of Knox, at the term sample. WAKEFIELD EXTRACT CO. grinder,
show cases, other store fixtures
22*31
mon Day and Richard Feyler ried. first to William Luke Armstrong uneaVn^i Premiums
458.930 27 thereof begun and held on the first Sanbornville, N. H.
for sale. HENRY CARLETON, Rock
Tuesday
of
February.
1932.
to
wit.
on
the
port.
24*29
prophecy, Elizabeth Vinal will, Elea- by whom she had a son and daugh- ah other Liabilities ............... 359.139 87 fifth day of February. 1932. in favor of
nor Morse gifts.
ter, and second to Henry Moran, by Cash capital ........................... 1 .oqoqoq 00 Jesse S. Allard and Harry D. Allard,
FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE ol 150 acres,
William G. Washburn is in Boston whom she had two sons and five Surp
modern buildings, pasture land, hay,
both of South Thomastffn in the Coun
apple orchards, lumber und fire wood.
of Knox and State of Maine, copart
for a few days.
daughters. Her married life with Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,779,619 00 ty
MRS. H. P. BUCHANAN, 36 Mountain
ners in said South Thomaston under the
The Knights of Pythias hall is Mr Moran wastoi[38I years duration.
*r«t seavey Agent
St.. Camden. Tel. 2597 .
21-tf
firm name and style of J. S. Allard &
Son.
aeainst
Sdott
F
Kittridge
and
looking fine under its new decora- ! The nine children were present at
FIVE
ROOM
furnished
apartment
to
21-Th-27
Tel. 1080
TWO CAMPS, one furnished, one part
Nettie Kittridge both of Freeport. Long let. good location, rent reasonable. ly so; 25 foot trawl boat, no engine; 16
tions. The work was done by Anson the funeral, coming from Maine.
FINANCIAL SURETY COMPANY
Island. New York, for One Hundred ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel tubs of trawl, 14 lobster traps, one punt;
Pryor and Eugene Closson.
i Massachusetts and Rhode Island.
Of Wilmington. Delaware
Forty Eight Dollars and twenty-five 77.
26-tf all at Andrews Island. W. STANTON. 25
cents, debt or damage, and Twelve Dol
Mrs. Lena Delano who has been I which shows a strong attachment to
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
25*27
CLEAN five room furnished apartment. Sea 8t. Place. Tel. 793-W.
and twenty-five cents, costs of suit.
in Friendship a few weeks, the guest I the mother who had given so much CMht lnao«icT>and Bank........ *145 814 34 »lars
“d fifteen cents more for said execu- Improvements. $6 week. V. F. STUDLEY,
GRAY Rebuilt Marine Motors with
of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Felker, of her life to their welfare. Mrs Fntar." "nrt R.nts
24-tf one year guarantee for sale. New list
7170 66 '
and WiU be SOld at PdbllC adCtl°n 69 Park St Tel. 1080 .
The books will close March 12. All taxes remaining unpaid
do
at the chAHWo
Sheriff's nm™
Office in
ln tho
the County
has returned to her home on Main Moran was a worthy woman whose interest ana Kents ..................
AVAILABLE for rent four medium Just out. Prices reduced on new 1932
ipotors. A. L. ANDERSON. Camden.
Building
In
p
'-.land
in
said
County
of
street.
\ life of sacrifice and toil for others
Gross Assets ......................... $335,714 70 Knox, to t' e highest bidder on the price tenements, $15. $20. $25 ERNEST
on that date will be subject to Tax Liens. I shall be at the
24*35
26-tf
Mrs. Ednah Smith returned Wed- ■ cannot fail to be recompensed, Deduct Items not admitted .... 22.009 70 fourth day of April. 1932. at two o’clock C. DAVIS at Frfller-Cobb-Davls.
GAS STATION on Route 1 between
FURNISHED, heated room, all modern,
Selectmen’s Office every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday
in
the
afternoon,
the
following
described
nesday after a short visit in Bangor. She is survived by her husband;
Rockland
and
Warren
for
sale,
fine
cor
Admitted ..............-.............. $313,705 oo real estate and all the right, title and for one or two ladies, with privilege of
ner lot. new building, store and lunch
Mrs. Oliver F. Cushing and chil- three sons, William Armstrong of
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
interest which the said Scott F. Kit getting meals; three minutes lrom post- room complete with fixtures. To be sold
Evenings until that date.
dren Marjorie and Jean are to leave , Thomaston, Nelson Moran of Law- Unearned Premiums .............. $17,025 31 tridge and Nettie Kittridge have and office. TEL. 1067-W.
26*28
at once, $2500. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park
Monday for a visit to Mrs. Cushing’s rence. Mass., Henry Moran of How- All other Liabilities ..............
4.661 53 had in and to the same on the
LARGE heated room with bath, cen St. Tel. 1080.
152-tf
day of June. 1931. at 2.20 tral location, private family. Gentle
relatives in Boston.
,
ard, R. I.; six daughters, Mrs. Jessie Cash Capital .......................... 250.000 00 eighteenth
GEORGE E. REDMAN,
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 42.018 16 o’clock in the afternoon, the time when man preferred. TEL. 710._________ 26-28
i Since the formation of the Maine Spear of Cambridge, Mrs. Jennie
the same was attached on the writ in
Collector.
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland St.,
State Rifle and Pistol Association Langlois of Lowell, Mrs. Mary Caslas Total Liabilities and Surplus $313,705 00 the same suit, to wit:
electric lights, flush toilet, garage
A certain lot or parcel of land, to with
27-Th-33
greater
interest
in
shooting
has
been
and
Mrs.
Eva
Grant
of
Lawrence,
Inquire
St
27T-Th32
gether with the buildings thereon, situ Tel. 888. MR. SHAFTER. 15 Rockland26-tf
evident. The Thomaston Rifle Club J Mass.; Mrs. Ada Moody of Rockland
Ames-Ripley
ated in said South Thomaston and
Inc.
challenges
from
all II and
CarrieCharles
Moran Copeland
of ThomasFURNISHED APARTMENT ot three
and I funded
and described as follows:
partshas
of received
the State
for'both
pistol
ton; Miss
a brother
of
SR.°*
^ton
North
by the Town Road. leading from rooms to let at 49 Pleasant St. Adults
North b;
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
Wessaweskeag
Village
to
Seal
Harbor;
only
LILLIAN BICKNELL. 82 Limeroek Prompt
and shoulder to shoulder matches, i Dover-Foxcroft; three sisters, Mrs. married in Hillsdale, N. Y., last Fri- ! wessaweskeag
seal Thayer;
Harbor, St.
service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
27*29
east by land of village
LucretiatoCoombs
26-tf
which is a splendid indication of Nelson Burkett and Mrs. Ada Smith day and are spending their honeyFLORIDA
by land
Elizabeth wiggin;
I
WILL
sub-lease
The
Sanitary
Sand

AGENTS' COMMISSIONS. Sell high
what is to come. Tuesday night the of Thomaston and Miss Lottie Cope- moon in Springfield. Mass. Mr. North by land, now or formerly of Ruth wich Shop as I am soon to go to Cres
razor blades. Cost you one cent
MIAMI’S
cent Beach. A fine opportunity. Apply grade
Cobbassa Rifle Club of Gardiner, land of Warren. Interment was in Ames is the son of Mrs. Lilia E. M. Snow.
C. EARLE LUDWICK
each. Make 100 per cent profit. Send
on
premises.
C.
S.
GROTTON.
25*27
Ideal Resort Hotel
sent down a ten man team with two the Thomaston cemetery,
Deputy Sheriff
25c lor 10 sample blades and particu
Ames of this town and a graduate of 27-Th-33
STORE to let ln Camden, formerly oc lars. JONCO SALES CO.. P. O. Box 263.
alternates
for
a
shoulder
to
STATE OF MAINE
Thomaston High School, class of
Convenient to all points ol interest—Modem in every way.
cupied by C. A. Carleton. Inquire FRED Rockland.
23-tf
County
ol
Knox.
ss.
shoulder match of four positions.
DEAN, 28 Washington St., Camden
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
Irate Parent—“When that young 1927. Mrs. Ames is a graduate of
February 29. 1932.
LADIES-Reliable hair goods al Rock
27*32
prone, sitting, kneeling and offhand, whose paying vou attention comes Union High School and of Castine
surround the hotel
Many rooms with private balconies.
Taken on execution wherein The
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall order*
APARTMENT on second floor, three solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
five shots each position. Due to ex- here again I'll sit on him.”
Normal. She is a teacher in the Augusta Trust Company, a Maine corpo
rooms and bath to let. ANNE
26-tf
HOTEL
cessive excitement both teams fell | Daughter—“Oh, let me do it, Union schools. Congratulations are ration. located at Augusta ln the Coun furnished
ty of Kennebec and said State is plain V. FLINT. 32 School St. Tel. 1013-M
WATCHES. CLOCKS, antique and
down somewhat but the scores were 1 father.'—Schenectady Union Star.
j extended.
13-tf grandfather,
tiff and Maine Hellopore Service Corpora
repaired.
Call
and
deliver,
fairly good. Weston Young was _______ __________ '
tion. a corporation likewise organized
TENEMENT to let at 36 Mechanic St. mall or leave. Experienced workman.
and located at Damariscotta ln our Inquire of MRS W S. KENNISTOH. 176 S. A MACOMBER. Rockland. Tel. 958-J.
high man for the local club, also for '
Corner Second St. and First Ave.
County of Lincoln. D. T. Hussey of said Main St. Tel. 874-W
26-tf
27-tf
the match, with a 173x200. G. Pierce
Damariscotta, William E Rice of East
Booklet
RATES: (European)
(Jun* Rl
ONE ROOM and kitchenette to let.
of the Cobbassa Club was high man
DO YOU NEED MONEY? Complete
Boothbay
ln
said
County
of
Lincoln.
Single $2.50 to $8 00 dally
on
October)
Lloyd M Richardson and Frank A Rich gas stove, heated and lighted. $6 week home furnishings bought lor cash. Con
for his team and second high
Double $4.00 to $12.00 dally
nections with high grade appraisers and
Application
ardson. both of Rockland in said County V. F STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
scorer in the match with a 164x200.
24-tf auctioneer. Phone or write CARL SIM
of Knox are defendants, on a Judgment
Thomaston totalled 1504 points for
MONS. Thorndike Hotel.
23-tf
rendered bv the Superior Court for the
TO
LET
—
5-room
flat,
all
modern.
23
THE
County of Knox at the term thereof be Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT.
ten men as against 1418 points for
HARD WOOD fitted. $12 ano $14;
gun
and
h<’
d
on
the
first
Tuesday
of
240
Broadway.
26-tf
Junks. $12: small round wood, stove
the Gardiner outfit. Coffee and
By ALBERT L. CLOUGH
February. 1332. to wit. on the fifth day
leneths $10: fitted soft wood, $8. O. H.
COZY five room apartment to let. all CRIE
doughnuts were served after the ’
of February 1932 for the sum of Ten
Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
26-tf
modern,
hot
water
heat.
gas.
electric
Hundred Fifty Seven Dollars and Fifty
match and all considered the eve
SKATE SHARPENING ls a specialty of
Two cents debt or damage and Nine lights, bath. FLOYD L. SHAW. 47 North CRIE
ning well spent.
HARDWARE
CO..
409
Main
St.,
Main
St.
Tel.
422-R.
27-tf
teen Dollars. ten cents costs of
26-tf
Music at the Baptist Church Sun
suit and fifteen cents more for said
UNFURNISHED S' e room apartment Rockland.
Servicing
The
Liquid
Type
Oil-Level
Gage
execution, and will be sold by pub with toilet to let. Inquire 12 KNOX
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
day will include at the morning serv
lic auction, on the fourth day of ST. Tel. 156-W.
26-tf and repair your furniture at 216 LIMEice anthems by the chorus choir,
Leakage 0/ Connecting Tubing It The Hunt Likely Cau.ie Of Trouble
April, at two o’clock ln the afternoon
ROCK
ST. Tel. 1010.
26-tf
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let. fine cellar,
‘Praise Ye the Father," Gounod and
at the Sheriff's Office in the County toilet,
THIS INSTRUMENT IS IDENTICAL in basic principle with the
NOTICE
electricity,
gas
and
furnace;
extra
Building in said Rockland, all the right
“Sun of My Soul,” Reyner; at the
veranda, large yard. Adults only
hydrostatic gasoline-gage previously described iu these columns, con
Friendship. Feb. 20, 1932.
| ln equity which Frank A Richardson, large
evening service the junior choir will
Inquire 23
-----TSTREET. “City.
''
26-tf To the Honorable Board of Selectmen.
aforesaid, had on the twenty-seventh
sisting of a l.'-tube dashboard indicator, containing colored liquid and
sing “For the Beauty of the Earth,"
Friendship.
FOUR
ROOM
heated
apartment,
suit

day
of
April.
1931,
at
1.10
P
M„
when
an air-pressure developing oil-pan instrument, Immersed in the crank
The undersigned hereby petitions lor
the same was attached on the original able for family of two or three, at 15
Hosmer, soloists Estelle Moore, Vir
case oil. A pressure tube connects the air-chamber of the pan instru
writ, to redeem the following described Summer St. Apply to MRS. FROST a permit to erect a wharf on hls home
ginia Pierce and Belle Coates,
26-tf place at Hatchet Cove, extending 50 It.
ment with the hack leg of the dashboard U-tube and another tube (the
mortgaged real estate, situated ln Rock Tel. 318-W.
pianist, Betty Brown.
land. aforesaid, to wit:
NEWLY RENOVATED half house, no Into tide water, the same to be 10 It. ln
equalizer tube) connects the front leg of the U-tube with the free air
A certain lot. with the buildings connection. Three rooms down, three up. width.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis A. Hanley en- ■ of the crankcase. These tubes must be perfectly air tight so that they
EMERSON C. SIMMONS.
thereon, beginning at iron bolt on the large front hall, open attic, good yard.
j tertained Mr. and Mrs. Albert Peter
A hearing on the above petition will
shall be free from oil and transmit pressure correctly. If the gage does
easterly side of Shaw Avenue at north Garage If desired. Apply 12 WARREN
son of Rockland at dinner Monday
held on the proposed site on March
west corner of Mary Latham's lot. thence ST. Tel. 577.
not read correctly, proceed as follows;
Disconnect both tubes from
26-tf be
8. 1932 at 10 o'clock ln the forenoon.
south, slxty-slx degrees, thirty minutes
I evening as an observance of Mrs.; the pan-unit and then at the dash-unit, making sure that all unions are
HOUSE
to
let.
bath,
gas
and
lights.
Dated
at Friendship this 29th day of
east
by
said
Latham's
land,
ninety
feet
Peterson’s
birthday
anniversary j In perfect condition. Then adjust the level of liquid ln dash unit to
to Iron bolt at land formerly of John MRS. E. C. GRANT 184 South Main St. Feb. A. D. 1932.
which occurs but once in four years, i bottom mark, by adding or withdrawing liquid through pressure tube
26-tf
O. C. Cook. Albion Wotton. G. T. Browi
Coburn; thence north, twenty-five de Tel. 526-M.
Selectmen of the town of Friendship.
grees. thirty minutes east by said CoThe color scheme of red and white , connection. It is absolutely necessary to use special liquid furnished
r
27-lt
bum's land, fifty feet to an iron bolt at
was carried out in room decorations
OCCIDENTAL
INSURANCE
COMPANY
by the manufacturer. Force a half-pint of gasoline through each tube
land of Minnie G. Shaw, thence north,
and table appointments.
San
Francisco,
California
slxty-slx degrees, thirty minutes west
to remove any oil and then dry both tubes with air forced through
William Benner, a former resident
by land of said Shaw, ninety feet to an
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
them from a hand tire-pump (not from a tank supply) making the
Iron bolt at the easterly end of Shaw Stocks and Bonds ................. $3,622,205 04
of Thomaston, died in Worcester,
connection with soft rubber tubing not the tire valve connection and
Avenue; thence south, twenty-three de Cash In Office and Bank ...... 194,100 63
Mass., Tuesday night. The remains
giving twenty-five full pump strokes for each. Test each tube by
grees, thirty minutes west by the east Agents' Balances ..................... 179,560 80
will be brought
to Thomaston j holding a finger over one end and sucking at the other. If the suction
erly line of said Avenue, fifty feet to Interest and Renta ................
38.348 55
place of beginning.
Thursday and funeral .services held : will hold the tongue for one minute there is no leak, but if not. the
All other Assets .....................
38 01
The described premises are under
Friday at 2 o'clock from the resi- j defective tube should be replaced. Reconnect both tubes tightening
R. I. RED CHICKS $15 per 100. State
mortgage to the Rockland Loan & Build
Gross Assets .......................$4,034,253 03
Accredited.
Trapnested and
dence of Mr. and Mrs. John Hewett.
ing Association and approximately $1600 Deduct items not admitted .... 222.548 42 tested.
the unions carefully and securely. Drive the car and if gage shows
bred
for heavy laying and egg size. W.
ls
said
to
be
due
thereon.
Delegates' from the local W.C.T.U. I actual contents of pan and still does so a half hour after shutting
L.
MERRIAM.
Union.
Me.
25-tf
C. EARLE LUDWICK
Admitted ............................... $3,811,706 61
left this morning for the State Con
down engine, it is presumably O. K. If it does not do so, drain the oil,
27-Th-33
Deputy Sheriff.
BARRED ROCK BABY CHIX 15c;
LIABILITIES
DEC.
31,
1931
ference at Bangor, making the trip
detach lower tube connections, remove oil pan, take out pan unit and
hatching eggs, price right. My broilers
STATE OF MAINE
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $83,806 24 bring 5 cents a pound over other breeds.
with Mrs. Luther Clark. In the
inspect tt for possible damage. If joints are broken or other faults are
County of Knox. ss.
Unearned
Premiums
..............
848.832
30
ALBION WOTTON, Box 207. Friendship.
February 29. 1932.
party were Mrs. H. F. Leach, Mrs. [ found discard the unit for a new one, hut If everything appears in order,
Liabilities ................ 179.736 51 Me. Tel. 128-11.
26-45
Taken on execution wherein The All other
wash the unit in gasoline and dry it, making sure that the small hole
Capital ............................ 1.000.000 00
Clara T. Sawyer, Miss Ella Tolman,
Augusta Trust Company, a Maine Cor Cash
THREE BUFFALO Incubators. 390 egg
Surplus
over,
all
Liabilities
....
1.698.331
56
Miss Margaret Crandon and Mrs. I in its bottom is not obstructed, restore all parts to position, making
poration. located at Augusta ln the
capacity. Price $20 each; two Blue Hen
certain that the lip of the oil collecting drip-cup at the top of the unit
County of Kennebec and said State Is Total Liabilities and Surplus $3,811,706 61 brooders, $10 each and one Queen
Herbert Newbert.
plaintiff
and
Maine
Hellopore
Service
is
tight
against
the
side
of
the
pan,
refill
wih
oil
and
check
the
gage
’
s
24-Th-3O brooder. $5. All ln good shape. E. A.
Miss Glenice Lermond is recover
Corporation, a corporation likewise or
WINCAPAW, Friendship.
21*26
operation again.
ing from an attack of measles.
ganized and located at Damariscotta In MASSACHUSETTS INDEMNITY INSUR
S. C. R. I Red baby chicks. Hatching
our County of Lincoln. D. T. Hussey of
Services at St. John Baptist Church
ANCE
COMPANY
main and connecting-rad bearings,
eggs. Accredited stock $16 per 100. E.
ENGINE WASTES OIL
said Damariscotta. William E. Rice of
(Episcopal) for the 4th Sunday in
East Boothbay ln said County of Lin 632 Beacon St., Boston, Massachusetts C. TEAGUE, Warren. Tel. 13-42 War
F. J. H. writes: Since I had the too great clearance space for oil
Lent will be: Holy Eucharist 9 a. m.;
ren.
27-tf
ASSETS
DEC.
31.
1931
coln.
Lloyd
M
Richardson
and
Frank
A
to
escape
may
be
left
between
engine of :ny 1929 ---------- car over
Richardson, both of Rockland ln said Stocks and Bonds ................. $518,046 92
Choral Vespers and sermon 7 p. m.
WYLLIE'S STRAIN S. C. Reds. Have
hauled, It has been using one gal bushings and shafts, while at the
County
of
Knox
are
defendants,
on
a
Cash in Office and Bank .......
87.609 20 you ordered your March chix? We have
The offertory at the latter service will
lon of oil fdr each 250 miles of same time, there will be no exces
judgment rendered by the Superior Court Agents' Balances. (Prems. tn
them lor $160 a thousand, postpaid.
be a violin solo by Russell Young.
driving at 40-45 ni.p.h. Previous sive mechanical play. This often
for the County of Knox at the term
course
of
collectlop)
..........
4.637 03 Smaller orders slightly higher. State
thereof begun and held on the first Tu<w- Interest and Rents ................
Friday of this week: Holy Eucharist
to this overhauling it has heen results in more oil being sprayed
6.058 83 accredited for pullorum disease. F. H.
OR a few pennies a day
requires no attention . . .
day of February. 1932. to wit. on the fifth All other Assets .......................
10,000 00 WYLLIE & SON, Thomaston, Me., R. 1.
running 1000 miles on seven quarts on cylinder walls than the rings
at 8 a. m.; Litany at 7'p. m.; choir
day of February, 1932 lor the sum of Ten
of oil. I cannot notice any oil can take care ot and there is a
_____
26-tf
practice at 7.30.
you can buy a General
not even oiling... Even the
Hundred Fifty Seven Dollars and Fifty
large loss of It through the ex
Gross Assets ........................ $626,351 98

WARREN

♦

V MONTON

HOSIERY SPECIALS

SITUATIONS

;

s

FOR SALE

LAUNDRY BAG SPECIAL
49c

$1.00

BRIDGE COVERS and
BRIDGE SETS

$1.00

In Everybody’s Column

fjtmminq Bird

$1.25

NEW SPRING CURTAINS

79c

69c, 89c, $1.00 and up

WANTED

QEAR YOUR SKIN

Resinol

NOTICE TO TAX PAYERS

TO LET

Town of Thomaston

! MISCELLANEOUS ♦

GRALYNN

HINTS
FOR

MOTORIST

; EGGS AND CHICKS •
k‘*'***‘.'*‘*,'*‘***«,**IJ

A FEW CENTS
A DAY •• BUYS A

GENERAL ELECTRIC

F

Electric Refrigerator!
Actually, your General
Electric costs nothing, for

its savings can bring back
every-cent of its cost. The

simple, sealed-in-steel
Monitor Top mechanism

cabinet is ALL-Steel—sturdy
and long-lived as a safe!

And the General Electric

is guaranteed for 3 years.

This space Sor local
tine payment plan

Veterinary
Surgeon—“The
cow
must take a tablespoon of this medi
cine twice daily."
Farmer—“But our cow has no
tablespoons. She drinks out of a
pail."

leak and they told me at the serv
ice station that new piston-rings haust. When this condition is sus
were not needed. The car per pected, the oil pan should be re
forins perfectly with the exception moved, oil pressure applied to the
of this waste of oil. Can you sug lubricating system and the rate of
drip from each bearing should be
gest what is causing it?
checked. New bushings at bear
ings where too much oil Is escap
ing usually remedies this trouble.

REMEDIES FOR SHIMMING

Stop Getting Dp Nights

E. M. T. writes:

shimmies at speeds above 20 m.p.h.
although I have put new bushings
in the steering linkage and tight
ened up the front springs. What is

Physic the Bladder With
Juniper Oil

CENT RALWAAINE
OMPANY
WE^tOMR

POWE

GENERAL © ELECTRIC
A L L - ST E E L R E F R IG E RATO R

Drive out the impurities and excess
acids that cause irritation, burning and
frequent desire. BU-KETS. the bladder
physic containing juniper oil. buchu
leaves, etc., works on the bladder sim
ilar to castor oil on the bowels. Get a
25c test box from any drug store. After
four days If not relieved of "getting up
nights' go back and get your money.
If you are bothered with backache or
leg pains caused from bladder disorders
you are bound to feel better after this
idealising and you get your regular
' sleep. Sold at Corner Drug Store,
i Charles W. Sheldon. Druggist. C. H.
Moor Hi Co., Druggists.

My---------- car

wrong?

Answer: In the absence ot any
external leakage and with the pis
ton-rings still in good condition, ft
is quite likely that you will find
the cause of excessive oil consump
tion in too free escape of oil at
bearings, as presumably the over
hauling included hearing adjust
ment. Unless factory Instm tions
are closely followed, in taking up

Answer: Here are a few possi
bilities: Front wheels are not in
correct alignment. Front tires are
not sufficiently inflated or are not
alike as to their treads.! Lost mo
tion may exist somewhere in the
steering system, despite the repairs
you have made. As a last resort
you might try tightening up the
yoke-ends nt the connections of the
tie-rod, so that they bind a little,
as this will tend to prevent the
wabbling effect.

Two cents debt or damage and Nineteen
Dollars, ten cents costs of suit and fifteen
cents more for said execution, and will
be sold by public auction on the fourth
day of April, at two o'clock in the after
noon at the Sheriff's Office In the Coun
ty Building ln said Rockland, all the
right ln equity which Lloyd M. Rich
ardson. aforesaid, had on the twentyseventh day of April, 1931 at 1.12 P. M..
when the same was attached on the
original writ, to redeem the following
described mortgaged real estate, situated
in Rockland, aforesaid, to wit:
A certain lot. with the buildings there
on, beginning on the westerly side of
High Street at southwest corner of land
of J. W. Pratt, thence by said Street
south 10 deg. west 30 ft. more or less to
point opposite the center of the dwell
ing house standing on the lot; thence
north 77'i deg. west through said house
75 feet more or less to the cemetery lot;
thence by said lot north 10 deg east 30 ft.
more or less to line formerly of Pratt;
thence by said land of Pratt south 77 >'2
deg. east 75 feet more or less to first
bounds, together wtth northern half of
house above mentioned.
The described premises are under
mortgage to the Rockland Loan & Build
ing Association and
approximately
$1400 is said to Ire due thereon.
C. EARLE LUDWICK
27-Th-33
Deputy Sheriff.

Deduct Items not admitted .. .

Admitted ..............................
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,
Net Unpaid Losses .................
Unearned Premiums ..............
All other Liabilities .....
Cash Capital ..........................
Surplus over all Liabilities ....
Total Liabilities and Surplus

LARGE LOTS Hawes' Barred Rock
23.092 70 chicks.
16c and up. according to quantity.
Guaranteed
disease free. Raise 100 per
$603,259 28
cent—all chicks fumigated. Hatched ln
1931
Buckeye, newest equipment. Also cus
$54,485 90 tom hatching. l'2c per egg. ALFRED
146.976 22 C. HAWES. Union._______________ 21-32
16.109 98
S. C. R. I. RED baby chicks. Hatch
100.000 00
eggs. Accredited stock • Four good
285.687 18 ing
cockerels. One 240 egg Buffalo Incubator,
one 550 egg 103 degree Incubator, for
$603,259 28 sale. E. C. TEAGUE. Warren, Me. Phone
24-Th-30 13-42 Warren.
26-tf

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!
Keys made to order. Keys made
to fit locks when original keys are
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
books provide keys for all locks
without bother. Scissors and
Knives Sharpened.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Price*

Crie Hardware Co.

ROCKLAND

408 MAIN ST.
Telephone 791

98-U

FOR SALE

RUUD
Instantaneous Automatic

GAS HOT WATER

HEATER
Size 4. Style F
Practically New
Can Be Seen At This Office
130-tf
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Every-Other-Day

Page Seven

“MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA”
Appreciative Audience Heard Maud Andrews Lincoln
In Concluding Reading Of An Inspiring Series

In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ........................ 770 or 794-W

Joseph P. Blaisdell, president of the
Parent-Teacher
Association,
an
nounces that Dr. Garrison Cleveland
Myers, Ph. D., authority on child psy
chology and child training and one
of the outstanding speakers in the
country, has been engaged as speak
er for the next meeting which will
fall during the week of March 14.
Dr. Myers is being sent out through
the State department, and only the
larger cities of Maine, such as Port
land, Bangor, Augusta, etc., are hav
ing the privilege of presenting liim.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Coombs en
tertained at luncheon and bridge
Tuesday evening at their home on
Masonic street, their guests being
South Thomaston folks who are win
tering in Rockland, including Mr. and
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper Sr., Mr. and
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper Jr., Mr. and
Mrs. Zebedee Simmons, Guilford
Butler and Miss Susie Sleeper. Hon
ors were won by Cleveland Sleeper
Sr., Mrs. Simmons and Miss Sleeper.

Members of the Tuesday Night
Bridge Club attended the Strand
Theatre where they witnessed the ex
cellent film “Mata Hari” featuring
Greta Garbo, after which they had
luncheon at the Paramount.

Mrs. Ethel Howard of Blue Hill is
the guest of her niece, Mrs. Edwin
The local W.C.T.U. has offered a Edwards, Cedar street.
silver medal to be awarded to the
■winner in the speaking contest to be
Mrs. Freeman Young who has been
conducted by the Junior High School in Boston for about five weeks, called
at its assembly of March 23.
there by the serious illness of her
mother, Mrs. Isabel Twaddell, re
Miss Caroline Stanley will be pro turned home Tuesday, happy to re
gram chairman for the meeting of port that her mother's health is
the Methebesec Club Friday after greatly improved.
noon at the home of Mrs. Nettie
Perry, Talbot avenue, her subject to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fuller have
be “Maine in History, Legend and Ro returned from Rochester, N. Y„ where
mance.” Mrs. Perry will be assisted they have been guests of their daugh
by Mrs. Ann Butler.
ter, Mrs. Wyman Foster.

Miss Marian Blackman who ac
Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Wall are in
companied Miss Adelaide E. Snow to Portland for the week.
New York has returned home. Miss
Snow is now visiting relatives in
Mrs. Rose Glidden of Damariscotta
Brookline, Mass.
is with her brother, John Lothrop,
for a visit of several weeks.
Mrs. Velma Marsh, Broad street,
was hostess to the Chummy Club
Mrs. Mabel Thorndike is spending
Tuesday evening, with Mrs. Blanche the week with Mrs. N. F. Cobb. Main
Calderwood and Mrs. Margaret Hurd street.
as special guests. Honors in bridge
were won by Mrs. N. L. Witham and
Mrs. L. E. Wardwell of Camden ex
Mrs. Calderwood.
pects to leave today for Boston where
after Wlsit of about 10 days she will
Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R. will join Mr. Wardwell and his father at
meet Monday afternoon at 2.30 at the Southern Pines, N. C., for a stay of
home of Mrs. Hester Chase, Talbot several weeks.
avenue, the assisting hostesses to be
Miss Ellen J. Cochran, Mrs. Delia
The L.T.L. has re-organized, with
Cross and Mrs. Anna Conary. Miss Mrs. Mildred Washburn as leader.
Caroline Stanley as program chair The Central Maine Power Company
man will have as her subject “George has given the use of its club room,
Washington, Builder of the Nation.” and the first meeting of the re-organ
ized body takes place Saturday after
' Mrs. C. E. Rollins, Broadway, en noon at 2 o’clock. The L. T. L. is
tertained the E.F.A. Club for bridge open for membership to all children
and buffet lunch yesterday afternoon. between the ages of 8 and 12.

An entranced audience listened to
Maud Andrews Lincoln of Augusta
Tuesday afternoon as she presented
in the series of dramatic readings
sponsored by the Methebesec Club, a
comprehensive review of O'Neill’s
"Mourning Becomes Electra,” and
read in full Stephen Leacock's "Melo
drama.” As a preface to the former
Mrs. Lincoln gave a resume of
O'Neill's varied and colorful life
which has taken him to all parts of
the globe among all sorts of people,
and paid tribute to his marvelous
brain which the minute one play is
finished begins another, on practical
ly the same day. Several of his for
mer successes were briefly sketched,
among them being “Beyond the
Horizon” and “All God’s Chillun Got
Wings.” Mrs. Lincoln gave the first
act almost in its entirety, pointing out
what makes O’Neill stand supreme
among playwrights, his ability to cre
ate suspense and expectation by the
use of the simplest words and sen
tences, and then reviewed the re
mainder of the play which is really a
trilogy composed of “The Homecom
ing,” “The Hunted” and "The Haunt
ed.” Mrs Lincoln did not stress the
sheer stark tragedy of this play which
appalls many while it fascinates, but
sought to bring out the comparison
of the old traditions which form a
basis of the play with the modern
thought and conduct. It was splen
didly done, and with such a touch
that Mrs. Lincoln's hearers got the
story in full and carried away
thoughts to be reviewed later at home.
•The Stephen Leacock work, describ
ing the typical melodrama of the
The meeting of Miriam Rebekah
Lodge Tuesday evening was a banner
event in the history of the organiza
tion, with about 150 persons sitting
down to the exceptionally nice supper
prepared under the direction of Mrs.
Annie Aylward. Mrs. Belle Lewis was
in charge of the dining room which
was tastefully decorated in a color
scheme of green in keeping with the
St. Patrick's Day season. Members
of Aurora Rebekah Lodge of Belfast
were special guests, and conferred the
degrees in a most efficient manner
upon Miss Vora Nye. There were also
visitors from the lodges of Camden,
Warren and Tenant's Harbor.

1880’s, served as a happy contrast to
the O’Neill play, which no matter
how it is regarded remains somber, j
The work is screamingly funny, and
Mrs. Lincoln’s interpretation kept her
hearers in a gale of laughter.
Tuesday's presentations closed the
series which has included “Allison's
House.” "The Barretts of Wimpole
Street," “Tomorrow and Tomorrow,"
"Once In a Lifetime.” “Mourning
Becomes Electra,” and Leacock’s
"Melodrama.” Mrs. Lincoln’s dra
matic reviews of these current New
York successes have formed one of
the finest and most cultural activities
Rockland has been privileged to have
in many years. Through her skill as
a reader, her knowledge of dramatics
through study, and her intelligence
gained by wide and varied reading, j
she is able to give richly to her audi-I
ences, surrounding the play itself with
a glamour often lacking in the ac
tual stage production. Her own fine
personality has made a vivid impres-!
sion, too. Through these presenta
tions local lovers of the drama who
have little access to the larger cities j
have been able to become acquainted j
with the current New York successes, |
and much more intelligently so than j
many who have the opportunity to i
attend the actual performance.
Mrs. Lincoln has found her Rock
land audiences inspiringly receptive,
and the regret that the series is
closed is very general, as is the hope
that she will be heard in Rockland
another season. At the present out
look indications are that she will be,
and in the meantime those who have
heard her here this winter will dwell
in happy anticipation of her return.

NEW LENDING LIBRARY NEAR FRONT DOOR

HOSIERY SALE
All Firsts—All Good Colors

HE BLUE CUTTING
• • • tnalcea erety neiv

Chenille PolKa

jfoc/c a lltrtlluig ei’enl!

DY

VAN RMLTL
Bubbles in Polka and Black,

$1-95

MUSICIAN TAKES BRIDE

Van Raalte’s New Chiffon, picot top with
Flex toe,

1.00

Bangor Man and North
Haven Girl Married By

and see this l ull Fashioned Net

1.00

Island Pastor

A marriage of particular interest
to the people of Knox County and
Bangor took place last Sunday eve
ning at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Parker Stone, when their daughter
| Dorothy became the wife of Gilbert
C. Laite of Bangor. The ceremony
was performed with the ring service
by Rev. Henry F. Huse. in the pres
Miss Bessie Blackwood of West ence of the immediate family of the
Mrs. Alice Brown, who has been
Mrs. Charles A. Emery of Pacific
street is at the Massachusetts Memo spending the past three months in Rockport is at Knox Hospital recov bride and near relatives. The bride
rial Hospital, Boston, where she is this city, returned to her home at ering from an emergency operation was gowned in white satin, and car
for appendicitis performed Friday ried an arm bouquet of beautiful
receiving massage treatments under Ash Point, Tuesday.
| roses. The bridesmaid was her
night.
the direction of the surgeon who op
I friend Miss Edith G. Nickerson of
The lesson in civics for the Edu
erated upon her last year following
The League of Coast Guard Vinalhaven, who wore white crepe
results of severe injuries received in cational Club Friday afternoon will
Women, which is a local branch of, and carried cut flowers. Accombe on "Our Island Possessions.”
an auto accident.
the Portsmouth, N. H. league, enter-! panying the groom was the brother
Mrs. Lawrence Barbour is ill at her tained at bridge at the home of! of the bride Parker W. Stone, Jr.
Success crowned the efforts of the
Capt. and Mrs. E. M. Mills, Summer j Mrs. Laite is one of North Haven's
ladies of Edwin Libby Relief Corps home, Rockland street.
street, Tuesday evening. There were popular young ladies, a graduate
,in their card party given Monday eve
Mrs. Carl Cassens is ill at her home, seven tables in play and buffet lunch ■ of the High School there. After
ning at Grand Army hall, for there
was served. The prize winners were , taking courses at Kent's Hill she
were 12 tables in play. Honors were Camden street with the grippe.
A. A. Troy, E. B. Drinkwater, Mrs.1 studied at the Boston Conservatory
won by Mrs. Julia Shattuck, Mrs. I.
About 25 members of the Kalloch Drinkwater, Mrs. I. M. Dondis, Mrs of Music, and during the past year
J. Shuman, Mrs. Rose Smith, Clar
ence Upham, Mrs. Streeter Webster, class friet in the First Baptist parlors I. Cunningham, Mrs. Sylvester, H. has been the teacher of music in the
Mrs. Perley Damon, Mrs. George to sew patchwork Tuesday afternoon F. Rogall and Miss M. Sprague. i schools at North Haven and VinalPalmer, Mrs. Clara Curtis, Mrs. C. A nice supper was served with Mrs This was the first of a series of five, haven. The groom is also a graduCrockett, Mrs. Willis H. Anderson, Fred Leach, Mrs. Flora Maxey, Mrs parties to be held at the homes of ■ ate of Kent's Hill Seminary and of
Mrs. Charles M. Richardson, Mrs. E. Castera Means and Miss Carrie Dun members on Monday nights, the next, the Boston Conservatory of Music,
Burpee, Mrs. Bertha Higgins and I. can in charge.
to be held at the home of Mrs. E. B | Well known in the musical circles of
J. Shuman. The committee in charge
Drinkwater, 40 Rankin street. The Bangor he is one of the most popular
Interest in the Junior Y.P.C.U. of committee includes Mrs. A. Hays, artists to sing over the broadcasting
consisted of Mrs. Millie Thomas.
Mrs. Adelma Mullen and Mrs. Hattie the Universalist Church continues to Mrs. E. M. Mills, Mrs. P. T. Johnson, ’ station WLBZ. and in this way has
grow. The young people under the Mrs. A. A. Troy, Mrs. E. B. Drink- an acquaintance limited only by the
Davies.
direction of Mrs. E. L. Toner have water and Mrs. H. Carr.
1 radius of this far reaching station.
Mrs. Herbert Hall is in Portland just closed their first contest between
-----------------A mortician Mr. Laite is well estabthe Knights and Crusaders. Twentyfor a few days visiting relatives.
SPRUCE HEAD
lished in business in Bangor. He is ,
two on each side entered, the Knights
_____
i son of the Rev. Robert E. Laite,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Karl are in winning, which means that the Cru
Mr. and Mrs. George Elwell have j p?^or °f
Congregational Church
saders must entertain them in a
&oston for a short time.
handsome manner. A*new contest returned to their home at Vinalhaven ' of Rowley. Mass. The wedded couple
The card party given at the home will be run from March 13 to May 22, after a tvfo weeks’ visit at the home ' wl" make their home in Bangor, and
many fi lends wish for them every
of Mrs. Elizabeth Barton, Orange with new sides to be drawn. The of Capt. Freeman Elwell.
Lionel Cm I.
WXfRSPSJWS
street, Tuesday evening had two contest will be based cn memory work
served
g 1 caKe
tables in play, with honors being won in hymns, certain passages from the Barnes ln sawing wood at Hard-;
by Mrs. Ann Alden, Mrs. Susie New Bible, Daily Bible reading, etc. For scrabble.
bert. B F. Smith and Mrs. Mary Rog the service of next Sunday afternoon
Congratulations are extended
ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED
ers. The party was under the aus at 5 o'clock the leaders will be Myles Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wall (Marjorie j
pices of Fales Circle, Ladies of the Sawver and George Huntley, with Post) who were married Feb. 20 in |
The following from the Portland
"Enlistment” as the topic. Members Rockland.
G. A. R.
Sunday
Telegram of Feb. 28 holds
to give Bible readings are Muriel
Mrs. Raymond Rackliff and daugh
Mrs. H. H. Stickney who has been McPhee. Ruth Pike, Oscar Marsh and ter Irene have returned home from interest for friends in this vicinity:
the guest of Dr. and Mrs. William Robert Miles.
“The engagement of Miss Ida
several days’ visit with their aunt
Fllingwood, leaves today for Bel
Mrs. Lillian Elliott in Camden.
Marie Hills, R.N., daughter of Mr.
The School Men's League of Knox
mont, Mass., to fye accompanied by
Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey and Mrs. and Mrs. Herbert S. Hills of Union,
Mrs. Ellingwood. Mrs. Stickney and and Waldo Counties met Tuesdav
Margaret
Carr were entertained by j to Aura Whitney Coleman of Portevening
for
supper
at
Green
Gables,
Mrs. Ellingwood are stopping in Port
th 25 present. The topic of dis Mrs. Herman Carr at her new home j land is announced. Miss Hills was
land to attend a banquet of the Del
phian Society this evening, and are cussion was salary schedules, and the on Ocean street, Rockland Tuesday} graduated from Union High School
and the Children's Hospital in the
beginning their Boston visit by at feature of entertainment was the evening of last week.
Mrs. J. S. Allard is ill at her home j class of 1929. She is at present night
tending a performance of “The Bar presentation of the George Washing
retts of Wimpole Street” tomorrow ton Bi-Centennial film which is on Spruce Head Island. Dr. Foss of, supervisor at the hospital. Mr. Cole.
man. who is the son of Mrs. Edith
making the round of the schools Rockland is attending her.
evening.
Miss Sylvia Post has returned to ! W. Coleman of Lincoln street, Woodthroughout the country.
her duties at the home of Harold fords, was graduated from the Ken
At the meeting of the Wawenock
Miss Alena Young, county president Waldron in Rockland after spending nebunk High School and Bates Col
Club Monday evening, at the home
lege in the class of 1928. He was di
of Mrs. Susie Campbell, Union street, of the W.C.T.U., Mrs. Hope Brewster. a week with her parents.
response to the roil call was made by Mrs. Clara Emery and Mrs. Mildred
Mr. and Mrs. William Partridge, rector of young people's religious
quotations from the works of Robert Washburn are in Bangor today where Mr. and Mrs. Colby Post, Archie education at the Woodfords Congre
Louis Stevenson. Two very interest they are attending the regional state Rackliff and four children. Mr. and gational Church during last year and
ing papers were read. “The Mohawk conference of the W.C.T.U. at the Mrs. ; Clarence Barnes and daughter is at present principal of Wells High
Trait” by Mrs. Evelyn Snow, and Grace Methodist Church. The con Patty and Vemard Barnes were call School. No date has yet been set for
“The Caves of Kentucky" by Miss ference will have three sessions, and ers Sunday at the home of Mr. and the wedding."
Miss Hills is a sister, of Miss Lela
Minnie Smith. Current events and will be presided over by Mrs. Sadie Mrs. Maynard Post.
' the question box were discussed and H. Bates, vice president-at-large for
Mrs. Milledge Randall visited Mrs. V. Hills, who is a nurse in this city.
studied. The next meeting will be Maine. The speakers include Rev. J. Alton Wall Monday afternoon.
i
» # ♦ ♦
with Mrs. Fanny Norton, Mechanic B. Ranger, pastor of the Bangor Bap
MICKIE
SAYS
—
street, and response to the roll call tist Church, Rev. John N. Arters.
School Notes
D. D., of the Methodist Church, and
will be based on Rudyard Kipling.
David
Pest
has not been absent or j
Rev. Donald D. Hurlburt of the
WHEN YOUR AO APPEARS IU A
tardy this year. Marie Allard was not
Mrs. John dlayter is entertaining Christian Church.
absent
or
tardy
during
the
term.
OUR COLUMNS, IT ACQUIRES
the Thursday Auction Club for picnic
The Fourth and Fifth Grades are
o.-7(?eri&e TWAT GOES U/ITU
“An Evening with Longfellow,"
dinner- at her home in Camden.
making
geography
scrapbooks
of
a
PUoLlCATIOM IU TH' OC HOME
presented in the Thomaston Baptist
The Contract Club met Monday Church last Sunday evening, was trip around the world. Tliey visited
PAPER, TH' FRIEND OF TH'
evening at the home of Mrs. John H. largely attended and was a most suc in Norway, Netherlands, France,
Community and how much
Switzerland,
Arabia,
and
Belgian
cessful affair. The speaker was Dr.
prestige d'ya think vou get
McLoon, Beech street.
FROM A HAN08ILL A'LVING
Wilmot B. Mitchell of Bowdoin Col Congo. From old geographies and
geographic
magazines
many
interest

Mrs. C. O. Perry is in Boston called lege who delivered a masterly address
{.
in th' gutter.T
ing
pictures
were
brought
in,
and
there by the serious illness of her on Maine's beloved poet. The musi
were
pasted
in
the
books.
The
chil

mother, Mrs. W. R. Gill, who suffered cal program which was of high order,
a relapse after a major operation last included as vocalists Mrs. Katherine dren also bought maps and outlined
Veazie. R. K. Green and Harold the routes to the different countries.
Saturday.
The school has a library and any |
Green of Rockland: Mrs. Ralph Tripp,
Mrs. Emily W. Stevens was hostess organist, and Miss Irene Young, becks brought in are much appreci
to the Shakespeare Society Monday pianist: also selections bv the Sym ated.
The Seventh and Eighth Grades
evening at her home on Talbot ave phony Orchestra whose members
nue. With Mrs. Grace Lawrence sub are: Violins, Miss Virginia Walker, made a very attractive poster for
stituting for Mrs. Leola Wiggin, Act. Miss Margaret McMillan, A. R. Washington's Birthday. Crepe paper
IV. of "The Barretts of Wimpole Marsh, Gabriel Winchenbaugh and curtains were also made for this oc
Street" was read, and Mrs. Ruth Phyllis Belasco; clarinet, Joseph casion, all grades taking part in the ,
Whittemore who had witnessed the Paquin; cornet, Charles Montgom work.
Joseph Godfrey presented the
play in Boston th*e week previous de ery of Rockland: horn, Edward Hayes
with a set of maps which prove i
scribed the presentation of that par of Rockland: saxophone, Aaron school
ticular act, as well as commenting Clark, with Luther A. Clark, director, verv heloful to the geography classes. |
Windmill spelling covers are being
upon the remainder of the production and Miss Thelma Linscott, pianist.
made by all grades this month. The
that is winning extraordinary ac The onistanding musical feature was person
receiving 100 per cent for the [
claim. Two very interesting and the cantata “The Village Blacksmith”
thoughtfully prepared papers were sung bv the Baptist Choral Society, month gets a prize.
presented: "The World of Brown assisted bv Carleton Porter of Rock
rag's Day—Political and Literary" by port and Forrest Stone. Mrs. J. Wal
UNION
Mrs. Helena Fales, and “Love Poems ter Strout acted as general chairman
—One Word More, My Star and Son in arranging the entire entertain
“It pavs to look well.” Messer’s
nets from the Portuguese" by Mrs. ment and justly deserves the many Barber Shop, Union, Me. Hair cutfine expressions of pleasure heard.
Ella Buffum.
ting 35 cents.
27-29

LINE

Fine Gauge Picot Top Chiffon
Full Fashioned

69c

Pure Silk

Last year $1.19

Make Your Selections of Chic Modern Pattern*

FOR SATURDAY AND MONDAY ONLY
.39
t>9
.04
.08
1.00

.05
.08

.10
.08

.19
.05

Rice Sewing Silk,
8 yds. Bias Tape,
Mercerized Thread,
Cels Napkins, doz,
Silkateen,
Silk Bias, colors,
Blanket Binding, reg. 35c
Shoulder Straps, reg. 25c,
Dexter's Darning Wool,
Corset Laces,

frocks and you’ll have five of the smartest costumes
you ever owned not a single faulty one among
them. The Blue Cutting Line—the line McCall has
printed upon every pattern piece—is the mistakeproof cutting guide and style outline that controls

The Blue Cutting Line has a long string of sewing ac
complishments behind it. It has set novices on the road
to splendid and successful sewing efforts....Offered
the experienced needle woman time-saving, laborsaving assistance. . . . And it brings to all smart folk
who like distinctive clothes exact reproductions of
those "high fashions" that wear the most convincing
Paris labels.

March Notion Sale
Velvet Covered Hangers, 6for
Maine Coast Hair Nets, doz.
Shoe Laces,
Powder Puffs, reg. 10c,
Alarm Clocks,
Brass Safety Pins, reg. 10c,
Kor-i-noor Snaps,
Elastic Bloomer Band,
Lingerie Tape, reg. 10c,
All 25c Shields,
Twink Dye, reg. 10c.

McCall-reproduced model is a prede
termined success. Thus you can make five McCall

your results.

Val Doree service weight, our regular stock

69c

M

cCALL isn't a "one success" pattern. Every

.11

Today in Our New McCall Department

.09

.04

.17
.04

.15
.19
.19
.04
.04

To go with McCall’s Patterns

Skinner’s Pure Dye Heavy Silk
Ten good colors

$1.49

Last year $2.75 yard

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
How Much Would
You Pay To Be Rid

4

l.r.CRECORV

of Rheumatic Pains
In 48 Hours

(Isons co.I
COOD CLOTHES
416 410 MtlH ST.
ROCKLAND

Why suffer tortures from Rheuma
tism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscular
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant relief?
lOl'NSTON’S DRUG STORE
73 I’ARK ST.,
ROCKLAND

Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
50 cents
18-Th-tf

Would You Pay Ten Dollars?

—Would You Pay 85 Cents?
Well: Here's a chance for you to be
spry once more—to do your work
cheerfully without one twinge of pain.
Here’s a positive guarantee that no
rheumatism sufferer can afford to
1 pass up—you can be free from agoniz
ing rheumatism-—and keep free from
it.
Get one 85 cent bottle of Allenru
from David L. McCarty or any pro
gressive druggist with the positive
and distinct understanding that
your pains and torture win all be gone ’
in 48 hours or money back.
And when pains are gone -keep
right on taking Allenru ’till every bit ,
of harmful uric acid is out of your
body—Happiness comes with this
wonderful prescription — thousands
know it—you ought to know it.

ELECTRICIANS

For Reliable and Complete Elec
trical Service of Any Kind
First Class Work at Fair Prices
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
585-7 Main St., Roekland, Maine
Established 1920 >
Telephone 721
23-tf

FR1.-SAT.
Do you suppose the girl
ever knows that the mail
who begins this love affair
is not the man who ends
it?

AND UP

From Mallory, Master Hatter

America.They’re liner than ever

Mary Doran
Bradley Page

to-day, with an exclusive feature

OirectMf by
HOWARD HIOGIN

possessed by no other hats—
they’re “Cravenette”-Processed

TODAY

JOE E. BROWN
in
“LOCAL BOY
MAKES GOOD"

M ALLO RY
HATS
A Paramount Publix Theatre

— ■'.T'lTlAt—-

’

A COLUMBIA PICTURE

against wear and weather.

'*

otV.le
aoddea‘h

with
PAT O’BRIEN
MAE CLARKE

turned out the finest hats ia

RESISTS MOISTURE

the P»Bes

•

For 109 years Mallory hac

“CRAVENETTE”

Taken’'O'"

SU"IRAKI ED
Performances at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30 #
Continuous Saturdays 2.00 to 10.30
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HOOVER WAS THEIR CHOICE
h

l

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 3, 1932

With the Extension Agents j
— And The —

Every-Other-Day

THE CROONERS GET THEIRS

WOMEN FOLKS HERE
ARE FUSSY!

Great W. C. T. U. Conference Chooses To Support Cardinal O’ConneU’s Straight-From-the-Shoulder Evokes
General Approval
Avowed Champion of Prohibition—Local Touches

[From the Literary Digest]
Friday afternoon the W.C.T.U. met tion. Greetings were extended by j
Perhaps this is one of the reasons why GOLDEN
in regular session at the home of Mrs. Hon • J°sePb J- Warren, Attorney
HEART BREAD has such a call from people here
"Whiners, singing immoral and
and|1 men of your age may not be influ4>+**+++4HlMM“iHiHe*4,4"F4HiHl,*!*4"S'
L. G. Perry. Adams street. Mrs. Hope
abouts . . . Today, with many brands of bread to be
imbecile slush."
) enced, but think of the boys and girls ,
__
,
. .
.
. .
. ,
Ices Willard MacIntyre, Advisor to
had. GOLDEN HEART BREAD Is the choice where
That is Cardinal O’Connell’s short who are brought up with that idea of
Agricultural
March 5 from 12.30 to 1.30 over Brewster who has been deterred from women, Boston University, and Lady
QUALITY is desired.
and frank description of radio croon- music.”
Recent report prepared by R. N. KDKA. WBZ, WJZ, WLW. WRC and active duties for some weeks, on ac- | Ethel Brooks. England who expressed
count of illness was welcomed back, her astonishment at seeing no drunkAtherton, Marketing Specialist of the other eastern stations.
•’Strong language, but not too
And public comment seems to in
«**«
Extension Service, indicates 5% less
and presided. A program on "Evan- ar<*s on
streets of Boston and her dicate that if the crooners would sit strong to express the protest that is
With the Homes
laying birds in the United States as
gelism
of
Todav"
was
to
have
been
P
lpasure
at
the
spectacle
of
men
restaurants a cus. at their own receivers and let some of felt by a large percentage of the peo
Miss Estelle Nason, State Home gensm oi ioaay was to nave oeen ( dfinking mUk
compared with last'year. New Eng
presented
by
Mrs.
Tweedie,
but
as
she
i
totn
W
hich
she
hopes
to introduce the radio audience go to the micro ple who rely upon the radio for much
Demonstration
Agent
Leader,
plans
land on the other hand shows about
to
be
in
the
county
Thursday
of
this
was
ill
the
time
was
given
to
Mrs.
likewise
into
England.
Jonathan S. phone, they would hear many agree- of their entertainment,” comments
a 5% increase.
IS FRESHEST OF ALL!
Evelyn
Sherman
who
reported
on
the
!
l
ewis,
prohibition
administrator
for ! *n8 that thp language of the Cardinal the Washington Evening Star ap
week
to
visit
the
Extension
Library
Eggs in storage were 9% below
provingly. “As music it is atrocious.
meeting
at
Aina.
New
Eneland
Regional
Conferences
New
England
said
that
Lady
Ethel
’
s
;
ls
not
t0
°
stron
&
and
that
radio
comthose of 1931 but above the 5 year
The bakers of this famous bread GUARANTEE its
New England Regional conterences i h
th cohrietv of Boston : pames would do well to take them off As amusement it is disgusting."
♦•••
average. Poultry stocks were 10%
FRESHNESS as well as its PURITY. When you step
Many radio listeners turn off the
held
in
Boston
and
to
which
she
was
|
indicated
that
prohibi1
the
air
The
Cardinal
used
plain
and
Miss
Edna
Cobb.
State
Home
Man

above last year but 8% below the 5
into your grocer's, specify GOLDEN HEART BREAD.
"air"
when
the
crooners
start
their
vigorous
language
in
his
recent
ad

the
Knox
County
delegate.
agement
Specialist,
will
conduct
the
tion was being enforced and declared
year average. There were a large
By so doing, you are certain to get a loaf that will
"whining,
”
says
this
Washington
dress
to
1,000
members
of
the
Holy
The conference meetings were held himself unqualifiedly in favor of the
supply of broilers, 7% more roasters Kitchen Demonstration meeting at
please EVERY member of your family, for In QUALI
paper,
and
it
utters
a
warning
to
the
Name
Society
at
the
Cathedral
of
the
and 100% more turkeys and 40% less Camden Grange Hall March 11. at Hotel Statler with 260 delegates 18th Amendment.
TY, FLAVOR and NUTRITIONAL VALUE it has no
radio
companies:
Holy
Cross
in
Boston.
There
is
no
Representatives from neighboring present, representing all the New
All of the New England W. C. T. U.
fowl.
equal.
“
The
combination
of
poor
music,
of
doubt
of
his
disgust.
“
You
can
’
t
help
Grain price is still favorable being communities will be present at this England States, New York. New presidents gave one minute speeches
Jersey and Michigan. There were and at this time bouquets were pre thinking badly of any man who would doubtful moral quality and the I
10 to 11 dollars per ton cheaper than meeting.
The purpose of this meeting is to 70 from Maine.
sented bv them to Mrs. Boole with degrade himself whining in that way slithering, sliding, lounge-lizard voice '
last year.
encourage the improvement of farm
All sessions were begun with a half small cards attached bearing the about love," he said of crooning. The of the crooner is anathema to so!
many that the radio enterprise is just
kitchens and thereby demonstrate the | hour service of prayer and praise, names of those who had won five new Boston Herald quotes:
• • • »
The dairy meetings scheduled for saving of steps and conservation of j The musical numbers were especially members. The Maine bouquet pre
now under an undoubted handicap
next vweek
“It is a degenerate, low-down sort of unpopularity with enough people to
»»
o t are as follows: Camden.
„ energy. Film strip pictures will be ’ fine both singing and Instrumental. sented by Mrs. Quimby indicated 205
"The BEST Bread in Maine"
cause the manufacturers and the pro
March 8 at 1.30 in the Grange Hall; 1 shown on some kitchens in Maine. A ’ Mrs. Alice G. Ropes, president of new members.
of an interpretation of love.
Appleton. March 9 at 10.30 in the1 few
'•Whining and crying as the singer gram promoters to be concerned
pictures taken
in Knox-Lincoln 1 j Massachusetts W.C.T.U. presided and Mrs. Ella A. Boole in her closing
TUNE IN—WCSH, Wednesdays at 5.45
Grange hall: Nobleboro. March 10 at homes are included. The HomeDem- i introduced the National leaders, i remarks said that Herbert Hoover, does, there is no man in America who about their 'unseen audiences.’ If the
"THE MELODY PARADE"
Grange Hall at 10.30 and Whitefield onstration Agent recognizes
three Mrs. Ella A. Boole. National President the onlv President who ever openly would not feel disgusted. Oftentimes snap-offs that mark the silencing of
Fridays—WHDH, Boston, at 6.45 P. M.
March 11 at 10.30 in Union Hall.
pictures taken in Mrs. Norris Waltz and Mrs. Elizabeth A. Perkins. Na-! declared himself for prohibition is you go to the radio to find something | these debasing performers could be
R. F. Talbot, dairy specialist. Orono, kitchen at, Damariscotta, and one tional lecturer and director of Child designated bv the National W.C.TU. interesting. I often do when I am heard by the managers of this leadwill discuss breeding by use of the taken at Mrs. Maude Calderwood’s in ' Welfare.
I leaders as the choice of that organi- tired—and you hear that bleating and \ ing form of public entertainment they
herediscope. Every dairy man in the Union. Information will be given re- 1 Mrs Boole gave the keynote ad- zation for re-election, and urged all whining, with disgusting words, thei would probably quickly come to the
county should plan to attend one of garding rearranging equipment and dress saving the conference was one members to do their utmost to re meaning of which is a low-down I conclusion that other features should!
these meetings. Breeding is an im utensils. building cupboards, raising1 of 25 being held in various strategic elect a dry president.
source of sexual influence.
I be substituted for the whining insin-:
portant part of the dairy business in working heights, buying equipment, j cities, starting at Washington. D. C. |
“The man who whines that way— | uators of 'sex appeal’.”
------------------the county.
well, he just isn’t a man. There is no
There are crooners and crooners, re- I
finishing walls, floors etc. Each early in December and coming to a
• • • •
man who would lower himself to such marks the Springfield Union. But I
woman present will also be given a | close at Chicago the last week in
Round Top Farms, Damariscotta. chance to score her own kitchen and March. The object of the conference
art as that.
i there is little to be said for the best ofI
E. B. Denny Jr. manager, has one of compare it with the perfect kitchen. “is to Dromote law observance; to
"A love song is a beautiful thing in j them, while "there is scarcely any- I
•
•
•
•
the outstanding Holstein herds in the
itself, because it typifies human af- ' thing which can not and should not
study the problems of law’ enforce
county. The Holstein Association
Mrs. Eva Blair. Whitefield, has held ment, and to make vocal the senti
fection of the heart.
! be said in wholesale condemnation of
lou’ll enjoy Mopping at
runs a herd test, every cow must be a neighborhood demonstration on ’ ment in favor of national prohibi
"But listen again with this new idea many of them. When, in addition to
thia
ultra-modern hotel.
tested and they are all included in Coat Making. She had five in at-| tion.”
in your head and see if you do not get the unmusical character of their
Located "a step from
the final records. Beginning June 1,! tendance. She showed the women
a sensation of revolting disgust at a I entertainment, they resort, to vulgar I
Broadway”, overlooking
1930 the Damariscotta herd was start- how to put in set-in pockets and how
man whining a degenerate song.which ■ suggestiveness, it is a gratuitous in
world-renown Times
Mrs. Boole urged the placing of
ed on the monthly tests which are to apply the muslin to the lapels,
is unworthy of anv American man. suit to that intelligent portion of the,
Square. The city's most
made by a representative of the asso collar and cuffs. She also demon-. greater emphasis upon total ahstinBut that is what the people have been public which rightfully expects a bet-;
interesting
places, thea*
ciation. The test was completed on strated correct pressing by the use of J ence. "There can be no doubt," she
Tvler School
hearing.
! ter retd1-11 for its expensive invest-;
tres, smart shops, busi
June 1. 1931; 21 cows were included. the tailor’s cushion and beater. Mrs. j said, "that abstinence promotes
"Instead
of
hearing
good
music
over
ment
in
radio
equipment.
’
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Grade one. The following children
ness centers are ail near
The average milk production per cow Blair has made over a coat for Mrs.! health, increases efficiency, and adds
..
. ™ the radio we have to put up with
This type of "crooner” may have
by. . IrOO outside rooms,
Ior the herd was 13.146 pounds and Annie Potter and is now remodeling j to the general good of the individual were not absent during the term-, verse afler verse of this unmoral to search far for a friendly voice, for
each with a private bath
i Whatever promotes the health and Mildred Colson, Mildred Ervin. glush Therp is nQ Qther word for r. . the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette says that,
472.5 pounds butter fat, an average one for herself.
• • • •
welfare of the Individual adds to the Walter Flanders, Violet Gerrish, Earl
tlub and shower), a radio
test of 3.6%.
-it [S a sensuous, effeminate, lux- the Cardinal’s words are certain to j
As a result of the Vegetable for general good and helps the nation it- Haskell, Barbara Torrey and Leona | urious sort of paganism, with which | find an echo throughout the country
and servidor. Note sur
There was one other herd in the
state in this test, owned by Harold Health meetings this last week 13 self." “It is vital that the United
prisingly moderate rates.
Shaw, Sanford, a former county families are planning to have ade- States does not lose its splendid Wellman.
SIM.LC. •3-33..7S-S4
to,
members
enjoyed
ice
cream
and
aeent. Of the 229 herds with 4635 quate vegetable gardens. The fol- prestige In moral leadership gained
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On Feb. 19 the sub-primary and
TWO NEW TROOPS
cake.
cows in the United States the Round lowing people are cooperators who '■ through its enactment of prohibition, first grades presented the following
A good time is always to be had at
Top farm herd was in 26th place. intend to carry out their planting Arguments that could be as truthThe herd test is used by some <?f the plans this spring: Dresden—Mrs. | fully levelled against manv other laws program in observance of Washing Littlefield Memorial Church the Merit Badge Club. Wives of
the honorary members usually at
other breeds and is the only real test Helen Jewell; Whitefield. Mr. and < are made to seem singular w’hen di- ton’s Birthday: Playlet—The Story
and the South Thomaston tend. The next meeting will be held
of a herd for the poor as well as good Mrs. George Hausen, Mrs. Grace , rected against prohibition. Investi- of Our Flag, grade one; song. Five
March 9, at the home of Honorary
cows are included. Mr. Denny has Emerson, Mrs. Minnie Fowles. Mrs. gations underway in Chicago and Little Soldiers, sub-primary; recita
Scouts Organized
44 te 45 Sts.
Treasurer Edgar Libby, at Thomas
also tried out an experiment this year Ida Sanderlin. Mrs. Eva Blair, Mrs. New York indicate that other laws
atMiAva.,N.V.
ton.
with his voung heifers. They have Florence Hapgood. Mr. and Mrs. F. L. are violated and their enforcement tion, Abraham Lincoln, Nathalie
The semi-monthly meeting of the
been out doors all winter with only an Law. Mrs. F D Tibbetts: Bristol. costs money.
Spear; recitation. A Boy's Privilege.
Merit
Badge Club of Honor was
The prohibition law has not cost Richard Hamlin; exercise. Little
inexpensive shelter for them. They Mrs. Charlotte Devoe, Mrs. Mary
held Wednesday night at the home
are larger and in better condition Crooker, Mrs. Lewis Foster. Mrs. Jane exorbitant sums. Enforcement last
than heifers raised inside. Very little Mi'lard. The above people intend to vear cost every Individual in the na Flags. Arlene Stanley. Marioll Clark. of Eagle Scout Howard Chase. Club
grain has been given them. This is order their seeds very soon. They tion the sum of 4 1-5 cents, which is Mildred Ervin; song, I Wonder. Le- members, being the highest ranking
something that other breeders who are also selecting recommended not a burdensome sum when viewed
ESS SUSiw® - »
are crowded for room in the barn strains and varieties of seeds.
as an Investment in good governand song, Dorothy Havener. Pauline j interest in Scouting affairs. At the
might consider. When in Damari
! ment.
scotta call and look over these heifers.
A new bulletin "Vegetable Growing • "Holding the Front Lines" was the Havener; exercise. The New Hatchet,j next meeting of the Rockland DisAt the dairy meeting that will be in Maine’’ bv Richard M Riley, In- | tonic of Mrs. Perkins’ address, in grade one; song, Soldier Boy. Jea-1 trict committee, which settles aU
held next week in Appleton. Noble ctructor in Horticulture and Special which she gave an analysis of "wet S,n^o.Uc'X.-S™X!sc<.„,
.he club will p,«en.
boro and Whitefield. County Agent ist in Vegetable Gardening is avail propaganda." t-’llng how to recog
Wentworth will test samples of milk able at the Farm Bureau Office. nize it. and the arguments to use Orchestra, sub-primary and grade ! suggestions which it has worked out.
for those who wish. Stereopticon Rockland. This bulletin will be sent against it.
one; recitation, The Boy Who Never I It was voted that, if any member
slides in dairying in the state will be to anyone upon request.
Told a Lie. Parker Worrey: recita- 1 of the club should miss four consecu
shown at the Appleton meeting.
A very interesting and instructive tion. The Name of Washington, Vir- tive meetings without reasonable
The Home Demonstration Agent
ginia Glidden; exercise. Washington,
will hold a Coat Making meeting at address on “Alcohol" was given by Dr. Jane Abbott, Joan Abbott. Pauline' excuse, he be dismissed.
4-H Items
Rockport at Mrs. Christie Whitney's Richard C. Cabot of the Harvard Havener; Soldier Boy game and
There are two new Scout troops
School of Medicine. He declared
Hope Happy Farmers judged beans home March 10.
song, sub-primary and grade one; ‘ being formed by members of the
liquor
unbearable
in
the
present
age
at the home of the leader N. F. Bar
of the automobile. Though alcohol recitation. George Washington, Paul club; one at the Littlefield Memorial
MAY HOLD SOVIET OFFICE
rett last Tuesday and Royce Thurlow
has always been a disgusting form of Moran; recitation. A Resolve, Ellen > Church by Eagle Scout Howard
received the highest score and will be
Chamberlain; recitation. Washing Chase of Troop 2. and one at South
awarded the judging champion rib Summer Visitor at North Haven In self deceit causing the character to ton and Lincoln. Philip McAloney; I Thomaston, by Life Scout Percy
disintegrate,
it
was
bearable
socially,
Communication with Russian Gov until automotive developments have Washington acrostic, sub-primary; Young, also of Troop 2.
bon.
ernment
The 10 boys in this club are getting
Much credit should be given Rev.
SUPERHETERODYNE
made sobriety essential to every one's February Song, grade one: recitation.
many practical ideas at each meeting.
Three Little Sisters. Naomi Jackson.1 L. G. Perry of the Littlefield Me
Robert P. Lamont, Jr., son of the welfare.
Each bov brought an ax handle he
Mildred Colson. Jennie Crisostamo; morial Church foe firmly backing
had made himself to the last meeting Secretary of Commerce, may become j At the Tuesday afternoon session, Flag Salute and song, grade one and Scout Chase and helping get the
and hammer handles are to be made livestock director of the Soviet gov- : short addresses were given by R. P sub-primary.
troop started.
' Hutton. Superintendent Rhode Island
for next meeting. N. F. Barrett is ernment of Russia
•*♦♦
Troop officers are Carroll Wixson,
Lamont has resigned as president Anti-Saloon League, on "Shall Beer
the capable leader of this group of
Scoutmaster, and Scout Chase act
Sub-Primary
of the National Western Stock Show \ Come Back?” He said "Beer is a
boys.
Most popular of all small
ing assistant. Commiteemen will be
• • » •
Mrs. Phyllis Leach, teacher.
and will leave for New York Sunday liability economically. 33 per cent of
announced later.
brewery
capital
going
into
wages
and
radios—a big-performing 5James McPhee. Paul Mason and
More Washington programs have to sail for Russia. For several
» ♦ ♦ *
been held as follows: Camden Me months, the News says, he has been materials as contrasted with 77 per Lewis Stockford had perfect at
cent
of
the
other
products
studied
in
tube
Philco Balanced Super
gunticook Juniors presented a pro in correspondence with Soviet of
The club thanks Charles Watts of
tendance through the winter term
gram to the ladies of the Farm Bu ficials who have sought his aid in de a recent survey."
Elihu Stone, assistant U. S. Attor The class was pleased to welcome South Thomaston. Mr. Watts was
heterodyne using pentode
reau; Aina Homemakers had a 100% veloping the livestock industry in ney,
told the conference “it was futile Geneva and Isabelle Thurston back the first man to welcome Scouting
attendance at last meeting and each Russia.
tube and new electro-dynamic
It is understood by the News that to expect enforcement of the 18th' after a long absence due to scarlet in the town, to helpthe troop and
member gave a reading or recitation
tl’e cooperation fever. Vera Guptill from Crescent support it. The churchhaving no
about George Washington in answer the first salary offer was $50,000 0
speaker. Wonderful selectiv
to the roll call; Jolly Workers of year. The paper quotes Lamont as 1 of the States." Refusal of the states street and Norma Raleigh from Me- ; regUiar minister this winter he gave
North Whitefield and St. George saying the negotiations by mail have to enact legislation suDporting the Lain school are two new classmates. 1 .. ,
, .
.
... .
ity, distance, and beautiful
Busy Workers presented a program not been satisfactory and as a result tr"e"dr"e"t ’?Iacos tde Fe?era> Gov' Albert Lymbumer and Paul Moran's the t<wn hls servlce' “ he dld for
he
is
going
to
Russia
to
investigate
1
'
‘
3
iment
ln
the
P°
sltl
°n
of
a
foreign
of Washington readings after the 1 ,
Scouting, and leads the meeting each
tone. Here’s a value you can’t
6
,
..
1 Dowpr
meres violation*
power, enroll
encourages
violation- amnner
among names have been added to the dental
business meeting.
the proposal personally.
Sunday night. Scout Young asked
the citizenry, vitiates the zeal and honor roll.
• * « «
afford to overlook.
many men to help with the troop,
effort of the police and justifies other
FIRST AMERICAN CASUALTY infractions
FLOWER SHADE
"My Purebred Dairy Calf Makes
with the usual excuse, “haven’t
of
the
constitution.
The first casualty among the
Christian Science Monitor. time." The new troop had its first
Good." will be a radio talk by a 4-H
Judge Joseph Zottili of the Munici (Courtesy
Reprinted from Issue of Feb 24,1932.|
club boy from Michigan on the pro American defense forces participat pal Court, who spoke on the evening
meeting Friday night. There were
Beneath a strangely silent tide of heat.
gram of the National Radio broad ing in the Shanghai crisis occurred program declared, “legalizing intoxi The
beach lies acquiescent It Is noon— 14 boys, four officers and two visitors
Feb.
26
When
Serg.
Moore
L.
Gordon
cast by National Broadcasting Com
cants for the sake of taxes will merely Long moments past the swimmers one present; and four more boys who are
of the 31st United States Infantry shift the burden from those who can
by one
pany.
going to join, were unable to come.
Have, dripping, left the scene. And now
died
of
pneumonia
contracted
in
the
I. W. Hill of the Extension Service
Scoutmaster Francis O. Merchant
COMPLETE with tubes
best assume it to the worker with re
the dune,
line
of
duty.
Gordon's
death
was
the
U. S. D. A. will give a talk on "What’s
managed the boys well. Scribe and
sultant social suffering and moral
The ocean, and a certain tryst are mine! patrol leaders were chosen, and pa
going on in the 4-H clubs.” Other result of a cold caught soon after the degradation.”
Behind me and *>eyond. the flr trees
speakers will be on the program as 31st arrived from the warm climate
trols organized. An understanding
Wednesday morning the half-hour
stand
well as music by the U. S. Marine of Manila to the cold of Shanghai's prayer service was led by Rev. Ruth Knee-deep ln pools of shade. But on the of Scout oath and law was given by
Band. The program can be heard on winter.
the Scoutmaster. This is the first
E. Walsh of Maine and the Round There rocks
Is no shade, nor on the scorch
Table discussion on "Solving Organi
requirement of Scout training, for
ing sand,
BALANCED SUPERHETERODYNE
zation Problems" was led by Mrs. Al
it is hard work to get the wheels of
Save
where
thin
lilac
shadows
lightly
thea G. Quimby. President Maine
a new troop started. However, the
732
thrown
W.C.T.U. At 1 o’clock a Willard Me By morning-glories and the wild sweet- boys are all interested, and there is
pea.
morial Dav luncheon was held in the
no single organization that will do a
THE MARVELOUS NEW MODEL II2-X
fragile flower shade. For this I small town more good than a boy or
hotel dining hall. Mrs. Alice G. Make wait
Ropes was toastmistress and Gert And share with none my secret ecstasy.
girl Scout troop.
rude Stevens Leavitt gave the invoca—Marguerite MacAlman.
After club business was attended
Pliilco’s 11-tube sensation—the radio with the inclined
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PHILCO

BABY GRAND

EASY TERMS!

• PHILCO •

Speaking of
Poultry Supplies

An Old Remedy
In A New Form

Pages 78 and 79 of
Catalog present detailed pictures and
suggestions of
INCUBATORS AND
BROODERS

which have been recommended and
sold by K. & W. for a quarter cen
tury because They Have Made Good.
.Sizes range from 275 to 1600 Eggs
and Chicks respectively. Others
shown in catalog provide for 35 lo
1000.
PRICES SUIT ALL PURSES
If interested in Poultry at all you
will be interested in 20 pages of this
book devoted to Poultry Supplies.
Write or call for your copy, today.
DAIRY

and

POULTRY

lndall
ond

TEMPLE

BAXTER’S BITTERS
NOW IN TABLETS
DON’T FORGET

SEEDS
SUPPLIES

SEEDS

& Whitney
STS.,

PORTLAND

MAINE

Some sort of bitters is usually
found in every family medicine
chest because bitters has long been
rightfully recognized ’ as the one
effective and safe relief from con
stipation, biliousness and dyspepsia.
Usually this is taken in liquid form.
But now, the makers of Dr.
Baxter's famous mandrake Bit
ters have perfected a harmless
yet effective tablet form of bitters
which retains the full strength and
efficaciousness of the liquid Baxter's
Bitters.
If your stomach feels like turn
ing over and your bowels are
sluggish or inactive, get a box of
Baxter’s Bitters tablets today. Their
tonic properties will astonish you.
And they are only 30 cents a box.

AT LEADING DRUGGISTS

BAXTER’S BITTERS
27Th51

sounding board that throws all sound waves directly
toward tlie ears, not along the floor. Also features echoabsorbing screen, automatic volume control, pentode tubes
and 4-point tone control.
.
You cannot buy better
COMPLETE
radio performance. Ask
|
with II tubes
for a demonstration.

$I C

For the next week or so we shall offer some of the
most beautiful Shirts we ever had, for an especially
low price. It’s getting along toward Easter and these
will be especially appropriate.

ENGLISH BROADCLOTH SHIRTS
$1.00 each
These are in plain colors or assorted patterns

/I complete selection of other

Philcos from $36.50 to $295.

STOKOWSKI ON THE AIR — SATURDAY, MARCH 12
Philco will

And to go with these we have a wonderful assort
ment of—

MOGADOR NECKTIES
3 for $1.00

Last year these sold at $1.00 each and are great values
Try a Few of These

present another

Stokowski-Philadelphia Orchestra

Concert over the entire Columbia network on Saturday, March 12,
from 8:15 to 10:00 P.M., E.S.T. Be sure to tune in!

HOUSE=SHERMAN, INC.
585 Main St.

Rockland

Tel. 721

Distributed by CRESSEY & ALLEN, Inc., Portland, Maine

WILLIS AYER .
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